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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, JANUARY 4, 1958 Price 15c
MOTHER OF 2 SLAIN DEFENDING HER KIDS
Spurned Suitor On Hand:




Police were taking no chances
last week when Vance Brooks,
a 27-year-old laborer showed
up without being invited at
the establishment where his
former common law sift- and
her husband, the new Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Dennis, were
scheduled to celebrate their
marriage. Cupid's assistant in
this instance is Patrolman
Daniel Evans, Mr. Braoks
was charged with malicious
mischief and threatening a
breach of the peace. (See pho-
to on page 2.)
Photo by Withers
By STAFF WRITER
When a girl has lived with a gum for five years, and
Is the mother of his one-year-old daughter, and he con-
tinues to hedge around when she brings up the subject
of matrimony, she has some reason to suspect that his
intentions are not honorable.
(See photo on page 2)
At least that's how the new Mrs.
Artie Mae Dennis, 21, of 513 Pon-
at., feels about the matter.
een she received a proposal
from Andrew Dennis, 35, she saw
no reason to keep him waiting.
The couple were married last
Saturday in Senatobia, Miss., by
a justice of the peace and came
back to Memphis to celebrate the
event at Alberta's Grill near
Fourth and Beale.
Twenty-seven year old Vance
Brooks, who is presently unem-
ployed, did not see matters in the
same light. When Mrs. Dennis,
whose first marriage occurred
when she was a 14-year-old girl,
told Brooks that she was planning
to marry someone else, she said,
that he immediately broke out with
a proposal, and suggested that they
get married at once, but she said,
that she doubted that he was sin-
cere about the matter.
GOING TO SEE A SHOW
When the newlyweds returned
from Mississippi, one of the first
es to greet them was Brooks.
r Mrs. Alberta Williams, .vho
s the proprietor of the grill, and
who was in charge of the cele-
bration, said that she saw Mr.
Brooks pacing up and down in
front of the establishment, and
when he saw the cake placed on
the table, he came in and told
a woman customer, "You are
going to see a show tonight."
Police arrived a short while
later, and whatever performance
Brooks had scheduled for Alber-
ta's Grill had to be cancelled for
a ccmmand performance at the
Memphis police department, where
he was charged with malicious
mischief, and threatening to
break the peace.
Mrs. Dennis said that she and
Brooks moved to Chicago, where
he attempted to find a job, but
when he remained out of work,
they returned to Memphis. While
in Chicago. she said, she-received
Mr. Dennis' proposal in a letter.
Before Brooks was led away by
Patrolman Daniel Evans, an ob-
server said, some wag put a
nickel in the juke box. The tune:




The Memphis City Planning
Commission, after making a study
of the McKinnie subdivision, an
area which has been in the hands
of colored citizens for almost a
hundred years, recommended the
area be continued as R-3 (resi-
dential.)
Several persons had testified
that the homes in the area were
in a run-down condition, and that
it would be to the advantage of
the community to have it reclaaei-
fied as C-2 (commercial.)
In its letter to Commissioner
John T. Dwyer of the Department
of Public Service, the Planning
Commission stated that it had dis-
cussed the area's history, present
condition, location, and the streets
serving the area, and had agreed
unanimously that the area should
be continued as residential.
Atty. J. F. Estes, who repre-
sented the members of the com-
munity in their efforts to retain
their rating as a residential sec-
tion, said that the action of the
Planning Commission only goes to
show what can be done when Ne-
groes exercise their power as vot-
ers.
The home owners hi the Mc.
)(Mille Subdivision, he said, are
almost 100 per cent registered
voters, and they received more
consideration than they would have
if they had shown little concern
for their voting rights.
The Planning Commission rec-
ommended that the residential
portion of the area be studied as
a possible Urban Renewal Area,
to prevent it from becoming a low
grade area and an eyesore to the
continued beauty of the city.
Rev. McClellan
Freedom Speaker
HUMBOLDT — Rev. 11. C Mc-
Clellan youthful pastor of the
Beale St. Baptist church in Mem-
phis will be the principal speaker
on Jan. 5, when the annual ob-
servance of the Emancipation
Proclamation is celebrated at the
Morning Star Baptist church
The program will be sponsored by
the Gillispie Kindergarten.
The program will begin at 7:45
p. m. with Mr. D. Glass of Jack-
son giving a 15 minute musical
recital..
More than a hundred voices will
be heard during the program, as
the choirs from this county and
the adjacent ones assemble to
render special music for the oc-
casion. Mrs. George Cooper and
Mrs. U. M. Garrett will be in
charge of the music, with Mrs.
Willie Bell Rawls appearing as
guest organist. Mr. U. M. Gar-
rett, director of band music at




ACCRA, Ghana — (MS) — Dr.
Kwame Nkrumah, prime ,eMister
of Ghana, and Fathia Hales Ritz,
of Cairo, were married Monday
in government house in Accra.
Mink Stole Winner
LUCKY YOUNG MAN—When
Frozell Pittman, 16, of 5018
Wilburn ave., registered at a
Big Star store recently for one
of the American Natimal
Ranch Mink stoles being giv-
en away each week by Big
Star, he hoped to make his
widowed mother, Mrs. Alma
Pittman, real happy during the
yuletide season with the gift.
Young Pittman has a reputa-
tion as a nice bialv. His desere
Caine true. Whets the drew.
log was made last week up
came the lad's name as win-
ner for the week. Mrs. Jana
Porter (right), home econom-
ist, is shown presenting the
$500 retail valued stole last
Friday to the happy young
man, In behalf of Mr. J. It.
Ifsde, Sr., and the Big Star
stores. Mr. Pittman is a 10th
grade student at Lester High
school. SEE OMER PHOTO
INSIDE. (Withers Photo I
Woman Complains Of
Mistreatment On Bus
Mrs. Bessie Short, 50, 732 Vance embarrassment. Then, a colored
ave., revealed Sunday that she kvoman seated on the back seat
was a victim of mistreatment by invited her to share that scat.
a Memphis Street Railway bus
driver, which was instigated by
a irate white passenger.
Mrs. Short said that she board-
ed MSR bus No. 623 (56-Lamar)
about 7:05 p.m. Sunday at Beale
and Third and took a seat about
midway of the vehicle.
White passengers were scatter-
ed on seats in front of her, sit-
ting one to each seat, she said.
After the bus had travelled se-w--
l
eral blocks, she said, a white
couple got on and took a seat
behind her,
"I thought nothing about that,"
Mrs. Short said, "since there was
ample space up front for the cou-
ple."
She said that she suddenly no-
ticed that a white man, sitting
immediately behind the driver,
kept staring coldly at her. "I
ignored him," Mrs. Short said.
The woman stated that when
the bus reached Main and McCall
ave., the driver stopped and wall-
ed back to where she was sitting.
Following i: the conversation
she reported occurred:
The driver: "Girl get up and
get on the back seat. You can't
ride amongst white people."
Mrs. Short: "What?"
The driver: "Get on the back
seat, anywhere back there."
Ars. Short: "What have I done
wrong? I was sitting here when
the people got on the bus. Any-
way, thank you." She said that
she got up.
Mrs. Short stated that she ask-
ed where she was to sit in the
rear since she wanted no further
One Negro male passenger ask-
ed her what the driver had said.
When she told him he became
angry. She asked h'-n not to cre-
ate any disturbance.
"1 decided to get off the bus
then and there, and told the dri-
ver to stop," Mrs. Short said.
She hailed a passing Bluff City
Cab which she learned was driv-
en by William M. Vaden. Mrs.
Short said she left the bus about
7:15 p.m.
"When I remember how I had
to run to catch the bus in the
first place," Mrs. Short said, "I
become even more indignant
about the incident."
I E. P. MacCullum, vice-presi-
dent and general manager of MSR
could not be reached at edition




Pedestrians on the corner of
Fourth and Vance saw a woman
attacked viciously, then robbed on
Christmas eve.
In broad daylight, a bold thug
smashed Mrs. Daisy Arnett, of 296
Pontotoc on the head, snatched
her purse and personal posses-
sions she was carrying, then fled.
In serious condition, she w a s
rushed to John Gaston hospital
in a Lewis Funeral home ambu-
lance.





By M. L. REID
Christmas 1957 will always be
remembered as a holiday of hor-
rors by the members of the Hen-
derson family of 1020 Walk at.,
Mt. Pisgah, for the three children
for whom so much happiness had
been planned were absent, never
to return. (See photos Page 2.)
On Thursday, Dec. 26, the three
small, charred bodies were lower-
ed into graves in the Mt. Pisgah
M. B. Baptist church cemetery,
only a short distance from the
site on which they met flaming
death on Monday.
With Christmas only two days
away, the Hendersons — Mr. and
Mrs. Dee Atlas Henderson, jr.,
the parents of the children, and
the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dee Henderson, who shared the
other side of the double tenant
house — had done nearly all of
their Christmas shopping for the
youngsters.
THE TOYS
Hidden in the house out of sight
of inquisitive young eyes were a
set of play dishes and a toy piano
for three-year-old Janet LaVer,p,
th? oldest child, and for two-year-
old Dee Atlas, jr., a rocking horse
and some toy automobiles had
been purchased, Next year would
be soon enough to give Miriam,
who would have been five months
old on Christmas eve, her first
set of toys.
Next door the grandparents had
bought other gifts to delight the
young children on Christmas, and
had hidden them in the attic where
it was impossible for them to
find them.
"It happened no quickly," young
Mrs. Henderson painfully recalled
as she sat near a mountainous
pile of food and clothing which
neighbors and friends had brought
to the two-room shack into which
the elder Hendersons had moved.
"The fire must have started in
the attic," the 19.year-old moth-
er of the three children said. "I
had just finished sweeping the
house, and had stepped next
dour iu my mother-in-law's. I was
there only about 15 minutes,
when a youngster ran up and
shouted, 'Where is all that smoke
See XMAS Page 2
Hospital Suit
Isn't Settled
Mrs. Nadine Blackman, of 673
St. Paul, told the Tri-State De-
fender Friday, that she is refiling
the $20,000 suit against Terrell
Memorial hospital.
She first filed suit last Septem-
ber against the facility and its
officials for damages she said she
received as a result of "wilful
negligence."
Atty. J. F. Estes, lawyer for
the hospital, had announced that
Mrs. Blackman had agreed to
discontinue the proceedings, and
a "non-suit" was filed.
"I have just left my attorney's
office," Mrs. Blackman told the
Tri-State Defender, "and I have
refiled the suit." Atty. Anthory




SLAIN XMAS MORN, was
Mrs, Alice Noel Mitchell, 37,
Who succumbed to knife
wounds inflicted by James
Norman, a patient at the West
Tennessee Tuberculosis hospit-
el, who fled from the wont-
an's home following the fatal
stabbing. Mrs. Mitchell. the
mother of two teen age chil-
dren, died in John Gaston hos-
pital a few hours after arrival.
Norman, an ex-convict, was
still at large.
A 37-year-old mother of two teenage children, who
sought to keep her boy friend, a patient at the West Tea.
nessee Tuberculosis hospital, away from her home because
she feared he might infect the children, was fatally stab.
bed early Christmas morning.
Mrs. Alice Noel Mitchell, who 
resided at 1483 Oriole at., with save her, the girl said that she
her two children, John Luther ran across the street to the horns
Noel, 16, and Rose Lucille Noel, of her mother's friend, Mrs. Lou-
ella Edwards, but she was unable
to arouse her.
Mrs. Edwards, like Mrs. Mit-
chell, was an employee of the
Forest Product Chemical corns
pany.
When Mrs. Edwards failed to
come to her aid, the girl said
bedroom which they had been
sharing, and excitedly told her to
get up, but that she told her
mother to "come on to bed," and
went back to sleep.
TERRIBLE SCENE
"A short while later I heard
mother calling out," she said,
"and I jumped out of bed and
ran into the kitchen to see yhat
was going on. I thought I saw
James hitting mother with his
fist, but when I got - little bit
nearer, I saw that he had a knife.
He struck mether again, this time
In the stomach with it and when
I told him to stop, he started
after me with the knife."
About that time, the Douglas
High school student said, her
brother, who is also attending the
school, came into the kitchen after
being awakened by the commotion,
and arrived just In time to catch
their mother as she started what had happened, and spent the
crumpling to the floor. rest of the aight with her chfl-
"When James saw mother fall- dren.
FUGITIVE CALLS
Later in the day, Mn. Irvin
said that she and Mrs. Williamg
were in the home of a woman near
15, died in John Gaston hospital
on Christmas morning after hav-
ing received seven stab wounds
inflicted by James Norman, home
on leave from the hospital.
Nornian, who had lived with
Mrs. Mitchell for about three
years, stabbed her with a switch-
blade knife, and is still being that she started screaming for
sought by police, help, but none of her neighbors
The daughter, Rose Lucille, said so much as opened a door to
that her mother and Norman assist her.
came into the house around 1:00 'MR. COWBOY' HELPS
a.m., on Christmas morning, and Finally a man known in the
that her mother rushed into the neighborhood as "Mr. Cowboy"
came to her, and having been told
by the fleeing Norman what had
happened, he went to a house and
called an ambulance which ar-
rived an hour later.
Mrs. Annie Belle Williams, who
resides almost a block away front
the child's home was attracted ha'
the screams, and rushed to the
scene, where she found the girl
In the street in her night clothing,
trying to get someone to help with
her mother.
Her brother John, stayed in the
kitchen with Mrs. Mitchell, who
remained conscious, but was un-
able to speak. Mrs. Williams ac-
companied the woman to the how
pital, and sent Rose Lucille to her
home to spend the night.
Mrs. Tommie Joe Irvin of 1584
Sunset st., Mrs. Mitchell's mother.
in law by a previous marriage,
said that the boy, John Luther
came to her house and told her
ing," the girl said, "he ran out
the door, and we haven't seen
him since."
COULDN'T AWAKEN FRIEND
Hoping that she could get her
mother to the Laspital in time to See SLAIN Page 2
100,000 Registered Voters 1958 Goal Of Local Leaders I
"Seek ye first the ballot," says It. George W. Lee, i and co-chairman 
of the Civic Im- sees. the ballot as one of the es- a boycott of their establishments,
manager of the Atlanta Life Insurance company's Memp- 
phrovledmentte Committee, hut tthey sential links to first class citizen- but would appreciate seeing Ne-
his branch, and veteran business and political leader, "and
all other roadblocks to democracy will be removed."
it. Lee is one of several outstanding Memphis civic'
leaders who believes that the pri• — 
'nary goal of Negroes in Mem' ment in this area. Lt. Lee said,
phis during 1958 should be to
place at least 100,000 of their
names on aiding registration
hooks.
St Would not be long before other
cencessions in first-class citizen-'
Ship would be made.
DR. WATSON
If at least 100,000 Negroes in Not only should Negroes regis-
Memphis and Shelby county mani-I ter in large numbers says Dr.
t such interest In the govern- A. Watson, jr., a local dentist,i•
.g
So few Negroes were registered
to vote during the last election,
Dr. Watson said, that the candi-
dates were able to take their
stand with the pro-segregationists
without fear of being defeated.
With Negroes making up alniost
40 per cent of the Memphis com-
munity, he says, they would be
given more consideration if they
exercised their power.
REV. BROWNING
Rev. D. Warner Browning also
ship, and thinks that at least half
of the Memphis Negro voting
population of nearly 200,000 should
place their names on voting reg-
isters in 1958.
The pastor of the Mount Pisgah
CME church says that it would be
an excellent idea also if Negro
Memphians were to rally to the
support of Negro-owned and op-
erated businesses, whenever pos-
sible. He says that he does not be-
lieve that the white merchants
here would regard such action as
groes working together.
NAACP LEADER
Atty. H. T. Lockard, president
of the local chapter of the NAACP,
says that registration alone should
not be the goal, but that intelli-
gent voting should acccmpany it,
if it is to enhance the Negro's
position in the community. If this
goal is pursued, he said, Neiroes•
would find themselves in a much
better position at the end of a
twelve-month period.
A. Maceo Walker, president of
the Universal Life Insurance
company says that a worthy
aim for Negroes during 19511
would be the eradication of rac-
ial segregation on public trans-
portation and at Memphis State
university. Members of both
paces he said should bend every
effort to stamp out the menace
of juvenile delinquency, which
Is a dangerous enemy to persons
of all races.
Atty. Russell H. Sugarmon sstt!
that one of the goals of Memphll
Negroes in 1959 should be to rid
themselves of the inferiority corn-
plex of a second-class status, and
demand better treatment.
"I think that Negroes should
conduct themselves as first-elaas
citizens." he said, "and many of
the obstacles which now confront
them would soon disappear,"
'ERADICATE THE EVIL'
Jessie Turner, a cashier at the
Tr-State Bank of Mempis, also
sees first class citizenship as a
worthy goal for Memphis Negroes
to strive for during 1958.
"I think the Negro in our com-
munity," he said, "should become
more concerned about his status
as a second-class citizen, and fee-
cordingly focus his financial, po-
litical, and moral strength to-
wards complete eradication of this
evil, wherever it exists in one
society."
1958, Mr. Turner said, will
probably be one of the first op-
portunities that Memphians will
have to exhibit their respect fog
law and order when the bus de-
segregation law goes into effect.
This, he said, will he a chal-
lenge, And a great step toward
the goal of the brotherhood of
men. •
TRI-STATE DEFENDEK
Sat., Jun. 4, 1958
I- A HOLIDAY TRAGEDY—Ar-
riving at the church for fu-..
I literal services for three 
chit.
dren who perished when they
I were trapped in a blazing
house In Mt. Pisgah are from
left to right, the children's
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Dee Henderson, the father,
Dee Atlas Henderson, Sr., and
the children's mother, Mrs.
Annie Bell Henderson, who
A
at;
was severely burned as she
attempted to rescue the chit-
dren. At right is seen the
graves of the children, Janet
LaVern 3, Dee Atlas, jr.,
and five-month-old Miriam
•
who were buried in the church
cemetery last Thursday fol.
lowing services at Ford Chap.




Opens Here On Jan. 2
- David M. Simmons Jr., of Los Angeeles, a veteran of
more than 50 special censuses, has been named supervisor
of the Memphis Special Census which starts Jan. 25, it
was announced last week by Robert L. Hagan, Supervisor
of the U. S. Census Bureau's regional office at St. Louis.
Reese P. Helmer, jr., of Atlan-1 
ta, another experienced Census
Bureau career employee, will a Official„v. as assistant supervisor. •
After attending a two.day brief-
ing at Census Bureaii headquart- Seters in Washington, Mr. Simmons To Haltcame to Memphis on Jan. 2 to open
an office from which he will di-
being undertaken to establish the
population growth which has taken n egration
rect the special census which is
place since the last official cen-
sus in 1950. The new population
figure will be used as a basis for
determining the amount of State
aid to the City of Memphis.
WILL PICK STAFF
Headquarters for the Memphis
Special Census will be in the
ATLANTA — (INS) Atty. Gen-
Eugene Cook said yesterday
Georgia Negroes would try to in
tegrate Atlanta schools this week
or "soon thereafter," and he as
advised the governor to utilize
state laws to stop them.
Cook said the move, which he
Recreation Building of the Lauder-, described as inspired and led by
dale OUrts Apartments Project,'the National Association for the
Winchester ave., and Lauderdale Advancement of Colored People,
at.geopervisior Simmons will
snentr..the next two Weeks inter-
viewift, testing and selecting the
30 crew leaders who will be di-
rgetly. in charge of the approxi- made by individuals rather than
Znately 450 enumerators who will the NAACP as such, but t h e
itiake a house-to-house canvass in NAACP will enter the picture In
Memphis during the special cen- the event admission is denied and
stie. Crew leader training will be litigation results."
elnducted on Jan. 17 at the spec 
The Attorney General said thetat census headquarters,
results of the move would be
tensus takers will visit every
had been carefully planned and de-
cided upon recently.
He said the effort to get into
the schools would however, be
futile and asinine," becaure it
31:bmphis home between Jan. 25', would set in motion Georgia anti-
awl Jan. 31 and leave a question- integration laws which would, he
noire. Residents will be requested declared:
to. fill out the form and mail it "Require the governor to with-
DC the special Census Bureau hold any and all state funds for
headquarters in Memphis on Feb the maintenance and operation of
1.: This "do it yourself" method the city system, thereby temporar-
of- Census taking is being consid-
aed for use in the national cen-
mrs of 1960. Supervisor Simmons
ranted out that all information
ftirnished on the Census form
will he treated confidentially by
life Census Bureau and will be
published only in statistical sum-
niaries. The information cannot
be used for investigation, taxation
of regulation.
:Persons interested in employ
assents as enumerators on the proj-
ei..t should contact William Farris Synthetic rubber is not really a
director of personnel for the City true synthetic because it is not a
of Memphis. Negro and white chemical twin of the natural pro-
teens are to be used in the project, duct.
red himself to the will of his
father and made ready to suffer
the consequences. Bat like the
father the New Year held for
him no bitter resentment.
The New Year holds for him
and it still holds for all of us
a spirit of welcome and a spirit
of forgiveness. God stands on the
thrashhold of all of. our lives as,
this father stood on the thresh.' SI •
held of this young man's life ready
to let us move once again into
the "Land Of Beginning Again."
Xmas
(Continued From Page II
coming from?"'
BLAZING INFERNO
Terrified, Mrs. Henderson raced
into her part of the house to res-
cue the tots, but was met by a
gust of flames before she could
get midway the first room of the
house, which was part stone and
part wood.
She ran outside, and attempted
to climb through a window into
the room where the children were
trapped, but as soen as she broke
the glass, the greedy flames pour-
ed through the opening, and licked
at her arms, causing severe burns,
before she was restrained from
entering the roaring inferno.
When the fire was at last ex-
tinguished, the three small char-
red bodies were found huddled in
a corner of the ashes which was
once a bedroom. Also seen among
the ashes was the blackened toys
which the children had received
in earlier days.
"My son didn't have a chance
to save a pair of socks from his
house," the elder Mr. Henderson
said, "but someone managed to
pull a chair, a bed, and a couch
out of our side of the house be-
fore the fire engulfed the rest."
The house was insured, Mr. Hen-
derson said, and he plans to start
building another as soon as things
are settled.
FUND DRIVE
A fund was started by a local
newspaper to help the family re-
establish themselves, and t h e
Hoehn Chevrolet company, for
which young Mr. Henderson work-
ed is picking up donations of cloth-
ineand furniture from members
of the community.
The Victory Funeral home of
Orange Mounds was in charge of
services, and Rev. A. C: Jackson,
pastor of the Mt. Pisgah M. B.
Baptist church officiated.
What ever might have been our
shortcomings of '57, '58 stands to-
day as a "Land Of Beginning
Again." We must accept it as
such. The crooked paths that we
have trodden, the biased judge.
ments that we have passed on,1
and the overlooking of the many
courtesies that have been given
to us remins us that we must
once again start life anew. The
prodigal son had had his way in
life, Everything had been to his
design.
Like many of us he had made
his choices but his choices had
led him to heartaches and many
troubles, Like many of us he had
left home training and God out
of his program. Somewhere down
the line he had to have a re-
awakening. Somewhere down the
lines of each of our lives we must
have a rude awakening. This is
an appropriate time for each of us
to do just that. It is in this re-
awakening that once again we are
brought to our senses and strive
to readjust ourselves to a life ac-
ceptable to God and our fellow-
man.
am
(Continued From Page 1)
the Mitchell home, when Norman
called to find out how Mrs. Mit-
chell was getting along.
She said that after Mrs. Wil-
liams informed him that his vic-
tim had died, she grabbed the
phone, and scolded No n,
whom sh e had known for some
time, and advised him to go to
the police station and give himself
up. She said that Nortnan told her
that Mrs. Mitshell started fighting
him first.
Mrs. Irvin said that Norman Is
an ex-convict and had served a
sentence in a Mississippi penal in-
stitution for a previous knifing.
Neighbors said that Mrs. Mit-
chell first marriage was to a man
named Noel, who has been con-
fined to a mental hospital since
the youngest child was 9 months
old.
Norman, the children said, had
always been cruel to their mother,
although he sought to prevent
them from finding it out.
Funeral arrangements for Mrs.
Mitchell were incomplete on Sun-
day.
Negro and white children a n d when he would meet his father. Two Mempluans On All
both Negro and white teachers No doubt like many of us he
system." had it all made up what he was Conference and school officials within the city 
had a long speech prepared. He
ily closing school facilities for both
"And the son said unto him,
'Father, I have sinned against
heaven, and in thy sight, and am
no more worthy to be called they
son.' "
Continuing our general theme,
"Ordeals That Make Men Grow,"
today we find ourselves dealing
with one of the most controversial
lives recorded in the Bible.
The life of the prodigal son car-
ries with it many sermons that
are most challenging to all of us.
I want to arrest our attention this
week to that particular verse
which sees a man having spent
himself and left with nothing but
the will to restore himself to the
better graces of himself, his lath-.
er, and his God.
Then we find this young man
leaving the hog pen and going
back to his home. This was a New
'Year in the life of this young man
— a state of beginning again. To-
day most of us are thinking in
terms of beginning again. Once
again we think in tt rills of our
mistakes and shortcomings and set
out to start life again.
We resolve this and we resolve
that. We set our hearts to re-
molding life all over again. So it
was with this young man. Life
bad been bitter to him, the paths
that he had chosen under his own
planning had led him to personal
degradation. He knew that this
was not in keeping with the wish-
es of his father an his God. He
had sunk so low that there was
no way for him to go but up and
he chose to go up at this point.
The first step in such a
gram was to go back home and
reconcile himself with his father.
As he walked along the road
thought after thought came into
his mind as to what he would say
He continued: going to say when he met his Team
"In the first place it will Corn- father. He had no thought that
pletely stop the present efforts of when he approached his home his Tennessee A & I State univer- mond for Central State rounds out
the state school building authority father would be standing at the sity placed four members of its the first team nominations.
to finance the construction of $10- road and then when he looked up once tied but unbeaten 1957 foot 
million worth of classrooms in At- there stood his father and his long ball team on the Mid-Western
and all that he could say was, versary Ali-conference selection
tante and Fulton Counties, well-prepared speech was gone Athletic association's Silver Anni- Ben-Gurion To
"Father, I have sinned, and am chosen zit Chicago recently.
no longer worthy to be called thy Coach H. C. Gentry's big team Quit Over Arms
son!" This in itself was an act contributed Leon Jamison, 190-
of submission. He fully surrend„ pound senior end from Atlanta;
 Charles Gavin, 212-pound tackle Purchase Plan
from Laurel, Miss.; Wilber Sues-
berry, 175-pound back from Day; JERUSALEM—(INS) — Israeli
ton; and Jesse Wilburn, 170-pound Premier David Ben - Gurion an-
back frcm Memphis. flounced yesterday his two-year-
Coach Dwight lit ed's Lincoln old coalition government is resign-
University Tigers defeated only by ing in the dispute over proposals
tTennessee State for an excellent o purchase arms from West Ger-
4 many. He is expected to try to
form a new government.
The white - maned, 71-year-old
Israeli leader said the five - party
coalition had been "damaged” by
the left - wing Ahdut Avoda Par-
ty. He accused two Ahdut Avoda
ministers of leaking information on
Israeli plans to send an arms-pur-
chasing mission to Bonn.
Ben - Gurion issued a statement
after a four hour cabinet meeting
in which he said his resignation
'PARTY HONORS (RIPPLED
1
 CHILDREN — Alpha Gamma
Cli Sorority was 00,4 At 2
1
I gala Christmas party on De-
CCM :cc 20, for the child, en at
Reel School for Crippled Chit
dren. Gifts and refreshments
were passed out by members
of tl-e nenfeaaional sorority, in
keeping with the oranization's
desire to extend Christmas
cheer to the community. Seen
left to right are: a parent of






school, Mrs. Harris; Mrs. Ruth
Hendrix, a member of Alpha
Gamma (hi; -Peter Watkins,
a student at Me leichool. and
Mrs. Alma Booth, principal
(Withers Photo)
8-1 record is represented on the
squad by Robert Waters, 220 pound
pound senior and from Fort Worth;
Herman O'Neal, 210-pound guard
from Memphis; and John Bradley,
187 pound junior from Kansas
City.
Coach John A. Merrit's Jackson
State College Tigers and Coach
Fddie Robinson's Grambling col-
lege Tigers placed two men each
on the squad. Jackson placed El-
liot Gilbert, 205 pound junior from
Georgetown, Ky.; and Co-captain
Ray Self, 205-pound senior ce^ would be submitted to President
"ter from Starkville, Miss. Gramb Itzhak Ben - ZVI no later than
Tuesday.
The cabinet had tried, but fail-
ed to resolve the crisis over the
Premier's decision, without prior
approval of the other ministers,
Coach James Walker's great full- to send an Israeli representative
back, 225-pound Herbert Drum- to Bonn to seek arms.
ling is represented by Theo-
dore Williams, 230-pounder from
Mansfield, La.; and Edward Mur-
ray, 155-pound back from Hous-
ton.
to
A PEACEFUL SCENE — Be-
fore pollee arrived to take
away Mrs. Dennis's former
boy friend, Vance Brooks,
guests feared that the planned
wedding party might turn out
to be the prelude to a funeral.
ea:
With Brooks safely lodged in
jail, the happy couple pro-
ceeded to cut the wedding
cake, surrounded by relatives
and well-wishers. From left
to right they 'are Daniel Tru-
do, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Den-
nis, Mrs. Annie Mae Brown,
the bride's mother, and Mrs.
Elizabeth Wilson. The couple
planned to go to St. Louis on
their wedding trip. (See story




Mrs. Bates, Atty. Hill,
Little Rock 9 Honored
ST LOUIS — (INS — A na-
tional Negro fraternity has hon-
ored the president of the Arkansas
chapter, NAACP, and nine Negro
childreti involved in the success-
ful Little Rock integration fight as
"Citizens of the Year."
Mrs. L C. (Daisy) Bates, ac- 1
cepted the award for herself and I
the students at a banquet given'
by Omega Psi Phi in St. Louis
Sunday. The award was made ati
the 44th annual convention of the
fraternity which has a national
membership of about 20,000.
Mrs. Bates told the 500 delegates
to the convention that the award
would inspire others to "fight for
full citizenship."
Oliver W. Hill, a Richmond, Va.,
attorney, Was honored as "Omega
Man of the Year." Hiss has fought
to abolish poll luxes in his home
state,
INDIANAPOLIS — (INS) — An
Arkansas political scientist assert-
ed yesterday that the U. S. Su-
preme Court decision on school
segregation actually has the sup-
port of Southern public opinion
"if the South is taken at its lar-
gest meaning geographically."
But he warned that another se-
cession is not entirely out of the
picture in "The Deep South."
Prof. Charles Hamilton of the
political science department, Col
lege of the Ozarks, explained:
"If the South is defined as the
cotton states, a majority is defi-
nitely opposed to integration, al-
though a third of this population
is Negro, and it would take only
the addition of a fifth of the
whites to constitute majority pub-
lic opinion."
He said that in counting any
public opinion figures relating to
the South, he figures a majority
requires more than a fourth of
the Negro population accompanied
by a third of the whites.
Hamilton said that some defi-
nitions of the South include Mis-
souri, Kentucky, Maryland, Del-
aware, West Virginia and Okla-
homa in addition to the other
states more often counted as
"The Deep South" and that with
these states included "the court
is sustained by Southern public
on'illiOn, he added:
"There are at least five din-
tinct public opinions in the South
not to count geographical varia-
tions thereof. There is that _which
passes for public opinion but
which is only the reflection of the
upper class.
The group is favored of con-
tinuing the status QUO , . Aust.! Some of the officers of the 14
ness public opinion is often in auxiliaries to be installed are
sharp disagreement with the plan- R. A. Washington, H. 0. Jones,
ter leadership, Middleclass senti- Mrs. M. L. Ransom, Mrs. T. E.
ment is often against integration Bratcher, Mrs. B. Grant, and Miss
for economic reasons. R. Ea Lesley. The pastor, Rev.
"The opinion of the underpri- E. V. McGhee, will install them.
vileged white is the majority pub- The combined choirs of the
lic opinion in numbers but it has
difficulty voicing itself."
Hamilton said that the majority
sentiment of the Deep South
against the Supreme Court ruling
"is not in favor of a new seces-
sion" but he warned:
"It, the majority sentiment,
may be as ineffective as majority
to secession in 1860. Every new
study of 1860 has shown that prob-
ably not a single state had a ma-
jority who really wanted seces-
sion and war. Those who wanted
to be public opinion succeeded
in having their way."
Hamilton said emigration of
youth may change the Southern
picture because more whites than
Negroes are leaving. He evaluat-
ed the press, radio, and television
for their power in influencing
public opinion in t he South, then
concluded:
"Southern churches are more
representative of public opinion
. . . the rising tide of religion has
a profound influence on leader-
ship, and perhaps the strongest
force against segregation in south-




Dillard University's Blue Devil
Cagers upset favored Knoxville
College bulldogs, 60-54, to win the
eight annual holiday tourna-
ment before a capacity crowd
in the Xavier University Gym.
The night before, Dillard'e
free wheeling quintet scored a
44-51 victory over the Southern
University Jaguars to earn the
right to meet the Tennessee
cagers. Dillard also holds a
53.43 win over Southern in regu-
lar season play,
Xavier, the host Institution,
fared badly at the hands of its
visitors suffering a e5-54 defeat
in the opener against Knoxville
and an 80-62 loss to Southern in
the consolation game.
The New Year found the Edu-
cational Board of the National
Baptist Convention celebrating
and making preparatory steps to-
ward milestones in human rela-
tions. It was the 94th birthday of
the Emancipation Proclamation.
Some of the city's most out-
standing leaders were on hand to
honor the occasion and to join
in prayer for guidance during this
crucial era. From the Master
Planner was sought directions
that will lead to the pealigation
of the theme: "From Emancipa-
tion to Integration."
The key address was delivered
by the chairman of the Education-
al Board, Rev. H. T. Brewster,
Other speakers on the program
were Mrs. J. H. Seward, M iss
Lucy Campbell, Lt. George W.
Lee, Atty, H. T. Lockard, L. Alex
Wilson, Dr. B. TashicCleave, Mose
Walker, jr., Fred Gardner and
Rev. Van J. Malone.
A special sermon by Rev. H.
H. Harper of St. Matthew Bap-
tist church and a forum were the
other features of the observance.
Rev. H. T. Brewster, jr., 01St-
dated in the stead of his father
at the East Trigg Baptist church
on New Year's Eve. His subject
was "Jezebel."
PILGRIM BAPIST CHURCH
Once again the congregation of
Pilgrim Baptist church heard the
beloved and stirring sermon on
"Watchman's Watch of t h e
Night." For more than 30 years,
the pastor, Rev. H. T. Brewster,
has told this old story and each
time it becomes more dear to the
membership.
GREATER MT. ZION BAPTIST
General installation of all offi-
cers of the Greater Mt. Zion Bap-
tist church will be held Sunday.
church will render the music.
FIRST BAPTIST LAUDERDALE
Sunday is Family Day at the
First Baptist Lauderdale church.
On this day, the heads of each
family lead songs and take up
coilection for their respective fa-
milies.
This excerpt from the Church
Herald expresses the urgency of
by HATTIE HOUSE
the presence of each family at
this first service of the new year.
"As the year closes, we are cer-
tain to be aware of the fact that
God has dealt mercifully with us,
and we can sincerely say the mer-
cy of the Lord is plentiful unto
Rev. H. C. Nabrit is the pas-
tor.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
A Fellowship Luncheon was held
at the Collins Chapel CME churc
on New Year's Eve. The Matt
E. Coleman Circle served. Watch
meeting followed.
Holy communion will be held
at the house of worship, Sunday.
The pastor, Rev. D. S. Cunning-
ham, will administer it.
The church recently witnessed a
beautiful musical. The Youth
Choir presented it. Mrs. Bernice
Thomas is the directress, Mrs,
Mattie Suttle assistant, and Miss
Joyce Ann Bahia, the president.
Bishop Cards
EAST TRIGG BAPTIST 'Prairie View
For Next Year
MARSHALL, Texas — The D
rector of Athletics at Bishop Col-
lege says Prairie View and Butler
Colleges have been added to the
1958 football schedule of the Bish-
op College Tigers.
Coach Dwight H. Fisher says
that otherwise, next year's foot-
ball schedule will be the same as
this year's schedule except that
Bishop will not play Benedict Col-
lege. Bishop is a member of the
Gulf Coast Athletic Conference.
The Tigers finished the past sea.
son with a 2 won, 5 lost, and 1 tied
record, but showed much improve-
ment over the 1956 season. CoaCh
Fisher has just completed his first
football season with Bishop, and
is in the process of rebuilding the
entire athletic program. •
Here is Bishop's 1958 football
schedule as announced by Coach
Fisher: September 20, Butler at
Tyler, Texas; September 27, Wiley
at Bishop in Marshall; October 5,
Dillard at New Orleans; OctOhe
11, Philander Smith at Bisho
October 18, Paul Quinn at fish
October 25, Tougaloo at Tougal
Mississippi; November 1, Rust
Holly Springs, Mississippi; No.
Vember 8, Jarvis at Hawkins.
Texas; November 15.
YOU'RE INVITED—Dave Burns, one of the well known huain
church and civic leaders, is now operating the LIME SP
SNACK BAR at 244 Hernando nt. Fm several years he was e
nected with the taxi business in Memphis.-Me Invites hie frien
and well wisher,: to visit h'e new business. The snack bar spedi
tees in the best home-cooked food in town—offering all kinds
sandwiches and the best and cheapest hamburgers sold
































































































































































































Top Stories In 1957
insigniaIf an alphabetical  were
adopted for 1957 it would be a
huge "T."
The "T" would stand for "Ten-
sion," with a proportionally small-
er "t" for the troubles f ro m
which the tensions stemmed.
A break - down of the major
*i
nternational, national, and local
iews events for 1957 disclose oc-
currences which directly and im-
mediately touched and influenced
the lines of men of all stations,
r ces, and creeds, and left none '
entirely unaffected.
FIVE SUCH
On the international stage five
such news events had their effect.1
F rst was the upheaval in Little
Rock, Ark., over integration of
Negro students in the city's pub-
lic schools. Gov. Orval Faubus's
action in using troops to prevent
the integration, and the Federal
government's answer with soldiers
served to pinpoint a basic issue
in the American cOncept of law
and government involving states
rights and federal prerogatives. It,
also provided a source of detri-I
mental propaganda for enemies
of the United States, and worried
the nation's allies about Ameri-
ca's future.
SThe launching of two space mis-iles by the Russians in the mid-
dle of last Fall, added a ne w
word to the American vocabulary, I
"Sputnik," and left many Ameri-
cans worried about the vaunted'
technological superiority of this
nation in the eompetion for
world leadership in the military,
scientific, and industrial areas.
IKE'S ILLNESS
President Dwight Eisenhower's'
"mild" stroke, the third in a so-
res of illnesses which have Wag-,
ued him since he became Presi-
dent of the United States, shook I
the political, financial, and inter-
national world, and left the na-
tions of the West, as wall as the
citizens of the United States con-
cerned about effective leadership'
in a time of tension, it also re-
viewed concern about Presidential
succession in the American coy-
ernmental organization, at a time
Of crisis.
Rights Bill. The result was the the movement with some to/er-! al" b an i d NPe y organ ze e gr o
airing of many aspects of the No- &nee, until the Hattie Cuiton Ela-, group, which voiced the sentimentgro's political and citizenship stat- mentary school, in which one Ne-. of Negro Memphians against theus. It resulted in the passage of gm o child had been enrolled, was long-time practice of the paper inwhat many regarded as a "wat- almost destroyed by a right-time refusing to use titles of respect
ered down' Civil Rights law, de- dynamite blast. Police and citi- in referring to Negro women insigned to protect the Negro's right zens quickly realize that the time its news stories.
to vote primarily, and the estab- , for tolerance had ended, and Kas- The result was that "the Corn-lishment of a Civil Rights Corn- ,per and his satellites were jailed mercial Appeal" changed its p01-mission Lo protect the Negro's and treate not like gentlemanJ Icy to include titles. The decisionright to the ballot by investigat• but like hoodlums, in a "get was reached after several weeksing alleged violations of the law tough" policy, which cooled off of a mushrooming cancellation ofgiving him that power, much of the segregationists senti- subscriptions and the refusal ofINTEGRATION ment that had been brewing in Memphis and Shelby County Ne-in Nashville there was disturb- the Tennessee capital.
ance over integAtion, when John
Kasper and his forces moved in
to rally segregationists tohis
cause. Local law enforcement au-
thorities were inclined to regard
LOCAL SCENE
Locally, the citizens of Mem-
phis were intrigued by the boy-
cotting of the city's largest daily
newspaper, "The Commercial Ap- ment,
DYER, TENNESSEE
Here's hoping that you had a
very Merry Christmas, and here's'
wishing you a happy and prosper-
ous New Year.
Many families have been made,
happy by the return of their loved I
ones, and yet there has been
much sadness.
Christmas was made very happy
for Mrs. Adeline Exum, because,
all of her children were home'
for the holiday. From Chicago'
came Mrs. Mary MeLatiehlin,
Mrs, Bertha Joy and Mrs. Eliza-
beth Johnson, and from Rockford,
Ill., came Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Tansil. Mr. and Mrs. Albert Exum
were here from Michigan City,
Ind., and Rev.. and Mrs. J. D.
Thomas came from Trenton, Tenn.
Other guests who were present
included Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Hill, Edmond T. Harris, James
R. Edmond, and Mrs. Eloise Mc-
Coy, all of Rockford, Ill., Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Exum of Browns-
ville ard Cottrell•Edmond of Mi-
en.
Mrs. Imogene Tim.ris of Chicago
is visiting her parents Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Patterson.
Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln O'Daniel
of Jackson, Tenn.. were guests
'of Mrs. Cordelia O Daniel. 
Mom 
Lillian Boush, Nancy Russell. Beal St Won Forget_. •
Carrie Marsh, Leora Erby and
Lucinda Dance,
Mrs: Johnnie Jamison and Mrs.
Ida Pfiffier enterteined the Fat- 
Most people on Beale Street
deral Club on last Saturday night 
knew him only as "Bird-Breast "
1 in the Jamison home, with the 
His exceedingly slender frame,
. husbands of the ladies present as, 
with the hatchet-sharp, brown
guests. Presents were exchanged, 
face, constantly wreathed in a
,. h b
By NAT D. WILLIAMS a man could sleep and keep vari-
ously warm. . .one greasy mo,a1
and a part a day in the greasier
Beale Street restaurants. . .and a
daily portion of not-too-expensive
wine ("Sweet Lucy"). to keep the
Cockles of w man's heart warm.




too much. It was
ing back."
ference" in Paris. during which
the representatives of more than
two score nations affiliated with
the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation (NATO) met was of world
significance, because it was a
meeting of the leaders of the na-
tions of the West, during which
time appraisal was made of their
positions in regard to the "cold
war" with the East (Russia and
her satellites). Momentous decis-
ions were made which concern all
mankind's !Vlore in regard to
peace or war.
Similar, but less publicized was
the second international meeting
of the Afro-Asian nations w h o
held a conference, their first since
the famous Bandung conference
ilk Indonesia. It was held in Cairouring the final days of 1957, and
was significant because it conaist-
ed of representatives of more than
32 dark-skinned nations of t h e
world, meeting to discuss colonial-
ism, imperialism, racial discrm. and Mrs. Sarituel
ination, and economic organize- Walter and C. S West a n d
Hons. George McGee are visiting Mrs.
NATIONAL SCENE Clara West and Lynn McGee.
On the national scene there were Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Overall were
four important occurrences in here last week to visit their , day.
friends and relatives.1957 from the Negro American's I Mr. and Mrs. Louis Ellis of Lou-
point of , view. There was the Mr. and Mrs. RUDIR Johnson] isiana are home with her moth-
Tuskegee boycott. This involved entertained Mr. and Mrs. Charles er, Mrs. Farrah Ivie in Ruther- guests wanted a dash of local col.
the action of Negro residents of Johnson and Chester Williams re- ford this week, or brought in to them.
the famed Tuskegee community cently. Thomas Gene Wade of Tennes• In this way the "Jug Band"
hi Macon County, Alabama. where- Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey West, and[ see AStruniversity is home with members eked out the precarious
In they quit trading with mer-, Mrs. Frances Davis and her son, I his parents for the holidays. "living" they seemed to 
love,
chants in t he community as re-1 all of Memphis spent a few hours Mr. and Mrs. S. N. Lovett of This "living" usually included 
one
prisal for the action of a white' with Mrs. Clara West enroute to Jackson were here to visit rela- sparsely furnished room in 
which
Alabama state senator in having Detroit
them voted out of the corporate Mrs. Mattie Ellington, and her PTA iv,limits to restrict them from vot- son, Clifton, have returned from. • •
ing in local and stele elections. St. Louis.
Then there was the Prayer Pil- Rev. Newborn, pastor of Mt.
grimage to Washington, D. C.. •Zion CME church and Mrs. Sylal,
flirom all over the United States Will Sowell were Sunday dinneruring which time Negro leaders Mays, along with Mr. and Mrs
assembled in the Nation's capital guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alvernia
to conduct a religious service and Mays i The Parent Teachers Associa- in 
the school cafeturium, and he
Indirectly voice the Negro's pro- Mr. and Mrs. Mervin Anderson' lion of the Lester 
Elementary stressed the responsibility of par-,
test against his status of second- entertained about 10 persons on school took a 
retrczezctive ,view ents and teachers to meet the
Xlass citizenship. Led by the Rev. Tuesday night at a very lovely at the close of 1957, and 
conclud- present demands of educatien.
ed that they had accomplished During October, the 
organize-
quite a bit since school opened in tion had its membership 
drive,
the fall, and delegates were selected 
to at-
One of the first acheivements 
tend the PTA congress which was
for the school year was the op- 
held in Jackson. During the last
ening of a new $800 library, one 
week in October a workshop was
of the first to be added to a grade 
held in which parents and teach-
ers discussed the problems fac-
ing the schools, homes and com-
munities, and attempted to find
  some solutions. •
OTHER PROJECTS
A Thanksgiving project was
launched in November, and turn-
ed out to be a tremendous suc-
cess for the organization, through
the cooperation of the student
body. Eight baskets of food, and
eleven boxes of clothing were col-I
needy, In  D
lected and distributed, to the
December, just before school
recessed for the holidays, the P.
T. A. of Lester held its first Christ-
mas party, and gifts were ex-
changed between parents a n d
teachers. A holiday movie entitled
"The Story of Silent Night," was
shown, and those present joined t
in the singing of Christmas car-
ohs. The tall Christmas tree which
the organization used was after-,
ward donated to one of the church-!
es in the community.
Mrs. Riley of the Pet Milk com-
pany was on hand to serve re-
freshments.
One of the first events which
the PTA has scheduled for 19$88 is
a Father and Son Night.
Mrs, Emma Trotter is president
of the Lester Elementary school
PTA. and Mrs. E. 0. RodgersH
principal
tives on Christmas day.
Mrs. Bobbie Harris is visiting
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Rob-
ert McDearmon, in Chicago.
We are happy to welcome some
Dennie Hamilton, in Humboldt. , newcomers to our town in the
The Beau Ideal Club held a person of Mr. and Mrs. Will So-
meeting with Mrs. Addle Gentry well on Oak st., and Mr. a n d
last week, and e. lovely iced Mrs. Lathan Skinner and Clyde
course was served to the mem-, Randall on North Main st. All
hers. We will list the names of l of these persons hail from the
the officers of the club at a later
date..
The Better Homes Club held its
first Christmas Party in t e
home of Mrs. Lucinda Dance on
Lexington in Trenton. A three-
course dinner was served, with
Mrs. Nancy Russell acting as
hostess for the evening.
The preident of this excellent
group is Mrs. Flora Howard.
by members of the club w ere
Several articles that were made 11 •
placed on display, and an ex-
Mt. Zion community.
I One last visitor, Miss Martha
Jane West a city school teach-
er in It. Louis is here visiting
her matter, Mrs. Clara West.
We know that we have missed
some visitors, so will you please
tell us who they are for our next
issue? Something big will be told
then. Until then, ADIOS AMIGOS!
WINS $500 MINK STOLE —
Froze!! Pittman, 16, (at left)
of 5048 Wilburit ave., looks on
proudly as his sister, Miss
Martha Pittman, 18, excitedlY
tries on the' $500 American
Natural Ranch Mink Stole he
won last week after register-
ing at aBig Star Store in his
neighborhood. Looking en at
right is Mrs. Jana Porter,
home economist, mho Present-
ed the valuable prize to young
Pittman in behalf of Mr. J.
It. Hyde, Sr., and the Big
Star stores, which are serv-
iced by Malone & Hyde. 'the
Mink stoles are given away
free. All one has to do Is
register at a Big Star store
,
/
upon visiting. If your name Is
drawn, you will be notified as
was Frozell Pittman. The lad
is a 10th grade student at Les-
ter High school. Ile registered
for the stole hoping to make
his mother, Mrs. Alma Pitt.
luau — a W -- happy
during the yule season. (With-
ers Photo.)
ird-Breast Is Gone,
change of gifts climaxed the meet-
ing and party.
were ITZ:d aPnraeX ti.lfoorra 
the event B ft
Dr. Martin Luther King, jr., of
Montgomery, Ala., bus boycott
fame, and other nationally known
leaders, the Prayer Pilgrimage
attracted wide-spread attention.
Closely crowding other national
news for first consideration among
Negroes along with the rest of
the nation was last Summer's Con-
gressional debate over the Civil
groes to purchase the paper.
All told, 1957 was a year of ten-
sion stemming from international
rivalries and interracial readjust-
V
FOURTH ANNIVERSARY —
The Home Industrial Club
No. 2 celebrated its Fourth
anniversary with a banquet at
the home of Mrs. Rebecca
Harris, 2983 Calvert at., last
dianapolis. Ind.. is home with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Emerson
Wynne. Mr. Walter Standback
of Milwaukee returned here re-
cently to visit his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. William Standhack.
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper Abbott
were thrilled to have their daugh-
ter, Miss Louise Abbott of Chi-
cago home for the holidays.'
Spc-3 Herbert O'Daniel of Fort
Holabard, Md., is visiting h i s
mother, Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel.
Mrs. Nathaniel McDaniel of
Cleveland, Ohio, is visiting her
mother-in-law and grandmother.
Mrs. Mildred McDaniels a n d
Mrs. Ile McGee.
Mrs. Audrey Wyatt Edmonds of
Chicago was here to visit Mr.
and Mrs. Lonzo LaRue and other
relatives this week.
OTHER GUESTS VISIT G I B-,
SON COUNTY — Misses Dorothy
Wynn and Erma Jean Nolan of
Gary, Ind., are guests of Mr.
party.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Fields
were dinner guests of Mr. a n d
Mrs. Jack Easley on Thursday.
Mrs. Evelyn Ewell and Mr.
and Mrs. Derald McDaniel h a d
their home destroyed by fire or.
last Thursday night. Mrs. Ewellj
at the time was visiting her fa-1
ther and mother, Mr. and Mrs.!
On the religious side, Christmas
was observed with the appropri-
ate solemnity. The day began
with a sunrise service at t hi e
Presbyterian church, with a ser-
' mon.given by Rev. W. C. Rogers
at the CME church.
The Rev, and Mrs. Rogers
' of the famed thorofare around the
, Mrs. J. D. Overall. 
- --* --- "Birdbreast" added his share
world.
' were dinner guests of Mr. and
, The Young People's Club of the was only 
to Beale Street's fading tame. IiI
I Baptist church, under the direc• 
i a small share, maybe.
tion of Mrs. Addie Gentry, pre- 
He played a hmne-made "truni
sented a lovely program on i .
pet" stood out ;none drume iiii-
Christpas night. Gifts were ex-, 
m pavement troubadours known
,changed by club members and the 
as the "Jug Band." Hie "tram-
Missionary Ladies. 
pet' stood out among drums im ,
The sad funeral of little Miss 
provised from washboards, bass!
Ruth Scates, daughter of Mr. and 
fiddles made from a stout rope
Mrs. Clarence Scales of the Mt. 
and a tin tube, saxophones made
Zion community was held at the l' 
from combs covered with tissue
church last Sunday. Young 
missl paper, xylophones imagined from
EhaKrEmponoicuaTs. LivENG
Scates had teen a bed patiet I , .
receiving her formal education at 
But "Bird Breast' was an ins-for the past eight years, and was
home. Your scribe was her teach- 
portant member of the "hand."
They needed him to carry the
"melody" of the blues, ballads.
shout songs, and jump tunes they
dinner gnests at the home of Rev, played for Beale Street passers-
and Mrs. D. E. Brideeman along by. They played for the pennies,
with Tom Moore, on last Thurs- nickels, and dimes the passersby
thrw to them. Sometimes t h e y
played for white groups on swank
down-town occasions, when t h e
Saturday. Left to right are
members: Mrs. Mae Bell RIO-
op, Mrs. Ruthie Mae Wade,
Mrs. Melinda Johnson, pres-
ident; Mrs. Alice Ross, Mrs,
011ie Mae Mems, assistant se-
cretary; Mrs. Dorothea
and a turkey dinner with all of
peak of his cloth cap, were as
familiar on Beale Street as Ian.
dy's Park.
His chosen "profession". . .as a
member of the once-famed Beale
Street "Jug-Band." made him a
part of the mantle of colorful tra-
dition which has sent the name
er for the past six years.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Ball were
akes Big Gains
ester During '57
school in the Memphis area.
Rev. H. W. Henning spoke on
this occasion at a program held
Threat, Mrs. Lola Nelms, trea-
surer; Mrs. Maria Poelinitz,
secretary; Mrs. Sallie Hard.
rick, vice president: Mrs. Re
beers Harris. chaplain and
seated, Mrs. Nettie Threat,
queen of the club for 1957.
Outside of this. Jug-Band men,




"Bird Breast" on Christmas E‘e
night.
Wilford Bell, around 40, wa s
found on the floor of his room
over the Palace Theater, t It a t
night, suffocated to death by gas
(unite; from a chill chaser he ap-
parently thought he had lit. They
had to kick the door down to get
to him. The gas was detected by
an acquaintance who happened to
be passing his room. Another ac-
quaintance went in to see about
him. Police questioned 
.
s last
acquaintance. . .who kicked the
door down. , .they felt he should
h mave called the first,
But even the police were seem
, ingly convinced that "Bird
Breast" had met death accident-
moffer the „ that life had "snatched
"snatchn-i.ebdack" on him just when it seem-
he "had it made for Christ-
Words of the Wise •
There can be no democracy
unlee..1 there is a basic respect
for opposing Ideas and a wttl-




R. S. Lewis Funeral Home had
the body, while efforts were be-
ing made to locate relatives, if
any, Most folk only knew "Bird
Breast" as a Jug-Band man.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3




The lloward University Choir,
a time-honored and distinguishet
college group, has recorded an
'ingressive collection of 18 Neat
spirituals in a new RCA Vides
album.
Titled simply "Spirituals," the
album combines spirited numbers
such as "Go Tell It On the Mouth
lain," "Ain'a That Good News,r
and "Every Time I Feel the
Spirit," with subdued, movine
melodies such as "Balm in Gil.
cad," "Wera You There," end
"Listen to the Lambs."
Featured are striking arrange.
ments by Harry T. Burleigh, B.
Nathaniel Dett, John Work and
Dean Lawson.
A & I Cagers
Bring Home A
Tourney Trophy 1
YouNGsTOWN, ohm — Coacb
Johnny McLendon's 1957 NAIA
national basketball champions ol
Tennessee A&I State university,
won a consolation trophy, set SI
new tourney scoring record, and
placed one man on the all tourna.'
ment team here this week in •
three-day basketball tournament.
After being edged out by Steub.1
enville, 70 to 71, the team which'
swept the tourney and who also
tamed Youngstown 57 to 55 fog'
the championship trophy, the TenJ
nesseeans, paced by Dick "SkulPi
Barnett, blasted West Virginia
Wesleyan 99 to 88 and Andersoe
college 70 to 63 to win the console'
lion cup,
Coach McLendon said that the
tournament was lust the sort
competition his team needed tot
, sharpen them up for the Wester,
tipoff play to be held at McComb,
1 111., on Jan. 2.3.
"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE 8 SUPPLY, Inc. '
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Badges, Caps, Gowns, Banners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Song looks I
Church Supplies













Mail Or Bring Your Labels To The
AIR-PRESS ADVERTISING AGENCY
Yes Madame,
These wintry days call for
added calories on the menu to
give the warmth and energy
that is needed by your family.
Yes with the cost of foods it
is very hard to make that ever
tilting budget balance. Jack
Sprat is alwevs willing to come
to your rescue with money sav-
ing as well as time saving sug-
gestions.
Why not try this energy
stocked low cost meal today?




Two-thirds C. cubed carrot
One and one-half cups meat
gravy.
Two-thirds C. cubed potatas
One C. cubed cooked meat
One small onion, sliced
1/2 recipe rich Jack Sprat
biscuit dough
Cook the vegetables in boil-
ing water until almost tender.
Drain. Add some of the cooked
liquid to the gravy if needed
to make about 1/2 cups. Mix
vegetables, meat, gravy to-
gether. Heat thoroughly and
pour into baking pan. Cut bis-
cuits and arrange on top of
meat mixture. Bake at 425 de-
grees F. (hot oven) until bis-
cuits are done and pie is hot,
about 15 minutes. Serves four.
JACK SPRAT
BISCUITS
Two cups Jack Sped Flour
1/2 to three-fourth C. milk





Sift dry ingredients together.
Cut in lard. Whip egg and add
enough milk to make three-
fourths cup. Add egg and milk
mixture slowly. Blend well,
place on board that has been
floured with Jack Spart enrich-
ed wheat flour. r:need lightly;
roll 1/2 inch thick and cut with
biscuit cutter. Proceed as di-
rected above. Meat and vege.
table pie is especially tasty
when served with a fresh fruit




BIG STAR FOOD STORES WISH YOU A HEA LTHY, HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
TALENTED BOYS AND GIRLS shown above have an eye for the
future. They appeared on a recent show over WDIA, for they too,
can easily become big stars of tomorrow. Each Saturday morning
at 11:30 Big Star Food Stores glee boys and girls an opportunity
to express themselves by medium of radio. The show is emceed




Joyce McIntosh. First row, left to right: Tyrone Smith, Geraldine
Renard, Laverne Marie Patterson, Fred Jordan, III Second row:
Jacquelyn Thomas, and Yvonne Towtmei. If you would like an
audition try-out to appear on the powerful 50.000 watt, WD1A,
you are rordiallv Invited to contact the station anytime.
• TRENDS FOR '58 coiffeurs were dramatically portrayeed recently at -
a hair styles showing which set the pace for the blonde look, with emp-
hasis on the forward flair waves and wisps to accent the softer, natural
appearance.
• STYLES SHOWN on this page have such intriguing titles as Tags-
bond,"Sorority Sweep,' Moon-Glo,"Leprechaun' and 'Siren Lift.' Most
important in '58's coiffeur trend, however, is that styles permit many
comb-out variations.
• KATHERINE WEBSTER — Softly luminous "Moon
Glow"
FRANCES PAYNE and Margaret Hodge — The bouffant "Stardust" and the "Siren Lift."
• MODINE DAWSON — The "Sorority Sweep" em- • ROSE CONLEY SMITH — Platinum coiffeur "Lep.
phasizing the forward look. rechaun" and platinum poodle.
PRETTY AS THEY are easy to care for, the '58 trend also gives that
casual, yet natural look to milady who knows that beauty starts at the
top — her crowning glory. Softly feminine, the styles shown here have
been set to permit the wearer to brush her own hairdo into soft, casually
carefree lines.
THE HAIR and the complexion should be a chief project for 1958. For,
color adds a dimension of beauty to every woman. Startling changes, such
as turning from brunette to platinum need the attention of a skillful ope-
rator. Proper steps for achieving a natural looking tint are (1) choose
your color carefully; (2) clear up the complexion before changing color
of hair and (3) change shades of makeup to compliment the hair coloring.
(Photos by Rhoden; Hairstyles by Mr. Paul)
• THE COOK TWINS — Juanita and Marge show the "Scoop Wave"











































































Tennessee St. Takes NAIA Con:solution's:74'9:
WALTER HOLTZCLAW, (25)
giant 6.5„4 & T College Ag-
gees forward buckets an easy
layup in the game played in
Greensboro against Elizabeth
City State Teachers college.
Teacher's Melvin Boyd (23)
and Randy Took (13) had little
chance to prevent the score.
The Aggies won, 6555.
DOWN
THE LANES
Madison-Kedzie went bear hunt-
ing with a shot gun against Tem-
ple Bowl and returned bare. Tem-
ple took advantage of its home
court and chalked up three series
over 500. Herbert Cole collected
a 554-203, Virginia Robinson raised
.r average to 133 with her 512-1 and John Ingram used his
won ball again to chop 516-182
pins. Mary Pendleton could not
get going and James Johnson's
ball was not breaking right. Book-
er T. Rice held the losers above
water by felling 515-189. This re-
sulted in raising Temple from
fifth to third.
Aggretssive West Side make
New Ritz 'ook like a rubber ball.
Defeating them 3-0 bounced the
latter from fourth to seventh.
Captain Al Fuller stated that his
team will take the rubber out of
the position changes and place it
in the balls to knocivome wood
down.
West Side nipped one game off
Of Victory's gap. Robert Jones
ik
ontinued his consistent shooting
fe• a 510 and Charles Wood's wide
curve came in the pocket for a
501 for the winners.
Victory and Garfield grudge
game went nip and tuck, but, as
the name .stated, Victory got the
rubber game. Paul Johnson, the
latest farm grad ate, was short
six pins for a 500 series. Charles farm club, in the person of Wit-
Moore (instructor at Legion Bowl) ham Ellis. Ellis gave a demon-
* * • .. ....
I According to Owen Washington, The 5:30 p. m. squad on Sunday
secretary of the Chicago Bowling will see a parade of champions
Senate 16th annual tournament, and prospectives. Temple Bowl,
the interest is very high. It is collecting a 3162 will be back to
to be conducted on New Ritz's defend their laurels. Paul Mach-
AMF Automatic Pin Spotters, on ael and Taft Ridley, doubles
Jan. 24-26. Many reservations champions, will pair up to beat
have been sent in. Participants their 1275 of last year. Robert
interested in certain squ a ds
should send their entries in im-
mediately.
This year's contest will con-
sist of teams, doubles and singles
events. The doubles and singles
will be one combination, but dif-
0
erent prize fund. The team first
'lace prize fund will be $150 plus
trophies based upon thirty teams.
The doubles first place will pay
$120 plus trophies based upon 60
teams.
The singles will have a $90 first
place prize fund and trophy based I ma Burton has been participating
on 120 entries. Of course if the in a great. number of tourna-
teams are greater the prize fund' ments this last year to have the
will be larger. The ratio will be desired experience to defend her
one for each six in the teams and Singles Championship of 626 and
one for each 10 in the doubles All Events Championship of 1683.
and singles. Reservation date is Jan. 5. En-
Some of last year's winners tries will definitely close on Jan.
have sent in their reservations. 12. Get your entries in now.
instructed 533 pins to play dead
and Joe Earl returned to his old
game with a 554 series. Cora Bu-
com cemented the third high se-
ries with a 492 for the winners.
Victory's 2533 Series also took
top series honor. Robert William's
583-221 and Lloyd Thompson's 517
looked very nice for the losers.
The Lake-Ken Sha os had fire '
in their nostrils against the Legion
Xireballs. These two games en-
three-game losing streak when it
meets D. C. Teachers. Off to their
best start in many years by win-
ning their first five games, the
abled them to take one step out Bisons reversed their form corn-
of the cellar. Captain Harold Mes-; pletely, dropping their next three
siah knocked „town 494 to increase contests. Coach Tom Hart is at
loss to explain how the Bisons
folded in their last week of play.
Two of the losses were suffered
at the hands of Johnson C. Smith
and St. Paul, both of whom
Howard had beaten handily on
the road.
The Bisons resumed practice
yesterday following a layoff of
three weeks. hart's chief problem
now seems to be getting his boys
back in shape, especially his start-
ing five. With an inexperienced
"bench," the Bisons will proba-
bly have to go all the way with
their starting unit if they are to
remain in contention for a CIAA
Tournament berth.
his average three more pins.
Victory put the steam on West
Side and the latter came out
completely (de)p r e s se d. Paul
Johnson, who has been adding
pins to his average each week,
settled for a 528. Charles Moore
took head of the lesson that Paul
Krumske gave him last week and
tallied for a 613-223. Joe Earl
knocked Mk on the head. Robert
Jones swelled his series to a 542
for the losers.
Lake-Ken put the pressure on
the Legioo Fireballs by a score
of 3-0. This dropped the losers
into the cellar. Even and concon-
sistent shooting by the winners
was the Legion Fireball's down-
fall. Captain Verlita Vaughn in-7 stration of his duck like approach
troduced another member of their and collected three deuces for a
672-243. The 2500 series was good
for second high. Hubert Cole con-
tinued his good sooting with a
505. John Ingram came back in
the running with a 502
Madison-Kedzie usually waits
until they meet New Ritz to dem-
onstrate their ability. Bowling
with only the men New Ritz was
able to salvage one game out of
the deal. The two anchor men,
Levele's 664 was good last year Arthur Jackson and Owen Wash.
for the Singles Champion. Taft ington knocked identical pins
Ridley, the money man in bowl- down, 503.
ing, has had more practice and Next week Garfield will be the
states the 2015 for All Events will host in the first game of the year.
be ancient history at the next Ma di so n-Kedzie will have a
tournament, chance to kep the Legion Fire.
Leader Cleaners "A" do not balls in the cellar, New Ritz will
feel that the 2724 will be some- take on the host, Lake-Ken will
thing to end on at the tourna- attempt to taste victory from Vic-
ment. Rose Wilkerson's and Thel- tory and West Side will battle
ma Dennis 1153 will not stand Temple.
against Janet Thonipson's and 
Emma Durham new score. Vel- The heart of a bird can beat
too fast for the human ear to
count.
Words of the Wise
Democracy means not "I am





The football with which the
Florida &Mk University Ratt-
ier. won the nation's mythical
Negro grid championship Is
presented to Florida A & M
president George W. Gore, Jr.
Rattler captain James W ii-
llama (left- presents ball to
Dr. Gore and Coach Jake Gal-
thers during convocation held
at Lee Hall auditorium.
the season. Three such games
are on tap next week, however,
all in New Jersey. The Bisons
meet Upsala at East Orange next
Tuekday, the Nev,.ard Division of
Rutgers on Friday, and Bloom-
field State Teachers at Bloomfield
on Saturday. One (IAA game is
on next week's schedule. On
Wednesday Howard meets Morgan
, 
Stubenville Nips Wiley Wins
TigerWinStreak78-20 In
By EA3L S.
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio — Coach (Tennessee paced by Dick Bar- i ri•d Finale
CLAYTON III 55 for the championship trophy, 
nett blasted West Virginia Wes- .Johnny McLendon's 1957 NAIA
national basketball champions leyan 99-88 and Anderson College ' MARSHALL, Texas—The Wiley.
Wildcats brought down the cur-ropes 
state bounced off the quint 70-63 for the consolation cup.
. Coach McLendon commented, lain on tne nation's outstanding
to win the consolation tro
phy, set a new tourney scoring "I'm glad we got *his tourney 1957 foothall record by wallopingrecord and place one man on the under our belts. We needed this the Military ...,SAcadmy of exicoall tournament teom here last type of competition to get us 78-20 in the ti;st annual Inter-Saturday night in the eastern NA- ready for the western Tipoff play national Bowl at Alamo Stadium..IA three day basketball Tip off ant d McComb, Illinois January 2 The win gave the Southwest gridtournament-
losing a 70-71 squeaker to Anderson tried to contain the tie.
kings ti ti won, none lost. and one
Steubenville, who swept the tour- Tigers with a ball control goole The Wildcats lost little time and racked up a 31--22 halftime showing the boys from Mexico
ney and bumped Youngstown 57-
score before Barnett and corn- 1 City that a championship South ofpany could light the fuse. the Border was a long ways from
Opening the second half Ron a title in the Southwest Confer-
Hamilton and freshman Ben V, ar- erence.. The first time the Cats
ley helped the skull to prsh Ten- got their hands on the ball they
nessee ahead 38-37 with 13:53
minutes remaining in the game.
Once on top, the Tigers widened
their margin to 70-63 consolation
cup victory. Barnett chipped in
24 points to boost this tournament




WASHINGTON, D. C. — Howard
University resumes its basketball
schedule Saturday Jan. 4, meeting
District .of Columbia Teachers
College at Capital Arena 
, Last Friday night, Barnett's 38.
points against Wesleyan posted a
This will mark the first contest new single game mark and won
for the Bisons since Dec. 14th
when they broke for the Christmas
recess. The game with D. C.
Teachers will also be Howard's
first non-Central Intercollegiate
him Tennessee's only spot on the
All tournament first team selec-
tion.
Against Wesleyan, Tennessee
broke back into the win column.
Athletic Association encounter of The Tigers and Wesleyan ex-
changed buckets for the first six
minutes but after ten minutes Ten-
nessee had a six point lead (19-
13) and was on top 43-38 at inter-
mission.
In the second stanza McLen-
don unleashed his fast break and
pulled to a comfortable 74-57 on
the 38 point shooting of Barnett.
State at Baltimore. 
Tennessee's 99-88 march over the
Howard will be out to snap a-'Bobcats pushed 
them into the con-
solation championship against An-
derson and came almost anticli-
matically to the opening night
thriller that left the fans buzzing
through the final night's play.
Tennessee's brilliant late minute
comeback was a hopeless effort
for the NAIA champions as Steu-
benville Barons nipped the Tigers
71-70 in an overtime period.
The Barons led during the early
part of the first half but Tennes-
see held a 38-33 lead at inter-
mission.
Jim Smith baron's 230 pound
most valuable trophy winner who
took game honors with 28 tallies,
pushed S' ubenville ahead 66-60
with less than 2 minutes remain-
ing. Tiger cocaptain Ron Hamil-
ton and John Barnhill and Nurlin
Tarrant caught fire. Tarrant on
a driving layup knotted the game
66-66 and forced an extra period.
Coach McLendon's charges held
a 70-69 extra period advantage
with 1:43 minutes to play when
the Barons got the ball on a mis-
cue and went into a stall. With
the clock running out Baron
guard Bob Maher's two point
driving layup nipped the Tigers
23 game win streak and sent them
into the consolation bracket.
Earliest route to the west led
through the Cumberland gap in-
stead of the more convenient Hud-
son valley, principally because
the hostile Iroquois Indians lived
there.
Words of the Wise
There are two ways of meet-
ing difficulties; you alter the
difficulties, or you alter your-
self to meet them.
—(Phyllis Hottome)
IKE IGLEHART
traveled thirty-one yards aerial.
Ike Iglehart to Bill Sims. account-
ed for the marker.
Three minutes later Billy Brown
intercepted a Mexican pass on the
fourteen yard line and Iglehart
passed to Bob Thomas for the
second marker. Before the game
was ten tninutes o 1 d another
heave, Iglehart to Sims, coutoted
the third TD. Iglehart's educated
toe made good on all PAT'S and
Wiley let 21-0.
The Wiley second unit was then
inserted and the Mexican eleven
showed plenty of fight when a Icing
forward pass, Amando Duarte to
Alardin netted 82 yards and the
Mexico City boys' initial score.
The same combination added the
extra point.
This seemed to needle the Wild-
cats and the second unit proceed-
ed to account for two more touch-
downs by Horace Igram and a
beautiful thirty yard gallop by
Jerry Jenkins for another. Her-
man Ellison booted one PAT to
make the count 40-7 and in came
coach Fred Long's third unit and
the Mexico entry picked up two
TD's on a beautiful 24 yard scor-
ing dash by Mario Laurus and
another aerial, Emilio Feuntes to
Luis Lecioda for 47 yards. The
third string Wildcats then count-
ed twice to make the count 53-20
at half time.
Bill Sims, Willie Hall and Her-
man Ellison. who counted twice,





CHIC AGO — (ANP ) Al.
though he fell short of the covet-
ed target of gaining 1,000 yards
In his freshman season, Jim-
my Brown, Cleveland Browns'
first-year fullback finished 242
yards ahead of his nearest com-
petitor for the National Football
League rushing championship.
The brilliant 230-pound runner
gained 924 yards in 202 attempts,
averaging 4.7 yards per carry.
Thus, he bested Rick Casares,
Chicago Bears' fullback, whose
700 yawls in 204 attempts (3.4
avreage) was good enough for
the runnerup spot.
BROWN SCORES 60 PIS.
Brown, rookie-of-the-year. also
scored 10 toochdowns and 60
points, finishing in a tie for
eighth. Only one other player
scored more touchdowns than
Brown. Lenny Moore, of the Bal-
timore Colts, tallied 11, for 66
points.
John Henry Johnson, Detroit
Lions' fullback who came on with
a rush in the last half of the
season, finished fourth with 621
yards. Tom Wilson, Los Angeles
halfback, early season pace-
setter, was fourth with 616.
Wilson, who accumulated his
yardage In 127 attempts, had the
hest average per try (4.9 yards.
Johnson rran the hall 129 times
for s 4.8 average.
011ie Matson, with one game
remaining, had a chance to
move up. The veteran Chicago
Cardinal runner gained 588 yards
in 132 attempts for a 4.5 average.
GALIMORE'S AVERAGE GOOD
Other tan players among the
first 10 rushers were Willie Gall.
more, sensational rookie half-
back for the Bears, with 538
yards on 127 carries and a 4.2
average, and another prized
freshman, Clarence Peaks, Phi.
ladelphia Eagles' fullback, whose
495 yards on 125 attempts Pro-
duced a 4-yard average.
Matson was among the lead-
ing point makers with: nine
touchdowns for 54 points
Jack McClairen, Pittsburgh
Steeler pass catching ace, had
44 receptions, but dropped to
third place. However, he still
had a chance to move up in
the pass-catching department
with one game left. McClairen
receptions covered 572 yards and
he had scored one touchdown.
Fifth among the receivers was
Moore. whose 40 receptions cov-
ered 687 yards and he scored
7 touchdowns after receiving
passes.
In pass receptions, Milt Davis,
Moore's teammate, was tied for
first place with 10. He returned
them for 219 yards and tallied
twice on stolen aerials, includ-
ing a 75-yard run.
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SURROUNDED — Seattle's
Elgin Baylor (22) finds him-
self reared in by Connecticut
players during the Seattle-Con-
necticut game In the 11th an-
nual Holiday Festival cage
tourney at Madison Square
Garden. Connecticut eagers
indentified are Wayne Davis
(420) (42) and Ed Martin (43.
Seattle won this first round
tilt, 87-83, but fell before Guy
Rodgers and Temple, 91-73 in





The fading year was a great
one for tan athletes; it provided
their staunch adherents some
great moments, too.
It was marked also by contro-
versy — the most provocative
erupted over Jackie Robinson's
retirement from baseball.
The year was under way au-
spiciously. Jim Brown was hero
for Syracuse (Three touchdowns,
three conversions) as the Orange
was edged by Texas Christian,
28-27 in the Cotton Bowl at Dal-
las.
Collins Hagler starred (two
touchdowns) as Iowa beat Oregon




champion, was forced into retire-
ment by failing eyesight.
Phil Reavis, Villanova, betters
AAU indoor high jump record of
6 feet, 9 1-4 inches by a leap of
6 feet, 9 1-2 inches.
Dave Rickets, Duquesne star,
set National Collegiate record of
42 straight foul shots.
Joe Brown retains lightweight
title with TKO over Bud Smith,
North Carolina won over Kan-
sas (Wilt Chamberlian Maurice
King) in triple overtime, 54-53, for
National Collegiate Athletic As-
sociation basketball championship.
BRADLEY WINS NIT
Bradley (Bobby Joe Mason, Joe
McDade, Sheltie MCMillon and
Curley Johnson) won over Mem-
phis State, 84-83, for National In-
vitational Tourney championship.
Boston Celtics (Bill Russell) cop-
ped the National Basketball As-
sociation title, defeating St. Louis
Hawks, 125-123, in double over-
time. Russell grabbed 244 in 10
games for rebound record in NBA
playoffs; old record, 207 in 12
gain es.
Ray Robinson regains middle-
weight championship, knocking out
Gene Fullmer in the fifth round.
Gene Baker, Chicago Cubs in-
fielder, dealt to Pittsburgh Pirates
in multiple player deal.
Harry Simpson traded to New
York Yankees in switch involving
several players.
ALTHEA TOP NET STAR
Althea Gibson won the Wimble-
don women's tennis title; an un-
precedented feat for a tan ath-
lete.
Miss Gibson adds the U. S. wom-
en's tennis title to her growing
list of championships.
For the first time in history,
three tan athletes comprised the
outfield for the National League
in the All-Star game — Frank
Robinson, Cincinnati, in left; Wil-
lie Mays, New York, center; and
Hank Aaron, Milwaukee, right.
American League victorious, with
Minnie Minoan, Chicago White Sox,
in starring role.
Floyd Patterson kayos Hurricane
Jackson in his first heavyweight
title defense.
Hank Aaron, hero in Milwau-
kee as his 10th-inning homer gives
the Braves a 4-2 National League
pennant clinching victory,
Aaron wins the NL home run
championship and leads in several
other offensive departments.
COVINGTON, AARON STARS
Wes Covington, Braves' leftfield-
er, field star, and Aaron hitting
star as Braves won World Series
from New York Yankees, 4-3, in
best-of-seven set.
Aaron voted the most valuable




The Maryland State Hawks of
Maryland put on a perfect freeze
with 60 seconds remaining in the
game, to protect a 71-69 victory
over the Virginia State Trojans
here at Daniel -Gymnasium, Pet-
ersburg, Va., last night. Ending
the first half the Hawks trailed 31-
26 but struck back in the second
half led by Willson Smith, oho
garnered 17 points For the los-
ers Clyde Bends bucketed 18 and
llarold Deane got 15.
The loss snapped a two game
winning streak of the Trojans, who
defeated Bluefield State college
and St. Paul's college in the last
two contests
Patterson knocked out Pete
Rademacher in second detense of
title.
Archie Moore successfully de-
fended his light heavyweight title,
knocking eta Tony Anthony.
Jim Brown starred in pro foot-
ball for the Cleveland Browns, lie
set National Football League sing-
le game individual rushing record
by gaining 237 yards against the
Los Angeles Rams. Ile also won
the individual ground gaining
championship and was cinch for-
rookie-of-the-year.
Larry Doby traded to Baltimore
Orioles by the Chicago White Sox,
The Sox also traded Minos° to
the Cleveland Indians and obtain-
ed Al Smith in a 4-player deal.
Jim Pace, Michigan halfback,
voted the most valuable player in
the Big Ten Conference.
Livingstone 3rd
In NCAA Listing
SALISBURY, N. C. — The Liv-
ingstone College "Blue Bears,"
coached by E. L. Mitchell com-
pleted a successful football sea-
son and ranked third in total de-
fense, allowino only 118 yards per
game, according to final National
Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) small college releases.
In rushing defense, the "Bears'
finished eleventh, allowing 84.3
yards per game and In passing
defense, the Livingstone team
finished third among small cols
leges ,giving their opponents only
33:8 yards per game.
Livingstone's hopes of a co-
championship crows in the KT A.0
championship crown in theElAC
fizzled at the recent Eastern In-
tercollegiate Athletic Conference
meeting, when a scheduled game
between Norfolk state and Friend-
ship College, that was not played,
was tossed out as no contest.
This conference committee's de-
eission gave Norfolk state a con-
ference season record of 4-0 and
Livingstone a conference record
of 4-1.
Despite its failure to gain co.
championship honors, Livingstone
had one of its best seasons—finish-
ing with a 6-2-1 record. In addi-
tion, the Bears placed eight men
on the all EIAC squad of 22 men,
Making the all-star squard were.
Edmond Hasty and John Kinard,
guards; Fred Smith and Sant
Burris, tackles; Charles Little..
john center; and Willie Graham,
Charles iMellwaine, and Arthur
Barber, backs, Alvin Damon and
James Lenior made honorable
mention at guard and Ray Reid,
Lewis Martin, and Nelson Pharr




NEW YORK, — (INS) — IT
takes a keen and knowing eye to
spot a diamond in the rough and
many a future champion in all
branches of sports has been pass-
ed by with a glance only to con-
found the experts as he developed.
Harry Markson, general mana-
ger of the International Boxing
Club, frankly admits that although
he has been connected with the
fight racket in some capacity for
all of his adult life, he will never
make a ring scout
SEEKS OPINION
Some years ago veteran fight
manager Al Weil met Harry in
the lobby of a Philadelphia fight
club and said: "Harry. I got a
big kid in a four round bout to-
night I want to know what you
think of him."
So Harry saw the big kid throw-
ing punches from right and left
field and one connected in the
second round and out went the
recipient.
Harry duly reported to Well:
"Al," he said, "the kid can punch
all right but he'll never make a
fighter. Better put him on a bus
and send him back to Brockton
and forget him."
Fortunately for Al, he didn't
follow that advice and so he went
on to make a fortune with — you
guessed it — Rocky Marciano, ex-
h e a vy weight champion of the
world.
BLACKBURN PICKS LOUIS
On the other hand there was
the late great fighter, Jack Black.
burn, who taught Joe Louis all
he knew about boxing. One day
John Roxborough asked Jack to
take a look at a young heavy-
weight boxing in the amateurs.
The Kid Roxborough was in-
terested in won handily and he
asked Blackburn what he thought
of him. Blackburn replied: "He
won all right but forget about
him and grab the loser."
Need we say that the loser was
Joe Louis? And that's how Rox-
borough came to be manager of
the future champion.
The Ponte Vecchio at Florence
is one of the most famous bridg-
es in the world.
SEEK BIG MONTH — Janu-
ar) Is the month of doeision
for the North Carolina College
Cagers. NC starters who had
a 1-3 record at the close of
December play are, left Ii
right, Jame-, Sligh, Joe .41s.
ton, Donald Burke, Joseph
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Dear Mme. Chante: I do think
your Lovelorn Corner is a won-
derful way to meet people. I am
interested in meeting a gentle-
men between the age of 28 and
34, 5 feet 8 inches tall. I am in
my early twenties, 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, 120 lbs. I am of the Baptist
faith am a great lover of the
church. I have a good job and
W 01111101'
am a hard worker for the better
things in life. I am very lonely
and want to get married to the
right man who comes along. I
will exchange photos and answer
all letters. I hope you can help
me find happiness. Miss B. L.
Henderson, 1605 6th St., Clarks-
dale, Miss.
RICHARD NIXON
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
A few Saturdays ago, Mrs. El-
eanor Roosevelt was interviewed
by Mike Wallace and when she
was asked about Vice President
Richard Nixon, the elder states-
woman of America ventured this
canny cpinion.
"He has made no mistakes re-
cently. Whatever his objectives
are he has worked towards that
end very wisely. I am not yet
convinced, however, that he is a
person of strong convictions."
In the uproar following the
President's most recent illness,
the Vice President_ had a good
chance to demonstrate the wisdom
which Eleanor Roosevelt spoke
about.
Walking the tight rope of a na-
tional crisis in which the eyes of
the nation and the whole world
were on him, he made no mis-
takes.
As the spotlights of public opin-
ion focused more brightly on him
than ever, even the European
press was beginning to ask what
kind of a man is this Nixon?
NIXON CAREFUL
Two days after the President
complained of a "chill" which
was later diagnosed as a cere-
bral occlusion, a grim, drawn and
considerably thinner Nixon slip-
ped into a side door of the White
House as newsmen and photog-
raphers panted after him.
He was well ass are of the thread
thin tightrope he would have to
treed softly and lightly, for one
Slip and he cculd be ruined Si
least for 1960.
Jim Hagerty- the White House
press secretary, had hurried back
from overseeing the NATO con-
ference arrangements and the
wild confusion of garbled reports
of .the day had already settled
down to orderly, well doctored ac-
counts of the progress of the Pres-
tent's latest illness.
The cold appraising eye of Ha- h,
gerty and the granite jawed coun- Nixon came to the top of the The GOP in the 12th Coheres-
.tenance of Sherman Adams were t. t H slonal District in California wasannihila ion'
watching to see that no mistakes was born in Yorba Linda. Calif,, looking for someone to run
were made in the controlled oper- in 1913. against Congressman Jerry 
Voor-
ation of bringing the jittery and His Quaker parents soon after his, a Democrat and veteran of
skeptical public back to convinc- settled in Whittier where Richard five terms in the House.
ing evidence that another crisis grew up and attended Whittier So entrenched were 
the Demo.
was becoming normal business as college, a Quaker school. He was • crats that the Republicans, were
usual, a debating champion and the pres- hard put to it to find 
takers to
Not once during the next 48 ident of his graduating class, make the race. Some of 
Nixon's
hours did the Vice President show From iere he went east to study friends put his name in the 
hop-
anything but grave self-effacing law at Duke university in North per. He flew' out to 
California to
concern for the welfare of the Carolina and finished -third in hie appear before the state 
commit-
Chief Executive. class in 1937. tee, spoke for 10 minutes.and 
was
On Wednesday afternoon, he pro- MEETS WIFE 
) accepted as the candidate,
duced a trump card of his own e Duke professor sensing a RATTLED NEW DEAL
and called an unprecedented fledgling bend for politics in his Going all out, Nixon 
struck at
sing early, he's been running all
over the world.
During his trip to Africa, he and
his party accompanied by news-
men and cameramen made a vis-
it to a village just outside of
Accra, the capital of the new in-
dependent state of Ghana, and the
ancestral home of the bulk of
American Negroes
The chief of the tribe opened
up on politics when he informed
his guest that he was not the
first ,American to come because
Adlai Stevenson had been there.
After the friendly banter that
followed, a newsman observing
Nixon' Aenthusiastically embracing
the Chief as the cameras ground
away quipped, "Well, this is the
first time, I've known an Ameri-
can presidential campaign to be
run in far off Africa."
Behind this eager beaver hustle
is some very carefully calculated
sound reasoning for getting off THE NEW NIXON. who as
to such an early start and the Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt said
biggest worry of his enemies has "has made no mistakes re
been, how to slow him to a hare's cently." Switching from t h e
halt while the tortoise makes it tactics of ruthless ward poi.
in itics, the Vice President con-
One reason is — the aim of centrated on civil rights at
Nixon to cast off the traditional
role of the forgotten vice-presi- ner in the firm of Bewley, Kooli,
dent, and to shed his own light and Nixon in Whittier 
and took
instead of depending on the re. an active part in civic affairs.
fleeted aura of Dwight David Eis- It was a mutual 
interest in thea-
enhower. tries that led to the 
meeting with
E NEW NIXON Patricia Ryan and in 
1940, they
The second and probably the were married.
most important is the effort to In August, 1942, Nixon 
went on
sell the new Nixon who no long- active duty with the 
Navy in the
er pitches his political achieve- South 
Pacific where he rose from
slittingments on t f Lieutenant junior grade to 
lieu-
his opponents. tenant 
commander.
The new pattern is a tiansfor- For a short period following
mation from a ruthless relentless Pearl Harbor he worked 
under
witch hunter to champion of the the New Deal in the °Hire 
for
underdog and number one sales- Emergency Management in
man for democracy abroad. Washington.
As late as 1954, the old Nixon Nixon left the Navy in 
January
was pictured in cartoons climbing 1946 and was busy handling con-
grizzly jowled out of the sewers, tract termination settlements 
in
Todry, he is shown handshaking the East, when he was tapped
around way h globe,for politics.•
The Constant Campaigner
home and broad international
relations. Nixon scored t h e
biggest triumph of his career
when he led the United States
delegation to the Indepepdence
Ceremonies at Ghana on
March 6, 1957 and visited sev-
en other African countries on
the tour. At the right, he talks
earnestly with a bystander in
Monrovia, Capital of Liberia.
At the left, one of his favorite
projects is the Presidents Corn.
mittee on Government Con-
of having Communist principles, forgive nor forget its bitterness.
His tactics paid off. He won by Mrs. Douglas retired from Pon-
16,000 votes; but he acquired a tics and left the state. §,he lives
reputation of "going for the juglar now in New York City.
vein" of the opposition and of be- While in the Senate, Nixon
log antilabor, joined with the late Senator Rob-
Soon after his election, he was er aft in signing a minority re-
asked by a newsman if he had t\opposing the Humphrey-Ives
any particular piece of legislation , hill on FEPC when it was report-
he intended to sponsor. ed out by the Senate Labor Corn.
His answer was, "No nothin n mittee. The measure . provided
particular. I was elected to smash for an FEPC to be replaced by
the labor bosses and my one prin- state agencies whenever indiVidii-
ciple is to accept no dictation al states established such machin-
from the CIO-PAC." ery. FEP died in Congress.
He proved this when he helped During the 1952 campaign Nix.
to draft the Taft-Hartley law, vot- on was asked by a Negro news-
ed for its passage and again vot- man about FEPC and his record.
ed to override the veto of Presi- Nixon gave a curt reply "I'll
den Truman. have you know I voted against
As a member of the House Corn- it and if it comes up again, I'll
mittee on un-American Activities, do the same," he was quoted as
the Alger Hiss case catapulted saying.
him into tie national limelight, NIXON REWARDED
for it was Nixon who persisted in Nixon's energies on behalf of his
re-opening the hearings after the party were rewarded when he
committee had decided it did not was picked as the running mate
have enough evidence. of Gen. Dwight Eisenhower in
CUT THROAT CAMPAIGN 1952. He was young and had a
It was in 1950 that Nixon's prow- strong appeal to the conservatives
ens as an annihilator r e ally and thus was considered a good
reached its zenith. He had decid- Since that time, Nixon has been
ed to run for the Senate after loyal and devoted to Eisenhower.
serving two terms in the Heise. If there are any differences, he
Against bin, on the Democratic never shows them and he has ac-
ticket was a powerful vote-getter, cepted the role of whipping boy
Helen Gahagan Douglas, a ve- in Criticism leveled against the
eran member of Congress and the Administration.
idol of liberals. To relieve the President of some
Nixon won by a wide margin, of the ardours of office, Nixon
flee at the White House- • California and practice law. Nix- nent a tool of the CIO Political but the 
campaign left its toll. became his "special ambassador"
SETS PRECEDENT on soon became the junior part- Action Committee, and accused 
it There are some who will neither for good will trips to South Amer
The subject of the conference:
to :emphaticelly deny persistent
rumors that the President was go-
ing to resign, or that he had can-
celed plans to go to NATO.
Not even the so-called palace
guard, some of whom are dedi-
cated to halting the Nixon for
preSident boom had cause to com-
plain over his conduct in the cri-
sis-
While Nixon has been on tap for
an emergency, he has lbeen in
training for presidential candida-
cy since the polls closed on' Nov.
6, 1952 when he was first elected
as the second in command.
In' the five ensuing years, he
has' made more news than any
other vice president in history
and he has elevated the office
from obscurity to r necessary
functioning arm of the executive.
Ordinarily, following a strenu-
ous campaign for a national elec-
tion, there is at least a year's
moratorium before the first rum-
bles of readying for the next quad-
rennial handicap are heard, Out
no grass has been growing under
the.feet of the busiest, most talk-
ed about Vice President in his-
tory.
His talent and energies in this
direction have evoked an admir-
• ing but warning compliment from
a bright young hopeful of the op-
position, Sen. John Kennedy of
Massachurietts who made this
prediction in a magazine article
written in March, 1957.
"In 1060, the Democrats will it
now appears, be matched agaiest
a tough, skillful, shrewd opponent
in Richard M. Nixon"
"RUNNING" HARD
Nis0a laaa not only been run-
press conference in Hagerty's of- pupil advised him to an back to the New Deal, labeled his oppo-
erseeen4re....-
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tracts which he chairs. The
committee deals with discrim-
ination in employment with
industries holding government
contracts. Left, is Secretary of
Labor, James P. Mitchell, the
Vice Chairman; George L. P.
lea and Asia and elsewhere.
The Nixon metamorphosis began
to show in JOSh following the
President's heart attack when at-
tention became seriously focus-
ed on the Vice President. Ques-
tions began to arise.what kind of
man was he? What kind of presi-
dent would he -make?
By 1956, that worry had become
a campaign slogan for the Demo-
crats and the start of a move.
merit within his own party led by
Harold Stassen. It never got off
the ground because the party stra-
tegists moved in early with a con-
tainment movement.
Immediately after the heart at-
tack, Len Hall announced that the
ticket would again be Eisenhower-
Nixon and he never wavered from
this position.
Meanwhile, Nixon was steadily
veering away from the old right
wing party alignment. The em-
phasis was on broad international
understanding and the humani-
tarian aspect at home.
There is no question but that
his thinking. on world relations
had been greatly influenced by
his trips abroad_ and he began to
see the vital importance of mak-
ing American Democracy con-
vincing to other countries. If this
was to be accomplished, some im-
provements had to be made at
home in the crisis in race rela-
tions.
Weaver, alternate for Walter
Reuther, a member of the com-
mittee; Vice President Nixon:
and Jam et M. Nabrit, secre-
tary of Illoward U.; also
a member of the Committee.
level, Western Union delivered ad-
vance copies to reporters doors.
On June 13, Nixon kept a prom-
ise made to the Rev. Martin Lu-
ther King, jr., in Ghana to meet
and discuss the situation in the
South. They talked for two hours
and 45 minutes while newsmen
and a U. S. Senator sweated it
out in an ante-room.
When it was over, there was a
tentative promise to meet later
with the President and a commit-
ment to bring the Government
Conracts Committee to a South-
ern city for a meeting on discrim-
ination in employment.
The comment of an observer
was: "Nixon came out of that
with a straight flush, while King
got a pair. In other words Nixon
got the most and we got very
little, but at least A was ges-
ture."
Adlai Stevenson said of Nixon
in 1952, "he is a man of many
masks who is shifty as well as
rash and inexperienced."
The new Nixon can hardly be
called rash or Inexperienced to-
day. Every move he makes is
carefully charted out in advance.
He no longer "mines, for gold
from a hill of smears" as the
Louisville Courier Jcurnal said
laciut him in 1950.
- Ile realises the handicaps he has
incurred in getting to the top;
but that he is making some head-
The Vice President gradually way is evidenced by the fact that
began speaking out on the deseg- the average person who once feet 6 1-2 inches tall. I am 60
regation decision, the need for scowled with anger at the mention years old weigh about 160 lbs.,
understanding and acceptance. of his name and flatly said "I with dark brown skin; 5 feet 5 1-2
Where the President maintained don't like him" is now cautious- inches tall. I would like him to
a discretionary silence, Nixon ly saying "Do you think he real- be a Christian. Mrs. H. M. Grif-
spoke for the Administration. ly means it?" fin, 300 Clay at., Newport, Ark.
He became chairman of the
President's Committee on Gov-
ernment Contracts and this gave
him a forum 'for making many
speeches on the importance of
elimination of discrimination in
employment.
Richard Nixon has been ardent-
ly courting the minority vote and
getting solid backing from his par-
ty. The votes In both the House
and the Senate 'on civil rights
were the results of patient care-
ful work by GOP leaders with the
word coming down from the White
House that this was a "must."
So important is this that the old
coalition of Northern Republicans
and Southern Democrats h a
been split wide and even Nixon
and Knowland are holding hands
on this issue.
SCORES IN AFRICA
The Vice President eagerly ac-
cepted the gruelling job of tour-
ing eight African countries in 21
days (Ile expanded the itinerary
from four to eight) despite an at-
tack of flu which he couldn't
snake off. That trip was a smash-
ing success.
When the Capital Press club, a
group composed mostly of Ne-
groes in journalism and commu-
nications held its 14th annual
awards dinner, Nixon telephoned
the president of the club personal-
ly to say he and Mrs. Nixon
would come and spend the evening.
When he made a recent speech
hi Asheville, N. C., attacking ra•
cial discrimination and calling
for compliance at the community
0 
Dear Mme, Chante: I am sin-
gle and working, looking for a
nice lady between 20 and 40 years
of age. Promise to answer all
mail. S. Anderson, 4615 St. Law-
rence ave., Chicago, 111.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am very
anxious to meet a woman be-
tween 25 and 55 who desires mar-
riage. Race or color does not mat-
ter. I own my little rural home.
Contact me at once. Pierce James
Griffin, Rt. 3, Box 185, Marion,
Ala.
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
a- reader of your column f .o
sometinte and would like fog yJt1
to help me by itiserting this let-
ter in your column. I am a lone-
ly man and would like to corre-
spond with a lady with sincere in-
tent towards marriage. I am 40
years of age, 5 feet, 7 inches
tall, weigh 150 lbs., with dark
complexion. I would like to cor-
respond with a lady between 28
and 37 years of age. She should
not be over 5-6 or weighing over
150 lbs. W. Chappel, 2160 E. 89th
at., Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Dear Mme. I wonder if you
will be so kind as to print this
in your column. I have seen so
much and been through so much
that I am almost afraid of even
thinking of a woman desiring a
husband. But know there must
be one good woman in this world.
It makes no difference- whether
she's been married or not. Would
like for her to be between 22 and
28, average weight and height, fair
to look at, willing to help, under-
standing and kind. If she be this
and really willing, then I promise
to make her happy. I am 6 feet,
2 inches tall, weigh 180 lbs., neat-
ly built with brown skin. I ant
31 years old, a Mason; I like
church and am very fond of chil-
dren. L am also a hard worker.
Jim Towers, 905 Ella, Kansas
City, Kansas.
Dear Mme. Chaste: I would like
to correspond with a nice single
man between 33 and 45 who does
not have any bad habits and is
intelligent. He must like children
and have a good job and some.
thing to offer. He must be nice
looking. I am 31. 5 feet, 5
inches tall, weigh 135 lbs., with
light brown skin, considered very
nice looking, I am part Indian,
love good music, all sports and
have no bad habits. Will answer
all letters an exchange photos.
Please send "photo in first let-
ter and give details. Miss Con-
stance Perkins, 2243 N.E. 14th St.,
Oklahoma City,Oklahoma.
• * *
Dear Mme. Chante: Greetings
from Jamaica. I am a young Ja•
rnaican woman who is desirous
of corresponding with male Am-
erican pen pals between 36 and
50. I am 36 years old, 5 feet,
black hair and brown eyes. Lou-
ise Riley, 5 Pectorice Rd., Whit
field Town, P. O. Jamaica, BWI.
• • •
DEAR MME. CIIANTE: I am
interested in meeting nice young
ladies. I am a man of 36, 5 feet,
9 inches tall; 150 lbs.; brown com-
plexion; black hair and brown
eyes. I want some one who will
make a good wife between the
ages of 20 and 35. I will answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Mr. C. Wright, 536 Kiefer ave.,
Columbus, Ohio.
• *
DEAR MME CHANTE: I sin
a widow who would like to cor-
respond with men between 60
and 68 .—color doesn't matter.
Would like for him to weigh be-
tween 168 and 170 and about
a/z/tioq,S̀ roc Dood
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Our Opinions
Mr. Do Nothing
Mr. William Rogers has scarcely warm-
ed the vacant seat he filled as the new At-
torney General of the United States to suc-
ceed Herbert Brownell, jr., but already he
has earned himself the dubious title of
liMr. Do Nothing" on Civil 
Rights.
The first thing Rogers did was call a
press conference on Dec. 9 and announce he
would recommend no new legislation on civil
rights to the President for the forthcoming
session of Congress. If this statement had
come durihg an interview or on the fly it
would have had less of an impact.
But placed in the setting of a formal
press conference called for the express
purpose of giving the views of the Chief
Law ,Enforcement Officer of the U. S. s its
significance takes on more meaning.
The logical inferences raised ' are man-
ifold. First, Rogers, an ambitious man who
literally ran the department as Deputy At-
torney General, would hardly have made
such a commitment, had he not first cleared
it with the White House. Secondly, he is the
close friend and advisor of Vice President
Richard Nixon.
In a speech before the Capital Press
Club on Dec. 19, Paul Butler, chairman of
the National Democratic Committee, charg-
ed that Rogers made his announcement that
no new civil rights legislation would be rec-
ommended only after he had conferred with
the Vice President.
All of this suggests a sellout by the
Eisenhower Administration on Civil Rights.
It was the Admnistration bill proposed to
Congress which was completely gutted be-
fore the skeleton pertaining to voting rights
was passed last August. Vice President
Nixon was among those regretting the
emasculation of the bill. As a matter of
fact, his strategy called for postponing ac-
tion on the bill until this year when he felt
the chances would be more favorable for a
stronger measure.
Mr. Rogers' pronouncement virtually
binds the Republican members of Congress
who fought for strong civil rights to the
new policy of "do nothingism." The new
line will be that we got a bill passed eeven
if it is a weak one and this will have to do.
If we wanted to be philosophical about
It — which ,we aren't — we could say.
"Well, what can you expect from politicians
but broken promises?"
*Our III Will Ambassadors
Recently, Rep. Wayne Hays (D. Ohio)
returned from a Congressional inspection
tour of Asia and Africa. Interviewed by a
Washington paper, Hays made the remark
when asked his opinion about giving inde-
pendence status to colonial countries.
"We can't turn these countries over to
these half-baked half-educated natives."
This is not too surprising coming from Mr.
Hays who is a man more notea for his ter-
rible temper than his tact or statesman-like
legislative performance.
However, his words are typical of the
kind of blundering boorishness exhibited by
too many America4s abroad who should
rightly be labeled "Nur Ill Will Ambassa-
dors."
In a sermon delivered three Sundays
Alkgo, the Very Rev. James Pike, Dean of the
Wathedral of St. John, the Divine in New
York, warned that despite the launching of
two Red Moons, and the failure of our own
satellite to get off the ground, nothing was
changed in the attitude of Americans. They
are still as complacent as ever and as cock-
sure of superiority.
And in the recent Life issue on Ameri-
can diplomacy overseas, U. S. Congress-
men are rated as the lowest in the scale of
effective goodwill ambassadors. There is
currently a lot of criticism over the situa-
tion in Indonesia where the Dutch are be-
The People Speak
Real Russian Intent
Dear Editor: It is finally dawn-
ing upon our more complacent
citizens that Russia is serious in
her intention of destroying the
United States and bringing the
Illt
xt war to American shores.
It is too early to tell if the
ATO talks will be successful
but it must be remembered that
NATO can exist only so long as
the United States can maintain
a superiority of arms, for it is
axiomatic that weak nations seek
the protection of the strong.
They would rather live as sla-
ves of a protecting despot than
be the dead companions of a de-
feated ally.
In this country, some ,have al-
ready started a cry for concilia-
tion, not understanding that no
quarter can be given to an un-
reliable government.
MUST TAKE CHALLENGE
The United States must pick
up the challenge which it has
It, falter, by persuading the free
nations that America's star has
not commenced to wane, and that
It is still the invincible force for
men's freedom. But, it connot
emtinue its lavish advice anda •gess, to the free natio-is, with-
out itself becoming a dictator to
them, and demanding allegiance
by PUrcila It.
It cannot continue to advocate
freedom to the world, while its
closest allies d,ny freedom to
their colonies, and it as a nation
sets a hypocritical example by
denying full citizenship to the
Negro through seeregation.
There is a -course open to our
government. It can rewrite the
United Nations charter on a con-
stitut at basis drleting the Uto-
plan proc:amations, and denying
Ri-ssia the right to veto a new
world program If it is afraid of
offending Russia ny this action,
then it has already admitted de-
feat.
ALLIES WILL VANISH
Should Russia capture the East
tidies, the Union of South Africa,
ing ousted from control of business. Even
the new nation of Ghana wrapped in its
swaddling clothes is still feeling its birth
pangs and Prime Minister Nkrumah who
led his countrymen in the long struggle for
freedom is being called a Fascist Dictator.
This is only further proof, say, the detrac-
tors of independence of the danger of giving
subjugated people a free hand too fast.
In ueing the possessive pronoun "We"
in his remarks, Rep. Hays was talking like
an imperialist determined not to let his rest-
less subjects get out of hand and strangely
alien to the American concept of democracy
based on the inherent right to free-
dom of all men. Nor did his sarcastic epithet
of half-baked and half-educated help to
dispel that all too familiar contempt display-
ed by superior Americans.
What right has Mr. Hays or anyone else
to arbitrarily decree that any people are
not yet ready for freedom? None of these
countries he visited are U. S. possessions
and even if they were, he would still be 10
steps behind along with the French and
British and every other colonial nation
which refuses to recognize 4!..at nothing
can halt the rising tide of independence be-
ing felt. the globe around.
In short, freedom is not a matter of be-
ing ready. It is a right. The perfection of it
is another matter altogether.
the Middle East, and Japan dur-
ing the next decade by means of
the cold war, our NATO aIlles
would vanish and Russia would
wield the might of the eastern,
against that of the wes'ern hemis-
phere. This contes' would not be
equal and the west could be
iught to subjugation by a hot
war -- by at' in.
The United States can no longer
live ' itsel' alone. We cannot
rise too far above our fellow men
without ourselves being cut down.
That was the fate of Greece and
Rome.
The challenge Is forced upon
us The purpose of the United
National must be made effective
among all nations that are still
free. Through increased foreign
trade, intensive ti'-icetion and aid
tr unstable governments, we mud
help men to stay free.
Atty. John A. Ricker
4723 Broadway, Chicago, Ill.
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SO WHAT?
'There's nothin' wrong with the toast door I'm just tryin'
to„,get,,to it!"
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
A Great Feeling:
It's a great feeling to be able to
end the year on a note of admi-
ration and congratulation . . .
and to greet the now year with a
bit more wisdom and faith.
And that's exactly the note that
should sound above all others here
In Memphis, the place of good
abode—and "Candy Lane." The
best symbol of race _relations and
progress for the town in 1957 was
"Candy Lane" strictly commands
a note of praise.
That's the colorful name, "Can-
dy Lane," that the residents of
Melrose Cove in South Memphis,
selected to identify their coopera-
tive project in Christmas light-
ing for '57. Every home in the
Cove was attractively lighted and
decorated. All the decorations
carried out an apparently agreed
upon theme. To those who drove
thru the Cove to see the display,
It was more than mere holiday
decoration.
The display was a symbol of the
increased community spirit of
Memphis Negro residents. It sug-
gested an increase in the ability
of Negroes to work together to-
ward a common goal of self-res-
pect, dignity, beauty, and cern-
munity pride. "Candy Lane" is
a good answer to the charge that
the presence of Negroes in a
neighborlicad detracts from its
worth and appearance. It served
as a good answer to the calumny
that Negroes don't appreciate the
better values of life.
What those people did on "Can-
dy Lane" was duplicated in other
Negro neighborhoods in Memphis.
It was expressed in hundreds of
individual homes. All taken to-
gether they add up to a wordless
argument in behalf of the Ne-
groe's right to be accepted as
a first-clau citizen, to be treated
with the respect and dignity due
a first-class citizen, to be regard-
ed as a normal human being, who
needs only a half a chance to
establish his right to a respectable
place in the community "Candy
Lane," at Christmas terns served
notice that, like other Americans,
the Negro, too, has normally ac-
ceptable reactions to the tradi-
tional customs, practices, and
points of Y:3W displayed by his
neighbors.
And that's the basis of his
faith for 1456. The Memphis Negro
would like to see Memphis be-
come an even better place of
good abode. In a world of inter-
national tensions and fears, he
would like to think of Memphis as
a place of peac and refuge. With
the nerves of the nation taut over
the issues raised by "racial delin-
quency" (the apt phrase coined
by a Mississippi editor), the Ne-
Memphis faces 1958 with the hope
gro in MBemphis faces 1956 with
the hope that wise and dedicated
local leadership on both sides of
the interracial fence will be wit-
hog and able to point the way to
harmony and progress.
As an American, the Negro In
Nteenphis is just as anxious as
any other patriotic citizen to see
the United States regain in '58
the lead in technological develop-
ments in the Space-Age. At a
Southerner the Memphis Negro if
Just as concerned a3 any other
to see the South develop and take
Its place as the equal or even
superior of any other section of
the country. As a human being the
Memphis Novo is just as hopeful
as any other that mei will learn
more of brotherly love and share
more of the milk of human kind-





Britain Will Continue Aid To The
West Indies After Federation In 1958
members of the association.
"Setting up a Federal Capital
will be an expensive business. At
first, the new Government will
have enough trouble raising the
costs of running its administra-
tion, without being saddled with
too heavy a burden for capital
outlay. So, in accepting the de-
cision of the ten unit governments
to federate, the United Kingdom
has agreed to make a grant of




been the practice of the United A N
West Indiei in stabilizing these
Kingdom for years to help the
items so they can be sold at fair
prices.
The Commonwealth Sugar
Agreement is the medium thorugh
which the sugar industry has been
placed on a profitable basis—su-
gar being the largest commodi-
ty raised in the islands.
Substantial United Kingdom
guarantees provide price supports
for the other *main agricultural
industries — bananas and citrus
products. In addition, private Bri-
tish investments have aided the
economy of the islands.
The United Kingom Colonial
Development Corporation em.
barked on projects in the Carib.
bean area to a value of over
521,280,000, and through facilities
made available on the London
market, the Caribbean territor-
ies have raised more than $70.-
000,000 in loans. Private investors
have also made substantial con.
tributioni to the 10 islands in the
BWI group.
Writing for the British Informa-
tion Services — an agency of
the British government — J. M.
Spey, former news editor of the
TRINIDAD GUARDIAN, says
that British aid to the West In-
dies will continue after next
year's merger. Spey writes:
"The emergence early in 1958 of
the scattered islands of the Brit-
ish West Indies as a Federation
will not mean an end of British
assistance. Until the West Indies
attain independence within t h e
Commonwealth, they will go on
receiving a share of whatever
funds the United Kingdom may
be able to make available for de-
velopment and welfare of t h e
colonies.
"Several of the smaller Islands
have for years been in receipt of
grants-in-aid from the United
Kingdom because they could not
meet their administrative expens-
es -For the first 10 years of the
federal system, the United King-
dom government has undertaken
to make a block grant to the
Federal Government to enable it
to make grants to the weaker
NATIVES OF THE BRITISH
WEST INDIES, living In various
sections of the United States, are
wondering what their status w ill
be in 1958, after merger of the
scattered islands as a Federation,
with the capital (it is hoped) to
be located at the U. S. Navy's
Chaguaramus Base in Trinidad.
Major islands in the BWI
group, discovered by Columbus
in 1482, are Trinidad, St. Vincent,
Barbados, Dominica, Antigu a,
Barbula and St. Lucia. They
form a semi - circle stretching
south from the Virgin Islands to
Venezuela, South America, with
the Caribbean Sea on one side,
the Atlantic Ocean on the other.
Main products of the islands
for export trade, are sugar, ba-
nanas and citrus products. It has
sia ations
By ROBERT E. THOMPSON
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen.
John Sparkman (D) Ma., yester-
day urged continued U. S. military,
ecnomic and technical aid to
the free nations of Asia to offset
the "tremendous impact" of Rus-
sia's scientific accomplishments.
Sparkman, who visited 10 na-
tions in the Far East and South-
east Asia last fall, summarized
his findings in a report to the
other members of the Senate For-
eign Relations committee.
He declared; "The great threat
whit Sputnik poses for U. S.
interests in this part of the world
is that these nations may be-
come so enamored by evidence of
scientific achievement, may be so
desperate in the need to develop
rapidly, or so threatened by So-
viet might, that they may not side.
qnately measure the danger to
their own economic and political
independence which. would surely
be a consequence of aligning
themselves with the Soviet Union."
Sparkman warned the U. S. not
to become so intent upon conquer-
ing space as to "lose the race for
human freedom in half of the
world."
He said: "There is no doubt in
my mind that the foreign policy
of the United States must be shap-
ed in such a way as to deny the
Communist world any additional
footholds in Asia."
The senator urged that U. S.
foreign policy:
—Be lased on an understanding
of the dignity of the Asian people.
—Recognize the right of an in-
dependent state to refuse to align
itself politically or militarily with
any other state.
—Encourage the growth of self-
government.
—Anticipate a prolonged period
during which the U. S may be
required to provide military, eco-
nomic and technical assistance to
free Asian nations.
—Establish a balance between
military aid and "economic found-
ations of developing a country."
He's All 'Tide' Up
NI =saw
LANGSTON HUGHES
. Week By Week
Why Not Fool Our White Folks?
I never was one for pushing the
phrase "social equality" to thenth
degree. I concur with those per-
sons, white or colored, who wish
to reserve the right of inviting
whom they choose into the house
as friends or as dinner guests. I
do not believe civil rights should
encroach on personal privacy or
personal aasociations.
But because many American
ballot, education and the armed
services are another matter. Such
things should be available to
whites and Nunes alike in this
American country,
But becamse many American
whites are prejudiced in so many
ways, racially speaking, and be-
cause there are many things in
this USA which Negroes m a
achieve only by guile, I have
great tolerance for persons of col-
or who deliberately set out to fool
our white folks.
I remember the old slave story
of the mistrees who would not al-
low her house servants to have
any biscuits. She was so partic-
ular on this point that she would
cut the biscuits out herself and
count them. But the cook went
her one better. When the mistress
left the kitchen, the cook would
trim a narrow rim off every bis-
cuit with the result that the ser-
vants had in the end a pan of
biscuits too.
A great many Negroes in
America are daily engaged in sly-
ly trimming off the biscuits of
race prejudice. Most Negroes feel
that bigoted whites deserve to be
cheated and fooled since the way
they behave toward us makes no
moral sense at all.
Many Negroes would be way be-
hind the eight ball had they not
devised surreptitious means of es-
cape. For those who are able,
passing for white is, of course, a
common means of escaping color
handicaps.
Ever large Negro section ham
many residents who pass for
white by day hut come home to
their various Harlem at night. I
know dozens of colored persons
across America wile work as
whites in downtown offices or
shops, but at night they are coil
ored once more.
Then there are those Negroes
who go white permanently. This is
perhaps a more precarious game
than occupational passing during
work hours only. Some break un-
der the strain, but others pass
blithely into the third and fourth
generations — entirely losing
their dusky horizons by intermit,
riage.
There is a well - known Negro
family in the East with an equally
well-known brother out West who
has been "white" for 40 years
and whose childrens' children are
"white" — now, no doubt, be-
yond recall.
A famous Negro educator told
me recently of having lost track
of one of his most brilliant stu-
dents only to be asked to address
a large and wealthy congregation
in the Midwest and to find as
pastor of this church his long lost
colored graduate now the "white"
shepherd of a white flock.
The educator was delighted at
his former student's ministerial
success in fooling our white folks.
The concensus on passing among
Negroe seems to be approval of
those who can get by with it. Al-
most all of us know Negroes of
light complexion who during the
war were hustled throtigh their
draft boards so fast that they
were unwittingly put into white
units and did their service entire-
ly without the humiliations of the
military color bar.
One young Negro of my acquaint
lance took his basic training in
Mississippi in a whir* unit, lived
with the white boys, went to all
the local dances andb parties and
had a wonderful time without the
Army being any the wiser.
After the war he returned to the
Negro college from which t h
draft took him. The Army policy
being stupid then anyway, all his
family and friends applaud k I
having so thoroughly fooled our
white folks in the deep South.
Negroes are even more pleased
when persons who are obviously
colored succeed in calling whits
America's bluff. Those young la-
dies who in spite of golden or
brown coniplexfons take foreign
names and become Hollywood
starlets or Broadway figures de-
light us. And the men who go to
Mexico as colored and come back
as Spanish to marry wealthy
white debutantes gain a great deal
of admiration from the bulk of
the Negro race.
Negroes feel it Is good enough
for Nordics to be thusly fooled.
Besides, nothing is too good for
folks with nerve enough to take Ii.
Anyhow, hasn't t h e Army a
strange way of classifying black
Puerto Ricans as "white" while
quite white-complexioned Ameri-
can Negroes are put down as
"colored"? As simple as o u r




A book by the widow of a lit-
erary genius, the late Dylan Tho-
mas, Welsh poet and story-teller,
Is being read by thousands who
never heard of her husband. "Left-
over Life To Kill' is the title
of Mrs. Caitlin Macnarama Tho-
mas' book and, oddly enough,
most of it deals with her love-
making with another man.
When Dylan Thomas died in
New York City in 1953 at the age
of 39, the London Times carried
an obituary which stated the fol-
lowing:
"When in 1934 Dylan Thomas'
first book, 'Eighteen Poems,' was
published, its imps& was immed-
iate and profound. It was at once
realized by discerning readers,
among whom Edith Sitwell was
one of the first, that this poet
had created an idiom; that he
had disturbed ,the roots of our
language in an organic way and
given it a new vitality."
Despite all the impact of Thomas
on the literary world, nothing he
wrote has thus far touched so
wide an audience as this book by
his widow which has been adver-
tised as a testament to her great
grief. The publishers call it "one
of the most daring and uninhibi-
ed confessions ever written by a
woman "
The story in the crudest terms
may be said to deal with an at-
tempt to drown a great sorrow
N._
in alcohol and sex. Mrs. Thomas,
throughout the book, is almost al-
ways on the point of tipping a
bottle or taking on her lover. The
tattier, incidentally, Is a young
Italian laborer who is very near
th cage of her eldest son. The
setting is on the island of Elba
to which Mrs. Thomas fled to es-
cape the ghosts of Dylan and the
memories of their life together.
At one point she justifies her
fall from grace as follows: "Till
I considered, was it so bad for
a woman to want, to need a little
loving, since that is the purpose,
I am always being told, she is
destined for? If she goes to the
opposite extreme, and concen-
trates on a career, that is even
less popular; so all that is left
is the veil, which puts her out
of circulation altogether, or the
equally exempt from society, but
incomparably more loveless, bro-
thel. I knew exactly what I should
do to please all the mothers-in-
law oat earth: shut myself in •
box for the rest of my life and
never be seen again; In which
'scared' seclusion murder could
be committed with impunity, 33
long as it was not seen."
The reader begins to wonder if
it is possible for a person like
Mrs. Thomas to drown out her
love for one man with love for
another The answer, of course,
becomes obvious. She cannot.
Here is the way she sees the
differences;
"But it was no good thinking
about Dylan: there would be his
hands again, limp and folded, in-
nocent sleeping: like a bloody
baby; and that would start a long-
ing on another scale. Not like
the longing for Joseph (her lover),
which was immediate and keen,
with the hope of some satisfac-
tion some time- though that too
would be taker from me soon.
"But 3 longing which was bitter
and baffled, but not beginning to
be tamed, even in a year's pelt-
ing of stones on my head; and
which had no hope ever: ever:
ever; of meeltig him again; ex-
cept that I should always see him
and recreate him through me."
Certainly this book "Leftover
Life To Kill" is a compelling ac-
count of • great personal trage-
dy and it will shock many. I be-
came interested in it because I
was curious about the life and
work of Dylan Thomas. His im-
pact on the English language is
acknowledged by many critics.
Nothing was known of his widow.
Mrs. Thomas does not shed
enough light on her late husband
for my money and yet I wonder
if her book might not in the end
serve to keep her husband's same
alive in English letters.
EFEJf:R95511. S. Stars Triumphed Abroad In 1957
COUNT BASIE'S farewell per-
formance in Paris was wit-
nessed by the famous Peters
DETROIT — At this time of
the season it's shocking to learn
a close friend has called it 'quits.'
Al Green, manager of singer La
Vern Baker, Ann Cole, Jackie Wil-
son and whose name came into
national prominence when he dis-
covered singer Johnny Ray passed
away in New York last week.
This should be a shock also to
those artists he was handling as
there was nothing they wanted
that they couldn't get and al-
though most of Al's recent stars
hit the top, I can say there were
those he invested in to no avail.
Roy Hamilton's new recording
of "Don't Let Go" is an enlight-
ening tune and at times seems
Is have a bit of the philosophy
irf his manager Bill Cook. Certain
lady got a Thunderbird for Christ-
mas While from New York
came a Jaguar in miniature to
Sunni. Wilson. A present from
Lotite the Body resembling the
red one driven by big Goose Ta-
tMn.
• Todd Rhodes will not make the
tour of the country as the band
with the Little Willie John show.
sisters, long a fixture on Euro-
pean soil. The sisters, left to
He will continue at Broad's Club
Zombie.
Talked with my eaughter Jose-
phine last Thursday and asked
where was my grandson Ortega,
and she said he should be in show
business, and naturally my quick
comeback was, Why? Because it's
12:10 p. m. and he hasn't gotten
up yet.
Our town's Dee Dee Lundy is
now Mrs. Al Glover and has de-
cided to make the city of angels
her home,
Willie Macintosh will have you
bilieve he drove John White's
new Mark II over to Chicago, hut
the real driver was the ̀ roadmast-
et' Dottie Rose, Seeing Nat King
Cole and Billy Eckstine together
on the last TV show to offer the
wonderful Nat sort of brought
back memories, since we all view-
ed it from the Paradise bowl in
the Valley, where the kid from
Little Washington, Pa., got his
start, or shall we say down the
street at Club Plantation and la-
ter a huge success as a local boy




I PARIS, France — (A.NP) — Er-
roll Garner is the recipient of a
"Grand Prix du Disque" in Par-
is, for his new Columbia album
released in the French capitol.
The trophy was presented to him
last week by the President of the
French National Assembly, Andre
Le Troquer, at a special Awards
Luncheen of the French Academic
du Disque, at which composer Da-
rius Milhaud presided.
The Grand Prix du Disque,
which is the equivalent of our
Academy Awards, is Garner's
second .such award from France.
During the presentation festivi-
ties, Garner's prize album was
buried in a time capsule for 10o
years, at the Comedie Francaise,
which is the French National The-
ater.
Garner also is scheduled to be
feted, while in Paris, for winning
the DOWN BEAT READERS
POLL for 1957, and the DOWN
BEAT WORLD CRITICS POLL,
for 1957.
Columbia Records in this coun-
try has launched a SALUTE TO
GARNER, io honor of his many
achievements, and have issued
Garner's recording of his own





CLEVELAND, Ohio — Hemp
Jones is a local discovery by At-
lantic Records
"Pack Your Clothes'. has been
raising up a storm out there on
a small label. We were able to
purchase the master and have
now circulated records throughout
the South, Middle West and East,
with gratifying results. Cleveland
is continuing to back Hemp, and
he is getting strong support in
Atlanta, New Orleans and Phila-
delphia.
"You're Not My Girl" gives
!lamp a chance to let loose with
an emotional side of above-aver-
age appeal.
right, Virginia, Mattie and
Ann are shown as they visited
EARL 'FATHA' HINES, left
and Jack Teagarden, famed
trombonist, are shown with
Mrs. Teagarden as they arrived
at Paris' famous Olympia for
with the Count backstage dur-
ing a concert engagement.
a jazz concert. Hines, making
his first tour of Europe in
several years was the center of
attraction wherever the combo
appeared. Due to his old re.
JO BAKER, center after re making her first professional
tiring from professional stage appearance since returning as
for several years has decided honored guest at a beneflte re
to return. Here she Is shown ception given In France. With
cording% the Hines piano is
among top American items of
apprecition with Europeaa
music lovers.
Poitier Agrees To Do
Porgy;' Boycott Fades
HOLLYWOOD — Rumors of al "Porgy and Bess" have been quiet-
boycott by Negro actors of Sam- ed now that Sidney Polder, the
uel Goldwyn's projected movie of widely acclaimed actor, desired
SAMUEL GOLDWYN SIDNEY POITIER
Texas YMCA To Present
Death Takes A Holiday
Ella Fitzgerald's
Cafe Debut Hailed
Ella Fitzgerald, the first lady of
song, made her Chicago supper
club debut Friday when she join-
ed Sam Levenson at the Chez
Paree.
A veteran of 23 years in show
businss. Ella's appeal grows
greater each year. She has fre
onently been selected top female
vocalist in the Down Beat and
Metronome Magazine annual polls,
and her fellow artists voted her
the "greatest ever" in the female
singers category 10 die "Mu-
sicians' Musician Poll." Her
record sales have topped the 25
million mark, and her last three
albums on the Verve label have
not only reached the top of the
bestseller lists, but have also M 
been hailed as "classics.-
GALVESTON, Texas — "Death 1 Bennett, Princess; John Temple,
Helping Chicagoans bring in the
New Year are the lovable Sam
t evenson and the Four Lads,
popular melody masters, the Chez
Paree Adorables and Ted Fio
Eito's orchestra.
for the part of "Porgy" has read
the script.
Goldwyn, has announced for the
second time that Sidney Poitier,
has agreed to star in the role men-
tioned earlier.
He wrote home and asked to
be sent the script of the play but
apparently all that could he found
was an album of records.
"From the synopsis of the
story on the album jacket. I
decided the role was not for me
and quite possibly the story
would be injurious to Negroes,"
he said.
"I then asked for script ap-
proval and when that was not
forthcoming, I turned down the
part."
Later he came here for confer-
ences with Goldwyn and Rouben
Mamoulian, director of the film
which is to have an all-Negro cast.
Poitier, explaining why he had
originally rejected the role early
last month, said that he -was no
longer asking for script approval,
the point upon which he had turn
ed down the part.
He explained that after think-
ing it over he had decided he had
not been fair to Goldwyn in as-
suming the producer 'would mis-
treat the property.
"When Mr. Goldwyn offered
me the part I accepted in good
faith," Poitier said. "Al that
time I knew nothing of the prop-
erty except what I had heard
from friends."
"After talking to both these gen-
tlemen I discovered that it was
not their intention to injure any-
one. In fact, I found them almoat
as sensitive to the problem as I
am." he said
Takes A Holiday," a 3-act comJ jr., Corrade; Jimmie Phillips. Ile dropped the request for
edy, will he staged by the Gibson' Rhoda; Milbrew Davis, Baron; script approval, he said, because
,
Branch YMCA Little Theatre, Rose Johnson Stephanie; Willie 
lie felt that Goldwyn "will pre-
sent the property in 3 sensitive
manner."
The million.dollar film, which
starts shooting in May, is ex-
pected to he a year In produc-
tion.
Wednesday, Jan. 15, at Central Boulet, Duke; Adolphus Archie.
high school.. . Major Whitread: 011ie M. Lake,
The east includes Doris McNeal; Fetiele, and Annette Phillips,
as Grazia; Edgar Williams,' Cora.
Prince Sirgi: Joyce Ann Hunter, Johnnie A. Moore will direct the
Aida: Paul Dixon. Eric: Rose production.
here are the famed Platters
including Zolo, extreme right,
and guests. Miss Baker is
wearing one of a dozen gowns
chosen for her return before
the footlights.
How U. S. Stars Scored
PARIS — There was a long pa-
rade of U. S. stars appearing over
here in 1957, many of them set-
ting records in the major halls
and theatres that may well stand
for a long time.
There were newcomers to these
shores like Lena Home, Dorothy
Dandridge, Earl Hines, William
Warfield, Count Basie, Pearl Bail-
ey, Erroll Garner and otherp who
won plauditts of Paris music and
song lovers. Then there were the
stars who come to Paris and Lon-
don several times within a season
like Satchmo Armstrong, Dizzy
Gillespie, the Ravens, Four Step
Brothers, Lionel Hampton and
many more. Then there were the
Jo Bakers, Sidney Bachets, Peters
Sisters, Nicholas Brothers, Ade-
laide Hall, Muriel Smith, Babe
Wa ace, and others who have re-
mai d over here for several
year .
The fields appealing to this ar-
ray of talent has been varied. Miss
Dandridge for example confined
her European activity to film
work only. She refused several
offers to appear in Paris and Lon-
don night clubs as well as nixing
offers for concert work, a very
lucrative field over here.
Miss Horne stuck to concert
work as do most of the U. S.
musician-s and singers who appear
in Europe. Muriel Smith of course
was seen on television, in one or
more concerts and in two legiti-
mate shows during the 1957 sea-
son. 0% Satchmo's appearances
over here were taken up in con-




By E. A. WIGGINS
Paris — A real "Holiday For
Jazz," modern and conventional,
was provided local Jazz enthusi-
asts by Monsieur Bruno Cocoatrix
in six stellar "Concerts" during
the past month at the Olympia.
Four of the Jazz Concerts fea-
tured Count Basie, with his 15.
piece Orchestra and vocalist Joe
Williams. The other two were di-
vided between Sidney Bechet,
(who substituted with an impro-
vised orchestra for Dizzy Gilles-
pie), and the "Father" Earl Hines
-Jack Teagarden sixtette.
The public response was most
gratifying, and each performance
was a whale of a success!
PARIS — Rumors that the tam-
ed Peters sisters team has split
un proved false, at least tempor-
arily.
Their manager. Monsieur Mich.
el Engel (who is also Virginia's
husband) had Mattie return here
from Copenhagen, leaving het
Danish husband, Herman Wols-
gaard Iversen, to operate their
Bar & Restaurant alone. Anna:
came back from Rome, Italy, to
rejo in Virginia, who will have her '
second child in January, for a
Paris TV engagement; a "Gala"
performance at the Olympia, and
On the evening of their Jazz
Concert at the Olympia, "Father"
Hines and Jack, with Mrs. Tea-
garden, were being greeted hack.
stage by Mr. and Mrs Frankie
LaMe, when a French teenager,
who had slipped by the stage.
door guard, rushed up to the
great pianist, requested an auto-
graph, got a: and departed imme-
diately.
A bystander who had witnessed
the incident commented casually:
"I see you are still TOPS "Fa-
ther," and Fans are still collect-
ing your autograph." "Oh no!"
Laugh ed Hines, "That fellow
wasn't interested in my autograph,
he only wanted to see if I can
write." ,
the recording of several "Sprit-
uals" for Vogue.
As soon as the engagements
lasted three weeks) were
terminated, Mettle returned to
Copenhagen; and Anna to her
French husband•nausician, Mon-
sieur Willie Kett, in the Eternal
City,
Mr. Edward Peters, brother of
the famous vocal trio and sports
writer for a California newspaper,
has given notice that he will fly
from his home in Los Angeles to
Paris, for the Stork's second vis-
it to the Engels in January '58.
Earl Bostic May Hit
European Trail Soon
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Sax dinavian countries and he is now
star Earl Bostic. currently crest- 1 trying to decide which offer he
range of numbers on "The Lady ing a sensation at the Rustic Cab- will accept first. He has a ten-
From Philadelphia," Monday WI in here is now ready to accept day engagement coming ' up at
the CBS Television Network. the $50.000 offer for a tour of Dude Ranch in Hamilton, Ohio,
The broadcast was an inspiring South America which he had pre- Starting Jan. 10, to he followed
filmed record of the world famous viously turned down to be near by one week at the Brass Rail
contralto's recent sell-out tour his family during the holiday in Milwaukee beginning Jan. 20.
for the State Department through' season. 'After that, said the dapper
-A voice such as Marion Ander-i "Sec It Now" viewers had the Korea, the Philippines, Vietnam. Bostic has also received a bandleader. "I'm ready to go any
son's comes once in a hundred opportunity to hear Miss An ler- Burma. Thailand, Malaya and In. s60,000 offer by the Swedish gm-. where — South America, Sweden,
years" , Arturo Toscanini, i son's great artistry in a wide die, ernment for a tour of the Scan-i Italy or France.'
Socko TV Spectacular
eels. Pearl Bailey who was to have
toured the concert circuits of Eus
rope was okay while on the stem
but her stay was cut short by
illness. She returned home for
treatment by her own physiciailkk
weeks before tour was to hayar
ended.
Latest arrivals on the continent,
Earl Hines and Erroll Garner are
also on the concert kick. Erroll
as featured pianist with his own
combo and Hines as pianiit with
a combo headed by Jack Tea-
garden.
As to Satchmo, his work mer
here has been one appearance
after another with emphasis on
the jazz concert kick. The same
may be said of Lionel Hampton
who has topped the swing field.
While Dot Dandridge stood out
In her worlt in pictures here in
Europe liter was forced to share
the "mitt of country" spotlight
with Hafry Belafonte and Sidney
Poioer. Both of the famed filed",
stars won plaudits for their working
in movies to be known in Ameri-
ca as "foreign made."
Belafonte's top was where he
shared the spotlight with Miss
Dandridge In the flicker, "Island
In The Sun." This one shot in the
West Indies islands where Dora.
thy was cast as a native girl who
won the heart of a British seers.
tary, played by Britian's John
Justin. Yes, U. S. Sepians made
quite a showing on foreign soil
in year just passed. In television,
pictures, concert halls and in some





GREENSBORO, N. C. — Four
numbers :sy the Bennett Colleg
Dance Group featured the Wed•
nesday evening Vesper program
in Pfeiffer Chapel.
The group, directed by Mrs. Dot-
ly Turner, gave their interpreta•
tion of "And The Glory of Th0
Lord," "Gloria in Excelsis Des,"
"The Holy City," and "The
Lord's Prayer."
The call to worship was gives
by Miss Bharaty Christian, al
Bombay State, India; the scripe
tures were read by Miss Hie Soot
Hong. of Seoul, Korea; and er
ening prayer was given by Mise





PHILADELPHIA — Out of thist
city, which has always been in-
dependent in its record tastes (a
the producer of mere than i
share of top record tater) COM
The Fabulaires. Six tale ted bo
ranging in age from 16 to I
this group has already clicked I
catty with "While Walking." W
in days of the release of t h I
record, it began to get good pie
in New York, too, and is off
a flying start.
'No No" is a swingin' side th




















































































Sat., Jan 4, 195$
Charm Club Brings Santa To 600 Negro And White Patients
CHERRI1 CHARMS — The
Cherry Charms played Santa
to more than 600 colored and
white patients at the Shelby
County hospital on Christmas
Eve. Shown standing around
the Christmas tree at the hos-
pital are members of the or-
ganization (from left to right)
SANTA IS, .REAL — Ossle portrayed by the husbands and
Carter and one of the Santas, sweethearts of the members,
REMINISCING — Informal
chatting about by-gone Christ-
mases as the gifts were being
distributed made the visit one
, of a typical family gathering.
Miss Pearline Wright, Mrs.
Hattie House, Mrs. Ruby
Chambers, Miss Barbara Gil-
luni, Mrs. Ossie Carter, Little
Jackie Hampton, daughter of
Mrs. Barbara Hamilton to
whom the Christmas poem was
read. Mrs. Vernastine Simon
and Mrs. Barbara Hampton.
make Santa a reality for this huge tree in the background
patient at the hospital. T h e was provided by the hospital.
6
Shown sharing such an expel.-
leave with two of the patients
are the president of the or-
GIFT WRAPPING — The having a wonderful time wrap- the patients. The young wom•
Cherry Charms are shown ping the hundreds of gifts for en held the gift wrapping
, DOUBLE CELEBRATION —
; It was a double celebration
for Raymond Newton, one of
SO HAPPY — As the visit
garthation, Mrs. Hattie House ended with the singing of "Si-
and Santa Charles Lomax. I lent Night," the patients ex-
the patients at the hospital,
and the members were hap-
py to share these happy oc•
' pressed their appreciation to
the members for what they
termed "an unusual and beau-
casions with him. He was Or.
en a Christmas gift and a
birthday gift by Santa Emmitt
tiful program." The happiness
that is mirrored in each of
the patients' faces above made
party at the House's residence
on Lester et.
Simons while Mrs. Ruby
Chambers, Little Jackie and
another patient looked os.
each ('berry Charm proud and
thankful that she was able to
he of some service to ms
kind. (See story on page le)
•
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sot., Jan. 4, 1y58
Sadly we took leave of another
year passed on into Eternity .
one filled with the usual joys . . .
the unexpected sorrows . . . ap-
preciative of countless kindnesses
which make people, and especially
one's friends so dear. 'Twas a
momentous year ... with its Sput-
niks, Little Rock story, and the
Southern march of progress despite
belaboring die-hards. In a lighter
vain, we'll remember 'many of the
lovely parties, dances, recitals, et
al which make life interesting; and
how can one forget the weather
. . with its rain, rain and more
rain . and the humidity of the
summer? Of such is life, so we
face the New Year, resolved to be
a better individual, to be friendlier,
kindlier, more appreciative and
inure tolerant of human infallibili-
ties; determined, too, to face issues
squarely, and to be courageous
enough to stand by one's convic-
!ions - even at the expense of
;tending alone.
-rut, enough for retrospection ..
aow on with our Merry-Go-Round
iew of what made Memphis the
gay place it was during the holi-
days.
JOHNSON ANNIVERSARY
The brietl, lit manse of Mr. and
Mrs. T. J. Johnson was a scene of
spectacular beauty to the many,
now guests who attended their
:0th Wedding Anniversary recep-
tion given by their daughters, Aret-
ta and Leslie.
The gifts were bountiful and
')eautiful to behold . . . and it all
could not have happened to a lov-
lier couple. The poignant memory
ef it all was well preserved for
nosterity by rrances Dancy Hooks,
who took movies of the partici-
pants, the guests, and the lovely
eecorations which dominated the
lovely home. Lots of folk are still
wondering ament the ingredients
'hat went into the delicious Anni-
%ersary frappe served under the
supervision of Jana Porter. At any
rate, even the men kept beating
a steady path to the delicious con-
coction. Read all about the out-
standing event elsewhere in this
issue.
The week began with our usual
''do or die" determination to fi-
nish preparations for the holidaXs
in time to be the relaxed, seren
and well-prepared individual ev-
eryone longs to be - come Christ-
scores of Memphis socialities who
look forward to the annual party
of Thomas ond Helen Hayes and
C. C. and Helen Sawyer, held at
the Hayes palatial home at 1329 S.
Parkway East. This year the event
had special significance for the
duo families because Helen Ann
(Hayes) and her husband, Dr.
Westley Groves, were home with
the Hayes for Christmas for the
first time since their marriage. I
Friends recall that they spent two
Yuletide holidays in Hawaii while
Westley was in the Army. Best
surprise of all, to the scores of
guests delighted to welcome the
handsome couple, is the fact that
they are heir-expectant. Helen Ann
was a vision of loveliness in her
beautiful cocktail suit oipale green
triistmed with lush grey fox fur.
Throughout the distinctive home,
guests mingled in the expansive
living and dining area, with its
wide glass walls and beautiful
glassed foyer . . . to the base-
ment den, with its rich collection
of ebony masks and driftwood col-
lection. An ever-flowing bar, hi-ti
music . . . and delight of delights
the gourmet delicacies served
from two of the most attractive
array of foods to be found any-
where. One, a recessed table filled
with crushed ice . . . constantly
replenished with an array of sea
food which would appear to have
come from the seven seas! Lobs-
ter, shrimp, clams, oysters, crabs
and practically any other sea deli-
cacy one could imagine were there
to be had either on shell or in
spread form. The other table prac-
tically groaned with turkey, ham,
lobster newberg, relishes, caviar
canapes . . . besides the unobtru-
sive waiters that passed never-
ending trays of hot hors d'oeuvres
that melted in one's mouth.
The two Helen's were contrast-
ing beauties, one in chic black,
(Helen Hayes) and Helen Sawyer
in a lovely white knit cocktail frock
The feminine guests were gor-
geously clad . .. so many in holi-
day hues of red and green. It was
a truly magnificent party, at-
tested by the almost 200 guests
present off and on throughout the
night and into the small hours of
the A. M.
WED FIFTY YEARS — Mr.
and Mrs. T. J. Johnson are
show at the brilliant Golden
Anniversary reception gis en
by their daughters, Mrs. Jo-
seph Smith of Washington,
D. C., and Mrs. Fleming Polk
at the Johnson's lovely home
at 1055 Woodlawn st., Sunday,
Dec. 22. The couple, prominent
in social, civic, business, edu-
cational and religious circles
of this city, were married on
Mr.And Mrs, T.J. Johnson
Mark Golden Anniversary
By MARJORIE I. ULEN . were blessed with three children
Mrs. Polk and Mrs. Smith, the
Society Editor • former Aretta and Lesslie John-
Presaging wide-spread interest
in Memphis and throughout the
Mid-South was the brilliant Gold.
en Wedding anniversary reception
held Sunday, Dec. 22, hororing the
50 years of the marriage of Mr.
and Mrs. T. J. Johnson of 1055
Woodlawn at.. given by their
daughters, Mrs. Fleming Polk
and Mrs. Joseph Smith, the lat-
ter of Washington, D. C.
Prominent retired educators
both, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson are
active in social, religious, civic
and business circles of this city.
The couple were married on Dec.
22, 1907, at Vicksburg, Miss., and
Mardis and Mrs. Margaret Strong.
Edward Hubbard was home from
Camp Gordon. In spite of the large
family gathering, there was still
room in their home and in their
hearts they had, an "adopted sol-
dier son" for the day, in the per-
son of Riche el Green of Sacra-
mento, California.
CHIT CHAT
Memphians welcomed the fol-
lowing former Memphians and out-
of-town guests: Lavada and Rich-
ard Hobson of Baltimore, Aid.,
Dr. and Mrs. Westley Groves, Kan-
sas City, Mo.; Minnie Belle Red-
mond Bowles, Fisk University Li-
brarian; Marion Speight from
Bethune Cookman College's Ro-
mance Language department; Jim
Etta Lee from Southern U.; La-
mas eve. So many, including your verne Taylor Pearce of New
scribe didn't quite make the grade standing dances of the holidays. Orleans, La.; Dr. Marjorie Lee
this year . . . but, to fall back The Nonchalant Club, one of our Browne of North Carolina U's
on the usual clinches . . . "never town's oldest dubs and famed for Mathematics Department; Jane
say die" ... and. "there's always its hospitality, held sway at Club Richards, Bennett College, Greens-
next year - we hope!" Tropicana. There, happy and gay boro, N. Cc-Thelma West of Lou-
Monday night, Marion and Ha-
rold (Skip) Johns invited a few
folk in to bid adieu to St. Julian
and Adrienne Simpkins. There
have been countless courtesies ex-
tended to this loved couple who
left Memphis early this week to
reside in Cincinnati, where the
Rev. Simpkins becomes the rec-
tor of a nuch larger Episcopal
parish. Both of them declare that
Memphians have -dded to their
girth with the wonderful chimers,
parties and affairs given in their
honor. Their last weeks in Mem-
phis will be graphically perpet-
uated in the movies, slides and
snaia made of them .. . especial-
ly at the brilliant testimonial din-
ner given by the Men's Club and
the Women's Auxiliary of Emman-
uel church, attended by the Hon-
orable Edmund Orgill, mayor of
the City of Memphis . . . The
Right Rev. T. N. Barth, Episco-
pal Bishop of the Diocese of Ten-
nessee . . . and representative
clergy of Episcopal Churches in
Memphis, who attended with wives
and other members of their 
fami-
lies.
Father Simpkins' last Christioas
Eve Mass here is recorded in film
by Dr. W. 0. Speight, Sr.: a'd:
his last service at the church, last
Sunday morning, is in the movie
library of Charles Iles, Jr. Bertha
will join her mother and father 
in
Cincinnati this week, coming from
New York and Philadelphia 
where
lase spent the Christmas 
holiday,




attends at Littleton, New Hamp-
shire, for a peek at her new home
before returning East.
• • •
Having been to Midnight Mass,
We hied over to Mary an
d Jack's
Roberts' lovely hine on Effie
goad to enjoy their delicious 
Egg-
slog and fruit cake event which
has become traditional with. 
a
Small group of their many friends.
Joining in on the fun, before tak-
ing leave to complete Santa's du-
ties, were Betty and Charles Phil-
lips. Vi and Harry Haysbert, Ma-
rion Speigte and Dr. W. 0. Speight,
Jr Vivian and Melvin Conley. Vi-
vian White and her handsome
Stanford U. Med school son, Augus-
tus; Marie' Iles, Jr., Helen Shel-
by, St. Julian and Adrienne Simp-
kins Harold Johns, Emma Jean
Stott and Norma Jean Robinson,
the latter Mary's niece, visiting
from leeldgen.
RAW %WW1 PARTY
Christmas night vrouM not seers
Like Christmas night anymore for
ig 
ES
t after Christmas, ClubThe 
Tropiciana and the Flitting()
Room were the scenes of two out.
with holiday spirits riding high ... isville, Ky.; Bea West Scaggs of
elated ever seeing so many former Cleveland, a; Atty. William and
Memphians home for Chtistmas. Gwendolyn Luster of Cleveland:
. . enthralled by excellent music Dr. and Mrs. J. H. Young, Hop-
... and awed by beautiful gowns kinsville, Ky., the guests of Mr.
and glittering jewels of the ladies, and Mrs. Harry Cash; Frazier
Memphis society had a truly won- Johnson of Chicago, guest of Miss
derful time. Decorations were do- hiary Della Reeves and friends;
minated by the huge glittered Gee: G. W. ime of Chicago, the guest
thin Nes on the walls. smybolic of ...y.All and Mrs. A. A. Letting;
of the first letter of the club's Phil Booth, Jr., of Philadelphia,
risegie. .- ii.s., visiting his parents, Mr. and
At the Flemings room, our Mrs. Phillip Booth, Sr.; Mrs. An-
younger socialites enjoyed the dis- nie Gilkey of Detroit, Michigan,
tinctive decor of the establish- guest of Mrs. Clifton Howard; W.
ment and the lovely decorations W. Butler of Louisville, Ky., Au-
of The Little Club, who make the gustus White of Stanford U., Mau-
night after Christmas the time of rice Bullit and Walter Gibson, Jr.,
their annual dance.
THE PARTY CIRCUIT
Alpha Delta Chapter of Alpha
Gamma Chi Sorority held its an-
nual Christmas party December
20th at the home of Mrs. Aggie
enderson, 3048 Crystal. Each mm.
her revealed its secret pal, and
presented a lovely gift. Honored
guests were their husbands. Hors
d' oeuvres, canapes and, cham-
pagne added to the enjoyment of
the occasion. Members were eager
in their well-wishes for the re-
covery of Robert Lee, Mrs. Jean
Harris' father who was injured
in an auto accident.
Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Roddy of
Woodstock. Tenn., entertained with
a party that was the delight of
Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Johnson, and
Mrs. Johnson's sister. Mrs. Arti-
mese Garrett of Vicksburg, Miss.,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Smith of
Washington, D. ,C., Mr. and Mrs.
Flemming Polk, Mrs. .1. H. Young
of Hopkinsville, Ky., Mrs. Harry
Cash, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hoffman
and their daughtsr, Mrs. Jene
Richards and her son. Charles of
Greensboro, N. C., Mrs. Roxie
Smith of Nashville, Tenn., and Ir-
ving Roddy, the Roddy's nephew.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Hubbard.
Sr., enjoyed the most wonderful
Christmas of their lives ... having
every one of their children h elle
for the holidays A grand 
reunion
was held at the Hubbard home 
on
Edmundson. This wonderful, bril-
liant and well-known family 
reknit-
ted ther already closely 
bound
family ties. From Santa 
Monica,
California came Dr. and Mrs. 
Wal-
ter Hubbard, Jr., and family; 
from
Chicago. Ill., were Mr. and 
Mrs.
Newton Long and children; 
Lon-
nie Hubbard was here fr
om Ten-
nessee State U., the Memphis 
clan
included Mary Alice and Leo 
i 
Mc-
Williams and their children, 
Mrs.
tdith Williams, Mr. and 
Mrs.
Carl Stotts, Ir. and Mrs Williamn
on leave from the U. S. Army,
Mrs. Vienna Davis of South Haven,
Michigan.
Visiting collegians and members
of the prep school set were: Tom-
mye Kay Hayes of Oakwood,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.: Parolee
Holt, Pepperdine College, s An-
geles, Calif.; From Fisk piver-
sity: Clara Ann Twigg, Lil Pa-
tricia Walker, John and Mo e
Williams, Jean Ella Matlock, P
tricia Walker, Jean Wiggins, tAia
Marie Gammon, Gwendolyn oy-
se, John Whittaker, Mar Tarp-
ley, Agretta Whittaker and Lula
McEwen and Tom Sawyer. From
Howard U: Ann Carnes Bartho-
lomew, Lila Smith and Jul': Har-
ding. Also Alpha Brawner, Juliard
School of Music, NYC.; Jolene
Westbrook, NYU, Peggy White,
Bennett College, Adeline Pipes,
American University, Washington,
D. C., Lewis H. Twigg, Morehouse
College, Atlanta, Ga., Hollis
Price, Haverford College. Haver-
ford, Pa., Crystal Tarpley, Mont-
clair, N. J. and Billy Bartholo-
mew from Scattergood College in
Iowa and Norma Jean Robinson,
Western U., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Members of the Southern Belles
motored to Covington, Tenn., to be
the guests of Mrs. Thelma Moore,
at her lovely new ranch-styled
home at 444 Haynie Street. It was
an altogether delightful trip and
party . .• . and these well-known
matrons are slit overjoyed with
the wonderful hospitality enjoyed
at the Moore home. Included in
the group who enjoyed the varia-
tion of meeting away from usual
haunts wire Mrs. Charlene Mc-
Graw. Mrs. Dorothy DeNellie,
Mrs. Thelma Evans, Mrs. Katie
Hudson, eir Mary Louis Rogers,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lewis, Miss Louise
O'Reilly, Mrs. Mattie Oates, Mrs.
Mildred Oates Joseph, Mrs. 011ie
Mitchell, Mrs. Elca 'or Currie, 4nd
Mrs. St, Elmo Hampton.
son, and a deceased son, Claude.
Nearly 200 guests extend-
ed greetings and felicitatiens to
the well-loved couple who received
many, many handsome gifts in
honor of the occasion.
DECORATIONS
In the living room of the lovely
Johnson home,- the receiving line
was formed opposite a beautiful
mirrored mantle area which was
resplendent with a striking floral
display of golden bronze and yel-
low mums and Fuiii crysanthe-
mums, yellow gladiolus and baby
breath, interspersed with polius
leaves and greenery, and high-
lighted with a golden lettered an-
niversary inscription across the
base of the planter, set off on
either end with gold satin bows.
Many beautiful assorted courtesy
plants, dominated by poinsettas,
were arranged on both sides of
the brightly glowing fireplace.
Throughout the rocms of the
home were lovely arrangements of
red and green floral pieces, in
keeping with brightly lit Christ-
mas door decorations and hangings
which greeted guests on arrival.
Mrs. Johnson was lovely in an
afternoon frock of retie chiffon and
chantilly lace with which she
wore a shoulder corsage of beau-
tiful white orchid, ornamented
with gold satin ribbon. Mrs. Smith
chose a beautifnl pale yellow chif-
fon dress which was adorned
throughout the bodice with gold
sequins and rhinestones. Mrs. Polk
wore a dress of pale blue chan-
tilly lace over taffeta, featuring
a sweetheart neckline. Both daugh-
ters wore shoulder corsages of
gold mums.
REFRESHMENTS
The distinctive panelled den
was the scene of the reception
table which received countless
comments on its outstanding beau-
ty. Overlaid in an exquisite da-
mask cloth which featured a gold
satin skirt which extended to the
floor, the table was indeed a scene
of beauty with a floral centerpiece
of gold and yellow mums and Fui.
ji chrysanthemums, gold gladiol-
us. baby's breath and greenery.
Flanking the centerpiece were
triple crystal candleholders bear-
ing fluted gold candles. Anniver-
sary frappe was served from en
Ingrid Bergman
Back In London
I. 0 N D 0 N - (INS) — Ingrid
Bergman returned to film-making
in London after a "wonderful"
Christmas holiday with her chil-
dren.
The Swedish star smiled as she
spoke to newsmen on her arrival
from Rome. She said she had a
"wonderful Christmas" with the
youngsters and they had "enjoyed
it very much indeed."
Ingrid and her estranged hus-
hand, Roberto Rossellini, met in
Rome to give their son and twin
daughters a family Christmas. She
said she did not 'know when she
would see Rossellini again, ex-
plaining:
"We have no plans for a meet-
in. I believe he's going to India."
The actress said she hoped to
bring the children to London after
she returns in April from film
work on Formosa.
B. dy lice have lived on with hu-
man beings since long before the





Dec. 22, 1907, at Vicksburg,
Miss. They were re-married
Sunday morning, Dec. 22, at
Metropolitan Baptist church.
by Rev. S. A. Owen. Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson are seen again In
a family scene with their
exquisite sterling punch bowl.
Beautiful individual cakes, adorn-
ed with gold leaves and green
and icing, and assorted Christ-
mas candies arid nuts complete
the beauty of the table. Refresh-
ments were served under the su-
pervision of Mrs. Jana Porter.
Adding to the Christmas atmos-
phere of the den was a lovely
white Christmas tree, bright with
colored trimmings.
.4SSISTAN'TS
Assisting in registering guests,
serving and in charge of gifts
were Mrs. Benjamin Hooks, Mrs.
Nellie Hume, Miss Mabel Hud-
son, Mrs. Grace Parker, Mrs.
Thelma Brown, Mrs. Maggie Jor-
dan, Mrs. Rivers King, Mrs. Geor-
gia Dancy, Miss Mary Della Reev-
es, Miss Gertrude Walker, Mrs.
Katherine Meyers of Washington,
D. C., and the Misses Hortense
and Albertine Irving of Chicago,
Moving pictures of the recep-
tion were taken by Mrs. Benja-
min Hooks.
OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
Out-of-town guests of the occa-
sion included Mrs. Artimese Gar-
rett of Vicksburg, Miss., and Mrs.
Clementine Irving of Chicago,
Mrs. Johnson's sisters. Others
were Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
Hicks of Vicksburg; Mr. Kather-
ine Meyers of Washington, D. C.,
Mrs. Iola Ellis of Cleveland, Ohio;
the Misses Hortense and Albertine
Irving of Chicago, Ill., Mrs. John-
son's nieces, Mrs. Lizzie Marshall,
also of Chicago, and Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Smith, Mr. and Mrs. John-
son's daughter and son-in-law.
GUESTS
Attending the lovely reception
were: Airs. M. L. Johns, Mrs. Es-
telle Perkins, Mrs. Debora Thomp-
son, Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs.
Alberta Mason, Mrs. R. N. May-
es, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mayes, Mrs,
Mable Hudson, Mrs. Maggie Jor-
dan, Mrs. Ruth Williams, 0. T.
Westbrooks, Mrs. Flora Bonds,
Ben MeLemore, Miss Naomi Cres-
well, Mr. and Mrs. Zack High-
tower, N. G. Watkins, Mrs. L. E.
Brown, Mrs. Rivers King, Mrs.
Nellie Humes, Mrs. Grace Park-
er. Airs, Florence Smith, Mrs.
Samuel Brown, Dr. Clara Bremn-
er, Mrs. Jewel Brawner, Miss Al-
pha Brawner, Mrs. A. T. Williams,
Mrs. Mary Murphy, Mrs. E. A.
McLemore, Miss M. Reeves, Mrs.
A. J. Dancep, Dr. J. E. Walker,
W. W. Walker, Mrs. E. M. Wilk-
ins, Mrs Minnie Belle Redmond
Bowles. of Nashville, Tenn., Mrs.
W. H. Wiggins, Mr. and Mrs. Rod-
erick Diggs, Mrs. Harry Ratcliffe,
Mrs. Georgia Sylvers, Miss Geor-
gia Rose Sylvers, Miss Edwinor
Porter, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Davis,
/bliss T. Chambliss, Mrs. Maev
A. Westbrooks, Mr. and Mrs. S.
M. Wyatt, Mme. F. T. McCleves,
Dr. and Mrs. Cooper E. Taylor,
Sirs J. H. Ellis, Mrs. Elizabeth
Marshall, Dr. B. T. McCleves, Mr.
















































































daughters and son-in-law, left
to right, Mrs. Joseph Smith,
Mr. Smithn and Mr. -and Mrs.
Fleming Polk. Besides their
daughters, Mr. and Mrs. John-
son were the parents of a
son, the late Claude Johnsove
( Anderson, G. D. Frazier, Mrs. Al
zora Haste, Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Lucky Sharp
Mrs. Marjorie Ulen, Mr. and Mrs
Charles Smith, Mr. and Mrs. War-
ren Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Elbert and Son, Mrs. Joye Ho-
Eibert and Son, Mrs. Joye Horne
Mrs. Jeanette Powell, Mr. a n d
Mrs. John Shaw, Dr. C. J
Bates and Mother, Mrs. Estelle
Campbell, Mrs. F. M. Campbell
Mrs. Bennie Sueing and sons, Mrs.
0. T. Westbrook, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Stanback, Mrs. Gertrude
Armstrong, Miss Jewel Gentry,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mebane, Air
and Mrs. E. McGinnis and Moth-
er, Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Stock-
ton, Mrs. Aline Vance, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Tyus, Mrs. M. L. Adams,
Mrs. Amanda Brown, Mrs. Ruth
Collins, Miss Grace Collins, Mr.
and Mrs. R. Hanshaw, Mrs. Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis, sr.,
Mrs. Al. E. Gipson, Clarksdale,
Miss; Mrs. Alice Weston, time.
G. M. Young, Mrs. C. L. Phillips,
B. H. Cooper, Mrs. Daisy Paige,
Mrs. Marion Ford, Mrs. Fred West
ley, Dr. J. E Burke, Forest City,
Ark.; Mrs. W. T. Owen, Mrs. T.
H. Watkins, Mrs L. Alex Wilson,
Mr and Mrs. J. E. Williams, Mrs
Inez Bouldin, Mr. and Mrs. G.
T. McPherson, Mrs. C. Y. Harris,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Roberts, Mrs
Edith Thornton, A. J. Dancey, Mr.
and Mrs. Isaac Whittaker, Mr. and
Mrs. D. J. Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
J. 0. Houston, Mrs. Houston Col-
lier, Mrs. Vivian*White, Augustus
White, Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Jones,
E. C. Williams, Johnnie Morris,
Miss Gertrude Walker, Frazier
Johnson, Mrs. Jennie Tarpley, Mr.
and Vrs. Eldridge Tarpley, Mrs.
John R. Arnold, Mrs. Dorris Bod-
den and Mother, Mr. an Mrs. J.
A. Hayes, Miss B. Anerson, Dr.
V. L. Sanford, Dr. and Mrs. E.
Frank White, Mr. and Mrs. W. P..
Harding, Rev J. C. Mickle, Mrs
C. M. Roulhac, Mrs. Phillip Booth,
Rev. S. A. Owen, Mrs. W. P.
Porter, Mrs Thurman and Rev.
and Mrs. Benjamin Hooks.
Club Brings Santa To
600 Hospital Patients
(See Photos Page 9)
On Christmas Eve night mem-
bers of the Cherry Charms club
played St. Nicholas to more than
600 patients at the Shelby County
hospital.
Since St. Nicholas never an-
nounces his visits, the patients
were not aware that he had come
until they entered the auditorium.
There they found gathered around
a beautiful Christmas tree maid-
ens of good will dressed in the
traitional colors of St. Nicholas.
Under the t r e e, the Cherry
Charms had rifts for all of the
patients, representative of the
combined efforts ef the organiza-
tion and their many friends.
Ruby Chambers told the story,
of the birth of Jesus Christ whit
the patients, Cherry Charms and
their husbands tied sweethearts
sang Christmas carols as a back-
ground. The poem, "Twes The
Night before Christmas," was
by Miss Pearline Wright to It
Jackie Hampton.
The gifts were given out by the
sweethearts and husbands of the
Cherry Charms wearing Santa
Claus caps. Because some of the
patients were unable to come to
the auditorium, gifts and fronts
were taken to the wards.
To the delight of the Cherry
Charms, they were able to share
not only Christmas with one of
the patients but a birthday as well
Raymond Newton, was the happy
recipient of two gifts.
Pecan Chocolate Loaf Cake
Is Fruit Cake Substitute
The holiday time is the season
for the "sweet tooth" populace.
With so many delectable tidbits
of the sweet variety, homemakers
are urged to have plenty of the
delicious refreshments on hand for
the holiday visitor.
Rivaling fruit cake in tradition-
al holiday flavor, is Pecan Choc-
olate Loaf Cake. The reripe is










2 3 cup milk I
1 teaspoon vanilla
1 6-ounce package (1 cup)
semi-sweet finely chopped
NEW POT HOLDERS have a
built-in safety wall. Even hot
grease and liquids cannot
penetrate the fabric which has






La cup pecans, finely chopped •
Sift together flour, baking p •
der ,and salt. Set aside sifted
gredients. Blend together mar
rine and sugar. Add flour mixture
alternately with milk and vatella.
Add choc 1 lee morsels and pecans.
Pour ln') greased loaf with can-




HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — Tele-
vision actor Tod Andrews and Me
wife, Alice, announced 'that thee
expect a visit from the stork next
month.
Andrews, who stars in "T h e
Gray Ghost" series, and the for.
mer Nashville, Tenn., socialite
were married last Feb. 9.
give this protection. The pot
holders are made of bright
cotton print fabrics and very
tightly wosen terry cloth.
FLUFFY ‘•
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
RICELAND RICE















































*HUMBOLDT, Tenn. — The
house was open, the latch string
was on the outside at 312 Seventh
ave., here, and inside stood Rev.
and Mrs. William C. Donald, all
smiles, waiting to greet those
who had come to help them cele-
brate the completion of fifty years
of married life.
It was a beautiful sight, for
around them stood their children
and many of their grandchildren.
Rev. and Mrs. Donald w e r e.
Christmas day. 1907, which he re-
called was a Wednesday, and he ew Look For Legs As
married here in Humboldt On
spent 17 cents to carry his new
bride to Gibson — five miles
away — on their honeymoon. B
They have done well In the sue- osom Takes Back Seatglikeding years by rearing 10 chil-
Wen to be resepctful citizens
wherever they have settled. Flour. 
teengrandchildren were present
to complete the picture.
PRACTICAL NURSE
Mrs. Donald is a practical nurse,
a member of several organiza-
tions, president of the City Fed-
eraticn of Colored Women's clubs,
and is active as a hoard mem-
ber of the Gillispie Kindergarten.
Rev. Donald served as pastor
of several churches in the vicinity,
and is presently a member of St.
James church, where he assists
the minister, Rev. B. G. Rag-
d'ale. Rev. Donald is still active
In civic and educational projects
and considered a great force in
the community.
Friends who have lived with and
loved the Donalds throughout the
Years streamed in to the house,
bringing with them gold-inlaid or
gold-colored gifts. The dining room
table was covered with a lace ta-
lc cloth and a large wedding
1111,4ke decorated with gold was
placed in the center. To the side
were gold favors holding nuts and
candies with a "50th" notice at-
tached to each.
GOLD PLAQUE
A beautiful gold plaque with
"Fiftieth Anniversary" engraved
was presented to them by one of
their sons, and it was suspended
over the table. Ice cream with
wedding bells and indivival cakes
with gold on them were served
by-their daughters, who wore gold-
en bell corsages.
Thit' children present were Wil-
111111,Jr., of Chiceam; George of
Jtatiet,111.; Mrs. V. P. Pulliam,
Mres Olga Baskerville, Mrs. Lena
Befr4ied, Mrs. Martha Lacey and
iiitaiadam and Samuel, who live
litiMboldt. A son. James, of
Indianapolis, Ind., and a daugh-1
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY —
Rev. and Mrs. William C. Don.
aid, of 312 Seventh ave., Hum.
boldt, Tenn., celebrated their
50th year of married life on
Christmas day. They have 10
children and 14 gradchildren.
Rev. and Mrs. Donald observ•
ed their golden anniversary
with open house. Nell•known
Vir
end outstanding in the corn•
munity, the couple %, as made
happy by a steady stream of
Friends who came bearing
wonderful guts. See story on
this page.
Impressive Scenes As The Donalds
Celebrate Their 50 Anniversary
ter, Mrs. Emma Jane Wynne of luxe Cleaners. Samuel Donald
Joliet, Ill., were unable to attend.
Three of the girls are teachers
in the Stigall High school and as-
sist their husbands in a business
capacity. Mrs. Pulliam and her
husband are the owners of the
Booker T. Motel and a fleet of
trucks. Mrs. Lacey's husband is
in the trucking business, and Mrs.
Ried's husband operate the De-
manages the grill at the Booker
'T. Motel, and Mrs. Baskerville's
husband is director of the Gillis-
pie Kindergarten and co-owner
and manager of Rawls Basker-
vale Funeral home.
Aside from rearing their own
10 children, the Donalds took care
of a nephew, Vernon Smith, and





--"' Many budg•t-minded home-
makers wash their own rugs them
s, especially if they have a
•- ovillevsehold full of snow-and-mud.
": !Waking children. Frequent 
sham-
pooings (some experts advise one
every three months1 make rugs last
longer, as well ar look brighter. The
job can be don. standing up, 
toe—.
with a newiion-the-morket elastic
applicator full of rug detergent.
Three hours later the dried foam is
vacuumed away and the mg is
Wok
This Spring, for the first time
in years, legs — not the bust line
or hip line — will be the focal
point of fashion news. The "leg-
gy" look of shorter skirts and
provocative hemlines conspire to
attract the eye downwards, mak-
ing the trim look of seamless
stockings more important than
ever.
Newest trend-setting recipe for
leg flattery is the line of South
Sea colors in seamless stockings
introduced for Spring and Summer
by Hanes, world's largest makers
of seamless stockings.
Samoa a new pale golden tone,
is the South Sea color created by
Hanes to complement this season's
range of yellows and greens. Paw-
paw, a new pale grayed-green is
the perfect companion for the
smoky green and biege neutrals
most talked about this Spring.
Tiki, an apricot shade, is the South
Sea color with special affinity for
vibrant orange tones.
In The Pink, a blush shade, fea-
tured for wear with all the pink-
to-red tones is the perfect com-
panion to the popular red shoe.
Blue Lagoon, a misted blue for
wear with the entire range of
blues; from bright Ile de France
to dark navy. The enchantment
of the South Seas also inspires
Saipan, a misty beige, suggested
for weal with beige, bone, string,
burlap' and cocha.
South Pacific, a sun brown, is
featured by Hanes for wear with
black, white a n d Benedictine
browns.
Nude, a skin tone, is featured
for pale pastels to vibrant colors
and Barely There, a blonde beige,
for wear with beige browns, soft
greens and blues.
DETAILING
The newest interpretations of the
chemise silhouette, with emphasis
on intricate back detailing gives
further impetus to the fashion dom-
inance of the seamless stocking
this spring.
Blouson effects, stitched a n d
gathered yokes and gracefully
draped cowl necklines illustrate
designers' preoccupation with
back view interest which calls for
the simplicity of seamless stock-
ings to complete the fashionable
effect.
Low slung belts and b o w 5,
fringe trimmings and elaborate
pleat effects again underline the
importance of seamless simplicity
The newest shoe styles empha-
sizing high riding vamps and T
straps, in both closed and open
back silhouettes, on needle slim
lasts, call for partnership with
seamless simplicity to achieve a
harmonious effect. Elaborate
trims and dramatic texture and
color contrast in spring shoe line,
give further impetus to the fashion
importance of seamless stockings
Shoe heels have been lowered
this season to give balanced pro-
portion to this year's dramatic
new hemlines. Seen importantly op
the fashion scene are medium
heels, delicately curved, or stack-
ed leather, complemented by the
casual elegance of the seamless
stocking.
Strong texture interest in fats
ries is another dominant fashion
trend that calls for the smart sina-




By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke 
Well, dear ole Santa has come
and gone and we are right in
the midst of the holiday season,
or maybe I should say, right at
its peak.
Just before vacation began for
the school holidays, youngsters in
the first grades of South Jack-
son, Lincoln and Washington.
Douglas Elementary schools were
entertained with a party on Dec.
18. This is an annual affair spon-
sored by Beta Omega Sigma
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sor-
ority at the Lace College gym.
Beta Chi chapter of Lane college
was on hand to help receive and
entertain the excited children.
lit spite of inclement weather
350 youngsters enjoyed listening
to the music of the Lane college
band, singing Christmas songs and
talking with Santa. To climax the
party each child was served ice
cream and then given a bag of
fruit, candy, nuts and cereals
which surrounded the beautiful
Christmas tree.
The sorority wishes to express
their appreciation and gratefulness
to local merchants and friends
for the generous contributions
which helped to make the party
a success.
In keeping with the national or-
sanization's program, that of
mental health, Beta Omega Sig-
ma chapter of Delta Sigma Thet
headed the gathering of clothing
from Jaeksonians and journeyed
to Western State hospital at Boli-
var, Tenq., on Dec. 22. The clvth-
ing that needed cleaning was done
so through the courtesy of Hunt
and Barnes Cleaner s. Again,
thanks go out to you for partici-
pating In this fine effort.
CHEER FOR SHUT•iNS
Dcesn't it make you feel good
to do something for someone and
not expect anything in return? It
was just that when members of
the Semper Fidelis Council spread-
ed Christmas cheer to many of
the needy in the city by distribut-
ing baskets.
Your scribe joined the carol
singers of the As You Like It
club on Christmas Eve night to
spread cheer to the sick and shut
ins. Those composing the group
were members, Mesdames Annie
M. Bond, Alene Haney, Lucille
Sangster!, Rosetta McKissack, Vi-
vian Bell, Edna White and laetta
T,ovette along with Miss Mable
Golden, Mr. and Mrs. William
Green, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mar-
tin, Mrs. Gracie Hurst. Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Stone, W. E. Mc-
Kissack, T. R. White, and J. A.
Cooke. We ended up at the beau-
tiful home of Mrs. Izetta Lovette
on Berry where everyone wa3
sserved egg nog and Christmas
cookies.
Christmas morning the less for-
tunate children of the city enjoy-
ed a party given by lake Cisco
Post, No. 4805 of the V. F. W.
and they were shown that there
was really a Santa Claus some.
where. All of the children were
give;41ifts, fruit and all kinds of
Chri as goodies. In charge of
his affair was Ausie Brooks.
HERE AND THERE
Home for the holidays after put-
ting in approximately one half
year of study is Herman Stone, jr.
Ile is on leave form his position
at Lane College studying toward
his doctorate at the University
of Colorado. Others who are stu-
dying and returned for the holi-
days are Samuel Polk, Howard
university; Theodore McCrary,
New York university and Miss
Kay Perine from Tennessee State
university. Mr. Polk was married
to the attractive MISS Marilyn
Merriwether on last Sunday.
Watch the paper for more about
this lovely affair.
Mrs. Lucille Jordan Churcher of
Cleveland, Ohio, is spending tho
Christmas with her mother and
father. Mr. and Mrs. James Jor-
dan on Conger at. While here she
will also visit with her sister and
husband, Dr, and Mrs. A. Z. Marl-
ey.
Mr. and Mrs. Waldo Berry and
son are visiting with Mrs. Berry's
mother and Mr. Berry's brother
and family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Berry, sr. The Berry's are from
Ormond, Fla. Waldo jr., is a stu-
dent at Howard university and is
with his family for the holidays.
Guest of Mr. and Mrs. James
P'. Hughes on Brookhaven Drive
are Mr. and Mrs. Dan Hughes,
parents of Mr. Hughes. They are
from French Lick, Ind,
Miss Joanne Merry, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Merry is home
for the holidays. The young miss
is a high school sophomore this
year.
Mrs. O. C. Beck Is out of the
city spending the holiday season
with relatives and friends in New
York City.
CHRISTMAS PARTY HELD .
Members of the Criterian Bridge
club entertained their husbands on
last Friday night at the home of
Mrs. Lola Bell Martin on Hays ave.
This was a very festive affair and
the husbnds seemed to have had
a grand time, The living room
was beautifully decorated with a
Christmas tree laden with gifts
which the club members brought
to exchange. Bridge was forgotten
a bit and "do as you like it" was
just what everybody did. Cocktails
were served before you helped
yourself to the tasty food that fil-
led the lovely dining room table.
Enjoying this affair was husband
of the hostess, Paul Martin, Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Cooke, Mrs. Vera
Brooks, Mrs. Royal Etta Cunn-
ingham, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Ford,
Mrs. John Adkins, Miss Fornoy
Granberry, Mrs. Julia Sheegog,
Mrs. F. A. Dobbins, Mr. and Mrs.
James F. Hughes, Dr. and Mrs.
J. 0. Pcrpener and Mr. and Mrs
William B. Green. It was indeed
a delightful affair at the start of
the Christmas season.
LANE TEACHERS FETED
Members of the Lane College
faculty along with President and
Mrs. C. A. Kirkendoll and their
family enjoyed the annual Christ-
mas party the night before school
closed for the holiday season. This
faculty along with President and
Mn. C. A. Kirkendoll and their
family enjoyed the annual Christ-
mas party the night before school
closed for the holiday season. This
affair took place at the lovely
home of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Per-
ry, sr., on Lane avenue. at
=sphere of the Christmas could
be felt as you entered the hous
and the hugh Christmas t
could be seen from the d' ing
room. Members of the faculty and
guests enjoyed a delicious turkey
dinner with all the trimmings top-
ped off with egg nog and cake.
To climax the party was the ex-,
hange of gifts from the faculty
members and the gift presenta-
tion to the president. This prov-
es to be a fine fellowship for most
of the members live out of the
city and welcome this opportunity
to go home and be with their
families.
Our new newsboy is Eddie
Forte, tr. lie resides at Ill Eden
st, and the phone number is 2-
3863.
Flying fox camps in Queensland.
Australia. contain up to a million
foxes. One acre of tropical jun•
gle will shelter up to 20,000.
BRILLIANT NUPTIALS — Of
widespread interest was the
Impressive wedding of Dr. De-
lores Janet Cooper, and Dr.
Thomas E. Shockley at Friend-
ship AME chorus in Clarks-
date, Miss. The bride is the
daughter of Mr:. Cozens' G'11-
11am Cooper and the late
Frederick S. Coopcs, sr., of
Clarkadale; while the groom is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. F. R.
Shockley of Nashville, Tenn.
Rev. H. Belin officiated at the
ceremony; and Frederick S.
Cooper, jr., of Chicago, DI.,
the bride's brother, gave her
away. Both the bride and the
groom are assistant professors
at Meharry M Real college.
Mrs. Sockley received her de•
gree in Pharmacy at Gasier
university and completed both
the masters and PhD. deseees
in pharmacology at Purdue
university. During the past
year Dr. Cooper was a post
doctoral research fellow under
the sponsorship of the Pull-
bright program at the Univer-
sity of Denmark in Copenha-
gen, Denmark, She Is a mem•
ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority. Dr. Shockley's un-
dergraduate days were vent
at Fisk University while his
Master's degree and P H I).
in bacteriology were awarded
by Ohio State university.
(Photo by Mason)
ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNC•
— The engagement of Miss
Cora Isabel to Mr. McCann
L. Reid of East St. Louis, Ill.,
was announced during the boll.
day season. Miss Isabel, a
teacher at the Klondike school,
is the daughter of Mr. and
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Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Ise-
bet, sr., 722 Hanley it., announced
the engagement of their daughter,
Cora Elizabeth, to McCann L.
Reid, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse J. Reid, sr., of East St.
Louis, Ill., on Sunday, Dec. 20.
A teacher at the Klondike school
here, Miss Isabel attended Le-
Moyne college, and was graduat-
ed from Tennessee A & I State
university at Nashville. A mem-
ber of Alpha Kappa Alpha sorori-
ty, she has done graduate work
at the University of Cincinnati.
Mr. Reid attended Oakwood col-
lege at Huntsville, Ala., and was
graduated from Boston univer-
sity's School of Public Relations
and Communications with a bache-
lor of science degree in journal.
He was on the staff of the
Message Magazine in Nashville,
and is presently reporter and staff
writer for the Tri-State De'ender.




NEW YORK — Train yourself
for a career in a field where
there's a shortage.
The law of supply and demand
holds just as true in the job mar-
ket as in the marketplace, so
Says 'Sack'
Not Permanent
PARIS — The "sack style" is
a "Sputnik fashion." It will go
around the world, but then. .
pff ft.
Pauline Trigere, famed Ameri-
can fashion designer today fore-
cast a world-wide but short-lived
success for "sacks."
A Parisienne by birth, Miss
Trigere is now in her native town
to choose materials for her fu-
ture collections since more than
half of the Trigere models are
made of French fabrics.
Miss Trigere found Paris shop
windows full of "sacks." She said:
"I was amazed to see all those
sack dresses in the shops and
more than once I thought I was
back in the 1920s.
SWANRETTE'S CHRISTMAS
PARTY — Members of the
Swankette ChM enjoyed a gala
Christmas party at Toys's Inn
take a look around and try to
fit your taste and talents to
a profession that is crying for
trained personnel.
One of these Is engineering.
Male engineers with adequate
training are being fought over
by industry and government.
This field once was almost taboo
for women, but today the short-
age Is so great that men are
welcoming women i to the field
with open checkbooks.
The largest number of women
are in civil engineering, followed
by electrical, chere'cal, mechani-
cal, industrial, metallurgical and
aeronautical engineering in that
order.
Some of the newer fields for
engineers, where the demand rate
has yet to be established, in-
clude. redevelopment and recon-
struction; new textiles and pro-
ducts to be "lade from wood and
synthetics; re-direction or adapt-
ation of water resources, involving
industrial power and agricultural
production.
There also are new methods
of mineral extraction and un-
explored areas of nuclear and
solar energy for power and heat.
during the holidays. Standing,
left to right are Mrs. Oralene
Wilson, Mrs. Beatrice Free-
man and Mrs. M. Johnson,




NEW YORK — Color Is the 
word in home fabrics for early 17t.:4alka
G a y prints are making *eu
mark in the home furnishinus
world, accenting the lush and lux
urious look decorators have creat-
ed In home decor.
Matching upholstery and papers
— instead of mix and match styles
— are an extravagant and "busy"
way to fill a room and make it
cozy instead of cavernous.
l'ink and green are a favorite,
color combination in the latest.
mainly small - scale prints shown
by one of the nation's largest fab-
ric firms (waverly fabrics).
New Yorker
Visits Here
Miss Bertha Ree Burton, of 271
Central Park West, New York
City, visited her sister, Mrs. Jes-
sie Mae Brown, ,and brother Wil-
liam Brown, of 548 LaCiede aye ,
last week. Mrs. Burton was also
the guest of her cousin, Miss The-
resa Davis, of 1207 Saffarans ave.,
The guest reported tat she en-
joyed the yule season in the city.
Loves Jayne
PESCARA, Italy — (INS) — A
24-year-old Italian issued a state-
ment claiming that he and Amer-
ican actress Jayne Mansfield "are
desperately in love."
The man who bills himself as an
Italian movie and TV actor named
Tony Angell, although he does not
seem to be known in Rome film
circles, said he was going to the
United States soon to see Mitts
Mansfield despite her engagement
to muscle man Mickey Hargitay.
Rosa Lee Matlock. Mrs. Wit.
lie Ann Ship, Mrs. Delosia
Agnew, Mrs. Margaret John.
son, Mrs. Florida Smith sad
Miss Ella Mae Rice.
By ALVIN SPIVAK plish at all or so well."
The Clarence Cameron White enjoyed by all. Mrs. M. 1
3. Brown I GETTYSBURG Pa (INS) 
Hagerty said this 'message "will
,The EisenhowerAdministration-'- 
fit in quite closely with the dis.
School of Music, Walter E. Con- sponsor. G. W. Ivey, 
supt., Rev. er 
sette, President, became an in- R. G. Williams, 
pastor. plans announce today a broad 
cussion which Folsom and the
'corporated institution according Mr. Eugene 
Rollins is back
to the Illinois State Association, home from 
Bessrmer General
federal program, starting in high 
President will be having today "
The President spent about an
..
' Marion Lewis, Virgil Abner, and hospital 
where he was a patient 
schools, to ncre-se nation's
Kathleen Crawford, were re-en. recently. H
is condition is impro-
supply of scientists as a major
step in outpacing Russia in the
ved.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Burrell 
missiles race.
are happy grandparents of a baby 
White House news Secretary,
girl, Lyno:a Delois Delk born James C. 'sngert• said he ex-
Dec. 17 to their daughter and pects the announcement to be
soon-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Herman made after President Eisenhower
Held of Birtningham, Ala. Mother meets this morning wi
th welfare
James Allyn Mundy, Minister of and 
baby are fine. secretary Marion Folsom at the
Music, Olivet Baptist church, 
Mrs. Fannie Turner, wife of Chief Executive's Gettysburg
Was honored by Ministers and Mr. 
Oliver Turner, underwent farm.
Deacons Wives at a testimonial 
surgery at the Bessemer hispital. Hagerty referred newsmen to
Mrs. Clara J, Hutchison. Charles Her 
condition is fine. Mr. Eisenhower's Nov. 13 speech
Elgar, Walter E. Gossette, and 
at Oklahoma City on "our future 
Theodore T. Taylor, were honored 
security" in which the president
by the Chicago Music Association 
called for:
at testimonial banquet held at -"A system of nation-wide
testing of high school students."Lincoln Center, and National Mus-
ic Week was observed at a Sym-I
posium, held at the Washington 
INCENT1.
-"A s of incentives for
Park YMCA, with Dr. Wm. Fran- FLOYD pATTERSON 
GUEST high aptitude stud mts to pursue
ces Bergmann, Supervisor of the AT INTERRACIAL FORUM scientific or professional studies."













School; Dr. Ome-tgaa.., •
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Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. 
STONE
•
Musical highlights of 1957 in-
eluded Robcrt McFerrin's 
appear-
ance at Ravinia, with 
Virgil












- the 11th St, The-
PRICE ater where she
sang "The Lord's Prayer," and
J. Roy Terry, St. Louis musician














well, General Di- MOFFETT
rector.
: Percy Moffett, pianist obtained
a Master of Music Degree from
De Paul university; Geneva Oliv-
er, an unusual dramatic soprano
made her appearance on the
music scene at a program at the
Williams School, directed by Ma-
rie Carey.
U. 5: Plans Ai To Science sponsored by the Chicago Negro Christmas program at the StEaster Sunday at the Operama, ported as being serious. Lovely Evelyn Green, sang on Birmingham. His condition is re -
Opera Guild. John Independent Methodist
' Miss Greene, was introduced to church was rendered by students
Chicago by Mary Cardwell Daw-of the Sunday school under the
son, fonder, general manager of 'supervision of Mrs. B. Brown
the National Negro Opera Founda- and Mrs. Ethel Garner and the
tion. Inc., and she was presented 
land 
2 choir by Mrs. Bernice Gray
BETHUNE-COOKMAN CO L.
LEGE Co-eds from left to
right are: Helen Bellamy, W.
Palm Beac h, Fla.; Gloria
Coleman, Miami, a transfer.
red student from Hampton In-
stitute, Hampton, Va.; Ella
Mitchell, Tampa, a transfer.
red student from Howard uni-
versity, Washington, D. C.;
Ruth Dunmore, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Gloria Smith, Miami;
Claudett Jordan, Panama City,.
Fla. These siz lovely young
ladies served at the punch
bowl at the reception given
by the Women's Senate.
Jewish Group Sets 8-Point Rights Program
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Funeral rites for sister Sallie
Catlin, 81, were held at the St
John Independent Methodist
church, Sunday, Dec. 22. Sin. Cat
in was a member of the church.
Solo by Mrs. L. B. Jackson; pre
entation of the quarterly review
y Bro. N. R. Richmond; Con-
dolences and obituary, Mrs. Eliza
Green; eulogy by Rev. R. G. Will-
iams. She leaves to mourn her
passing three doughters; one son;
seven grandchildren; ten great
grandchildren; one sister; two
brothers and a host of relatives
and friends.
The members of the St. John
Independent Methodist church en-
joyed a beautiful dramatization of
the birth of Jesus Christ by Mrs.
Birky. Remarks by Mr. Birky,
Rev. R. G. Williams and Mrs.
M. B. Brown, Bro. G. W. Ivey,
supt.
Miss Barbara Campbell, a fresh-
man at Knoxville College and a
resident of Lipscomb, Ala., is
spending the holidays with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
Campbell, relatives and friends
of this city.
Mrs. Mamie Shalts, wife of Mr.
Casie Shalts of 604 29th St., is
recovering from pneumonia and
wishes to thank her many friends
who stopped in to see, her.
Our get well wishes are to:
Mr. Robert Chambliss, history
teacher at Dunbar high school.
Mr. Chambliss underwent sur
gery at the Veterans hospital,
In a return engagement at Olivet Mrs. Dollie Nevi
tt Sunday
Baptist church during the Spring. night, Dec. 22. The program 
was .
tu ents n Missile Raced I
gaged as members of the Lyric
Opera chorus; Margaret Hillis,
held auditions for chorus members
bf. the Chicago Symphony chorus,
aind Helen White, soprano was se-




annual observance of Negro music, I priest and chaplain of the Brook-
when Prof. I. T. Yarbrogh, di- lyn Catholic Interracial council. 
American education.
meted a performance of HiaWEI- He explained that he has always
He said they should turn "to It costs $25 million for the U. S.
s . to
than Wedding Feast at his church, been somewhat familier with the 
maintain drunks in jail eachgovernment old for that which 
.
The Chicago Music Association, church since his brothers and sis-
they themselves cannot accnin- year.
presented its quartet at an affair tern attended Our Lady of Victory —
in the Palmer Hose, parochial school in Brooklyn
The quartet included Curtis T. In answer to a question, Patter-
son commented thta he had never
felt the effects of bias in the box-
ing profession. Ile hopes that
eventually all professions will be
as willing to judge a men on his
talents rather then his color.
Says U. S. To
Win Over Reds
GARDEN GROVE, Calif. -
David 0. McKay, president of the
ur
of
Mormon ch ch, says America
will triumph over Russia because
it has the inner strength-that ulti-
mately outlasts any Godless na-
hour Sunday morning with Hag- tion.
erty working on the state of the McKay, 84, said yesterday at
union message he will present ground-breaking ceremonies for
to Congress Jan. 9 and on a pre- the new 5300,000 Garden grove
Itminary draft of his economic, second ward church of his faith
report later in January. "Any nation that denies God,
that breaks up the home, that robs
men of their freedom, will sooner
or later fail." Goodall, a stock yard worker
for the past 30 years, died of a
heart attack Thursday while at
the home of his sister at 5917 S.
Indiana ave. He lived at 5921 In-
diana.
Born In Louisville, Ky., Goodall
had spent the greater part of his




NEW YORK - The American
Jewish Congress has propoaed an
eight-point program of action on
federal, state and local levels
calling for an acceleration of the
fight for full equality.
In urging an immediate "com-
prehensive and unified attack
against discrimination and wird
injustice," the AJCongress chal-
lenged the view of Atty. Gen. Wil-
liam P. Rogers that civil rights
legislation should not be pushed
In the 1958 session of the U. S.
Congress.
"We do not need a 'breather',
in the struggle for civil rights,"'
the APCongress contended. "We
need rather to increase our pace."
AJCongress' action program for
1958 was offered by its president,
Dr. Israel Goldstein, at a dinner
held at the Stephen Wise Congress
House here to honor former Fed-
eral Judge J. Waties Waring.
Judge Waring, a native of
Charleston, S. C., who served
from 1942-52 as U. S. District
Judge in the Eastern District of
South Carolina, received AJCon-
gress' Stephen Wise Award for
his "outstanding contributions to
the advancement of civil rights.",
The Award - a bronze plaque
and check for $1,000 - was pre-
sented by Dr. Goldstein.
In accepting the Award. Judge
Waring emphasized the need for
preventing legislation "which for-
Crump Hospital
Gets Full Status
MEMPHIS - (ANP) - The E.
H. Crump hospital has received
full accreditation from the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of
Hospitals, the national rating
body for hospitals.
This is the first step toward the
program of making the hospital
a teaching institution for Negro
resident physicians and as such it
will be the only Negro institution
NEW YORK - (ANP) - "Al- ._„A program to stir -slate good- 
in the south with such rating ex-
though there have been some re- quality teaching of mathematics 
cept the Negro staffed Veterans
and science." 
Hospital at Tuskegee, Ala.
cent setbacks, the overall inter-
racial situation is improving and -„Provision of more laboratory 
W. F. Bowld, chairman of the
opportunities for Negroes are facilities." 
boarci for Memphis hospitals who
constantly increasing," world -„Measures, including fellow- 
made the announcement and Rob-
heavyweight boxing champion ships, to increase the output Of
Floyd Patterson told the Catholic qualified •eachers.•'
Interrracial Forum here last week. Hagerty quoted portions of the
Patterson, who has successfully President's Nov. 13 speech-sec-
defended his title in several cham-,ond in a series V "chins up" ad-
pionship fights, said he believedi dresses which followed the suc-
also that prominent athletes and cessful Soviet launching of an
ga King, Chica- GWIN t other po
pular figures could help earth atellite-after mating public
go Opera Guild; i interracial harmony by g,ising it a new statement by the President.
Mrs. Thelma Waide Brown, Roost,. their public support. The exam-I
velt University; and Ethlynde En- . pie of Jackie Robinson, he said, 
This was a letter from Mr.
gram, soprano was the soloist, has helped to break down barri-
Eisenhower to his former speech-
Dennis Dickerson, boy pianist and ers in many fields. 
writer, Kevin McCann, president
student of Monty Roberts, played At the w 
of Defiance college at Defiance,ell attended forum Ohio.
the piano for the meeting. , which included Lawrence Pierce,
On the social point of view the , president of the Brooklyn Cath -, 
EXPANSION
Chicago Music Association's Ca- lic Interracial council and 
Lloyd', The Chief Executive told Mc-
:
lypso Party held at the residence Davis. executive secretary of the 
Cann "In the circumstances of
of the Leroy Gentrys was quite Catholic Interracial  Council f 
this time we naturally tem' to
an affair and Florence Stith, and Chicago, the "champ" answered 
emphasize the need for expansion
her committee transformed the mrstions about himself and his 
and improvement in our science
garden into a real tropical scene, conversion to. the Catholic faith. 
and mathaimatics programs."
!
Ruth Ellis and her grand Musi- Discuen 
Saying .e was "greatly heart-
he his conversion, Pat
held at Berean Baptist terson disclosed that he was in-
ened" by an area conference that
church was a fine success troduced to the church by his
McCann's college was sponsoring gaining between the Transport
. 
James Lipscomb, sang the wife who is Catholic and the Rev 
ot the subject, Mr. Eisenhower Workers Union and the New York
"Onaway Awake Beloved" in the Archibald V McLees, his parish 
. . also stressed that it is up to citi- Transit Authority will continue
1 . zens themselves, to improve today.
Subway Workers
Vote New Strike
NEW YORK - (INS) - New
York Subway workers voted Sun-
day to go on strike at midnight
Tuesday.
The walkout, if effected, would
virtually cripple the entire sub-
way system which transports
nearly five million persons each
day.
The strike - brought on by
failure to negotiations on a new'
work contract -- would also bring'
a halt to surface transportation.
operated by privately - owned bus
companies.
Chances that the strike can be
averted still exist, however. Bar-
Jackson, tenor; Edna Williams,
soprano; Florence Stith, alto, and
Lprenzo Stalling, bass. Clarice
Saunders, was the accompanist.
The Dell Club, presented Elmurl
A. Simpson, pianist and Gaynell'
Brown, soprano In a highly sue-
cesful concert at Wendell Phillips
High School.
The club also held its annual
Garden Party at Bishop Hall's
4920 Greenwood Mansion, A very
outstanding program was heard
by gifted young singers.
Many teachers presented their
pupils in worthy recitals and
church choirs presented a wide
variety of choral programs and
the like from time to time.
Musical Interlude presented Le-
roy Gentry, pianist and Edna Wil-
liams, at Lincoln Center. with
Ruth P. Henderson, chairman.
Goodwill Spiritual Choir, Arthur
Logan. director, gave a highly
emotional performance at Monu-
mental, and the 3 day music fes-
Men Outnumber
Women In Japan
TOKYO -- (INS) - Japan's
welfare ministry has warned the
nation's men that wives may be
harder to find by 1958.
The ministry said males will
outnu,:her females by 280,000 in
that year, against approximately
80,000 now.
tival of the Association was quite
success.
In Memoriam: Mrs. Estelle C
Bonds. Miss Nellie E. Askew,




COLUMBIA ( ANP ) - Reports ,
are circulating here that Gov.!
Bell Timmerman, Jr , called Bish-
op I. H. Bonner, AME prelate for
South Carolina before him and de-
manded the dismissal of three pro-
fessors of Allen university, the
denomination's college here.
According to reports, Gov. Tim-
merman told Bishop Bonner that
the restoring of state accreditation
to Allen university so that its
graduates would be recognized to
teach in South Carolina would
only he implemented if the three
teachers, two of whom are white
were fired by Jan. 10,
Bishop Bonner is said to have
yielded to the pressure and noti-
fied the three teachers. They are
ert C. Hardy, administrator of
John Gaston hospital, the white
institution of which Crump is a
section, pointed out that "planning
has already begun on a training
program for residents in medicine
and pediatrics. We hope to have
the program approved and in op-
eration during the coming year.
Eventually, Negro physicians
will be admitted-tic-the staff,
For example, already one sur-
geon, Dr. G. W. S. Ish, Jr., does
surgery of widely varied types at
Crump. Dr. Ish has completed the
three year residential require-
ments looking toward the Ameri-
can Board of Surgery.
He spent one year at Tuskegee
Veterans, a year at Hines hospital
in Chicago and another when he
was head resident at Tuskegee
last year. His record here at
Crump is characterized as excep-
tional.
The E. H. Crump hospital which
Is for private patients was dedi-
cated in March, 1956, cost $2,250,-
000 to construct.
Dr. Edwin D. Hoffman, Dr. John
G. Hideout and Dr Forest Oran
Wiggins.
No charges have been brought
against the teachers. All are doc-
tors of philosophy, one from Co-
lumbia univeweity, another from
Brown university and the third
from the University of Wisconsin.
There have been unverified re-
ports that the three teachers were
liberal but no such charges are
made officially.
President Frank R. Veal of
Allen has previously notified news-
men that reports regarding the
institution would be issued from
the school's office but no state-
ment has been forthcoming up to
this time.
Canadian senators are nominat-
ed for life by summons of the
governor - general, but members
of the house of commons are sub-





The body of a young man wan
found over the week-end under
the elevated train tracks behind
4832 S. Calumet ave.
A card in his billfold bore the
name of a John Beechman, 51 etf
Milwaukee, Wis. He also ea d




Funeral services were held
Tuesday, 10 a. in. for Miles
Goodall, 6.5, brother of the cur•
rent "Aunt Jemina," Mrs. Edith
G. Wilson,
Rev, Joseph Hooper will de-
liver the eulogy at the chapel at
4455 S. Parkway and burial will
follow at Mt. Glenwood cemetery.
Lake Winnebago, with an ex-
treme length of 3 miles and a
width of about 10 miles is said to




operating attorney, to the Boardi
of Passport Appeals.
An appeal from the State De. I
partment's rejection of Worthy's
application for renewal of t h
passport is pending before the
board.
FINAL GROUP
The board is the final adminis-
trative group that must review
the case before the issue can be
taken to the federal courts.
Writing to John W. Sipes coun-
sel to the Passport Appeals Board,
Kuntsler said that "Mr. Worthy
has instructed me to inform you
that he cannot in good conscience
answer the . . . question'"raised
by the board.
The board had asked if Worthy,,
under oath, would state that he'
would live up to geographical re-
strictions placed on his passport
if it were renewed. At present the
The American Civil Liberties
Union has disclosed that newsman
William Worthy, jr. has turned
down an apparent State Depart-
ment proposal that his passport
be renewed if he would abide by
the government's restrictions on
travel abroad.
The Union, which is backing
Worthy's case as a major test of
the State Department's control
over American citizens' travel
abroad, released a letter from,
William M. Kuntsler, ACLU co-
res immorality." That is the is-
sue in the states of the deep
South, where codes of law have
been enacted which force immor-
ality.
"There is no freedom of
choice," he said. "I do not ask
for a law which forces me to like
or associate with any other per-
son. But I do not want a law
which forbids me, makes a crim-
inal of roe, if I do wish to assoc-
iate with a person of another race
in such public places as parks,
playgrounds, swimming pools,
theaters, buses, railroad trains,
waiting rooms, and even in many
types of employment."
The retired jurist who gained
national fame for his decisions i
white primary and school sears
gation cases, added:
"I hear talk of moderation and
gradualism. You cannot moderate
between good and evil, between
law and riot. You could not mod-
erate between the Jewish people
and Hitler. You cannot moderate
between the Southern governors
and the Negro citizens."
RIGHTS BILL CAN HELP
.In presenting AJCongress' ac-
tion program, Dr. Goldstein said
that the Federal Civil Rights Bill
of 1957, "despite its many de-
fects can accomplish a great deal
if properly enforced. The major
responsibility lies with the Presi-
dent and the Attorney General. If
they daily, hestitate or play poll-
tics, the Civil Rights Bill can be-
come a sham and a cipher."
Two problems require urgent at-
tention, the AJCongress leader
noted. They are: the restrictio
of Negro voting rights in th.
South. and "the ferocious assault'
that Southern states have launch-
ed against the NAACP and against
the freedom of association of all
voluntary organizations.
Other areas which demand ac-
tion include public school inte-
gration, in both the North and the
South; discrimination in employ.
ment, and the abolition of racial
and religious ghettos.
The AJCongress civil rights pro-
gram for 1958 proposes:
I. Attorney General Rogers, us-
ing his new powers under the 1957
Civil Rights Act, "must leave
nothing undone to protect the Ne-
groes' right of suffrage."
2. The Executive Branch "must
at long last assume its responsi-
bilities for achieving compliancy'
with the Supreme Court decision
on desegregation. As a first step -
in that process, the Congress
should enact a statute authoriz-
ing the Attorney General to bring
civil suits against recalcitrant
school boards or other state auth-
orities defying Constitutional gua-
rantees."
3. President Eisenhower should
"publicly condemn" the assault
by Southern states on the free-
dom of association. Further, he
should direct the Attorney Gen-
eral to intervene on behalf of the
NAACP in various legal proceed-
ings now before the courts.
4. President Eisenhower should
convene a conference of Southern
school administrators, Justice De-
partment officials and represen-
tatives of the U. S. Office of Edu-
cation to discuss ways of ending
segregaiton in public schools.
5. The U. S. Congress should
provide special financial help to
public school systems "under
taking construction designed
hasten the end of segregation "
The remaining three points call
for action on the state and local
level, in the North as well as the
South, in ending discrimination in
employment, education and hous-
ing.
AIR FORCE LIEUTENANTS
- Graduating at Alia college
at the end of the recent (all
•
es-c
quarter, these men were last
week commissioned as second
lieutenants in the U. S. Air
Force under the college's R.
0 .T. C. program. They are'
from left to right: Jens J.
Bass, Jr.. Mt. Olive; Edward
Summers, Greensboro; Ent'
A. Caudell, Wileon; James










































































































































































































































Two Illinois Farmers Excel In RD Program
•Make Better Use
Of Resources
WASHINGTON — Two farmers
of Pulaski County, Ill., have set!
outstanding examples in farming'
and home improvement under the
Rural Development Program, re-
ports the College of Agrilulture of
the University of Illinois.
The two farmers, Floyd Pryor
and Austin Robinson, gave ron-
verted cutover timber land into
highly productive grain, vegetable,
and livestock farms.
When the Illinois Extension
Service Adviser), committee corn-
cerned with rural development
visited Pulaski county recently
following a meeting in Cairo, the
members were taken on a tour
of the Pryor a n d Robinscin
0
i
arms fhere they observed steps
ese two farmers are taking to
crease their income.
Pulaski and adjoining Alexonder
County are among the 68 counties
and trade areas in 30 states which
Up to now have been selected to
serve as pilot areas in the Rural
Development Program.
This program is designed to
help farm families and commu-
nities make better use of their
resources. Families are encourag-
ed to sit down and take a look
at their total situation — their,
assets and liabilities — and then.
with the assistance of the rural
development agents, to plan
courses of action.
Sometimes this entails obtaining
part-time or full-time off-farm
work; in other instances it calls
for new cropping programs and
improved farming methods.
Pryor and Robinson, for exam-
ple, decided to ask their Soil
Conservation district to provide
them with technical assistance in
mapping their land to determine
the hest treatment and use for
every acre.
They decided also to have soil
tests made of at least part of their
farms so that they would know
the Droner quantity and mixture
of fertilizer to aoply in order to
get the hest yields.
Other actions taken by Pryor
and Robinson included using new
crop varieties, applying insecti-
des more effectively, and con-
structing ponds for fishing and
for watering their livestock.
Also Pryor has built a ne w
home, and Robinson has repaired
his home. They told the visiting
committee that things are now be-
ginning to look up.
Mississippi
PICAYUNE
By SLEEPY PAIGE 
Mrs. Lena Cannon, wife of N.
C Button Cannon, was rushed
Mrs. Netty Waters, who has from the local hospital last week
been a patient in the local hospi-
tal for se:eral weeks, was dis-
4F
arged last week.
Miss Sherra Neil McGrew,
ughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
McGrew, who is a student at
Cortez Peters Business School in
Washington, D. C., spent the
holidays at home.
Mrs. Henrietta Abram, daugh-
ter of Mr. Sullivan Abram is the
mother of a little son born last
Week in the local hospital.
Mrs. Audrey Spanks, who has
been confined to a New Orleans
hospital for two weeks was dis-
charged last week. Donations for this occasion 
were
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Ott of made by the CMU;
 Pilgram
Detroit, Mich., spent the holidays
here with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Ott and Mr. and Mrs.
Boss Gaddis.
(t
ent three days last week in
e home of their mother, Mrs.
aney Paige. On their return
they were occeenpanied by Mrs.
Sarah Cain, the wife of Rogest Joe L. Marks.
and their six children, who plan Rev. and Mrs. 
James
to make their home in 1.0s An. spent last week 
at Vickburg visi-
geles. ting relatives.
to a New Orleans hospital. Her
sister, Mrs. Clara Simpson of Quit-
man and Mrs. Geneva of Carriere
are at her bedside.
Among the college students
home to spend the holidays were
the Snyder brothers; Mrs Loretta
Moore; Robert Pickett; Miss
Helen Johnson and brother and
Miss Pat Jones.
There were some 150 Christmas
baskets deliveree to the old and
needy colored of this city. These
baskets were prepared and given
by the Rotary Club (white).
Bound; Pleasant Valley; St. Mat-
thews and East Jerusalem Bap-
tist churches. Also by Edward
Snyder, Tom Walley, Square Deal
Rogest Cain of Los Aangeles Lodge 562, -
Hiram Lodge No. 2
and brother Curtis of Oakland and Old Sleepy
 Paige.
Among those confined to the
local hospital last week were:
Mrs. MenMe Hutton, Mrs. Mattie
Newson, Marshal J. Bolden, and
Arkansas
WARREN tor of St. James A
ME church,
l
By MRS. MATTIE M. BURNETT Warren, delivered 
the sermon and
A Merry Christmas and Happy his choir sang 
for the special NEWBERN





Left to Right (Seated): Joseph
W. Patterson, Melvin A. But-
ler, Phillip A. Thomp.
son; (standing): Donald
hams, Morris J. Dillard, !illy
bur T. Leaphart.
Six Morehouse Students
Get Foreign Study Grants
Six students of Morehouse col. arship. character, attitude, artic- Originally the Merrill Travel-
lege have recently been notified ulateness, appearance, and prom- Study Award was given to one
that they have been selected by ise among its criteria of selection. Storehouse student each year for
a faculty committee to receive the Those chosen are: Melvin A. the first two years. The recipients
Merrill Travel-study Award for Butler, a 19-year-old sophomore for the first two years were Wil-
stud yand travel in Europe during from Monroe, La. majoring in ham V. Guy, now a graduate stu-
the academic year 1958-1959. Each English; Morris J. Dillard, 19, a dent in the Harvard Divinity
student will receive a grant of sophomore from Luverne. Ala., school; and Samuel E. Allen, who
$3.000 to defray his expenses. majoring in psychology; Wilbur T. is now back at Morehouse corn.
These travel-study awards have Leaphart, 21, a senior and a po- pleting his studies as a senior
been made possible by a friend litical science major, from Way- majoring in political science and
and trustee of Morehouse college, cross ,Ga.; Joseph W. Patterson, minoring in French.
Charles E. Merrill, who is interest- 19, a junior majoring in chemis- Guy is a native of Little Rock,
ed in providing Negro students ry, from Brunswick, Ga.; Phillip Ark., and Allen of Richmond, Va.
who show promise and ability A. Thompson, 20, a senior and a Last year Merrill made possible
with the kinds of experiences that political science major, from Chat- three awards for use during the
will equip them for foreign sere- tanooga, Tenn.; and Donald Wil- present academic year, so that
Ice and provide them . with the hams, 18, a junior majoring in three Morehouse students are now
broad horizons necessary for ef- business administration, from New studying in Europe en those
fectively participating in our pre- Orleans, La.
Each man will work out with 
grants.
sent day world society. are Brinston Collins, of
Merrill is an educator and the his adviser and a faculty commit- Norfolk, Va., American university
son of the late Charles F.. Mer- tee the country where he can best in Beirut, Lebanan (Arob Studies
Dpursue his formal studies in Eu- ivision;) William Glass, of Redrill, senior partner of Merrill
Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Beane. rope, according to his field of con- Oak, Ga. •University of Paris (the
The recipients of the Merrill centratmn; and his informal edu- Sorbonne.) and Andre D. Ham-
Awards are carefully screened by, cation will be gained from travel monds, of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
a faculty committee using schol- 1 in the major European countries. University of Grenoble, France.
Tennessee Bennett Group Warns Against
In Music Sock 1 1960 Compromise
By ARCIIIA WOODS NEW YORK — Gov. IlarrimanGREENSBORO, N. C. — A well' of New York warned DemocratsMr. and Mrs. Thomas Davis and
daughter were week end guests
,
trained group directed by Mrs. ' ‘`there can be no compromise"Jan —
tteirich, and organized just
two months ago, played 1Bach's
"Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring."
We are exceedingly graterful to
the many friends and members
of the Old Fashioned Garden
Club who came and shared our
Christmas party. Among the ho-
nored guests were: Mrs. Willie 
ing was quite enjoyable and ex-
Williams, Mrs. Ethel Feaster, 
pecially enjoyed by her mother,
Mrs. Juanita Davis, Mrs. Francis 
Mrs. Rama Wright who is on the
. sick_ list.
BATESVILLE 
... •runson, Mrs. Dorothea Burnett,
rs. Eddie Colen, Mrs. Vivian
ammons. Mrs. Greece Hammons
Mrs. Esther Jones Mrs. Chanie 
By REV. MATTIE WATKINS
Cooks, Rev. and Mrs. J. M. Wat- 
Mr. Bob Fry, 65, died Monday
kins, pastor of Bethel AME church, 
M Dr. Gray's Hospital. Sur
vivors
Eddie Pat Jones, your reporter's
husband, Mr. Burly Burnett and
many others. Members present
were: MOs. Beatrice Campbell,
Mrs. Jiir my Jones, Mrs. Exie
Gulledge, Mrs. Frenchie Bowie,
Mrs. Bernice Wright, Mrs. Celan-
thia Baily, Mrs. Rennie Collins,
Mrs. A. L. Cowan, Mrs. Agnes 
Calif. to visit with their sis
ter.
Courtney, Mrs. Armettie Brown, 
Mrs. Victoria McSpadden 
left
Mrs. Bessie M. Rhinehart, Mrs.
Myrtle Jones, Mrs. Minton and
your columnist, Mrs. Mattie M.
Burnett and many others. A de-
licious repast was served by the
hostess and and co-hostesses.
Our church council got under
way at Bethel AME church last
Monday night. Election of all auxi-
liary heads and hoard heads was
ade. All official heads were 
Il Thefor another year. 
rustee and stewards will be re-
elected next Monday night in our
regular official board. The church
conference voted unanimously to
cooperate with a volunteer_ gift
to the church for building 
funds
of Bethel. Each family of Bethel
is asked to give a volunteer gift
for Christmas. The pastor and
family, Rev. J. M. Watkins and
son contributed $25.00 and he said
we can give whatever we desire
Service was held Christmas day
at Bethel AME church at
 11:00
o'clock and a huge tree was 
pla-
ced in the church. A gift 
enve-
lope was donate.; by each 
family.
Sunday, Dec. 22, our first q
uar-
terly conference was held
. The
• Rev. C. M. Nanking 
presided. Fel-
lowship service war held at Bethel
at 3 p. m. All ministers 
of the




Service. Rev. (i. W. Smith, pas-
service at 7:15 p. m. Rev. J. M.
Watkins, pastor.
Mrs. Carl Hall has left for Illi-
nois to spend the holidays.
Mrs. Ethel Wil-Fang entertained
Circle No. 2 of Union-Hill Baptist
last Thursday afternoon. The meet-
are his wife, Fronces Fry and
the two sons, Fred and 
Button
of Wyoming. Funeral s
ervices
were conducted Friday at 
Qak
Lawn Cemetery with Rev. R. C.
Scribner officiating.
Rev. and Mrs. W. J. Daniel left
Tuesday riming for Riverside
Thursday morning for Kansas 
City
where she will visit her 
daughter
and family, Mr. and 
Mrs. Alonzo
Jasenberger.
The Missionary Society m
 e
Friday evening at church 
with
the president Mrs. Callie 
Ilarper.
Mrs Sofa Wilson is ill 
at he
home on Lyon street.





By M. L. CROSSLAND
Mt. Herman Baptist church 
fea-
tured its Xmas program 
last
Thursday evening.
Rev. R. W. Jackson 
conducted
funeral services for Joe Ki
ng for-
merly of Peru who died in
dianapolis Services .were 
conduct-
ed at the Allen Funeral 
Home
Burial in Mt. Hope Cemete
ry.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Bowlds
of Mt. liolley, New 
Jersey are
home for Christmas.
Rev James Dupee 
conducted
cervices on scheduled tim
e Sun-
day at Mt. Herman Baptist 
church.
Mrs. Samuel Kelly continue
s ill
at her home on East Canal 
at,
Read the Chicago Defender
Only 20e. M. L Crossland, your
local agent,
of his sister, Mrs. Clara Scott.
Mrs. Josephine Cunningham ac-
companied them. ,
Mr. Roosevelt Wyatt of Nash-
ville visited his uncle, Mr. Book-
er J. Wyatt.
Mrs. Moline Whitfield and grand-
children flew to see her daughter
in Paducah.
NEWBERN
By JESSIE W. JONES, R.
In a secret ceremony at the
court house in Dyersberg, Miss
Annie B. Coleman became the
bride of Jesse W. Jones, jr. She
is the daughter of Augie Coleman
of Dyersberg and the bridegroom
is the son of Mrs. Alice Harris of
Newbern. Mr. Jones was recently
teleased from the Armed Forces
He now makes his home in New
bern.
WAVERLY
Prayer meetings were held all
last week at Mt. Olive Baptist
church.
Mrs. Hattie M. Hogan has re-I
termed home from a Nashville hose
pital where she underwent sin op-
eration. She is reported as fair.
James Harvey returned home
last week from a Memphis hospi-
tal. He was accompanied by two
other friends from Memphis.
Mr. Floyd Russell of Nashville
spent a few hours here receently.
Mary N. Taylor of Miami, Fla.,
is here to spend the holidays with
her daughter, little Janie a n 4
mother, Mrs. Maggie Yarbrough
and grandmother, Mrs. Mary J
Taylor and friends.
Junior Anthony has been dis-





Circle No. e et at the home ,
of Sister Louis Batton, Dee. 13
with six members present. After
completing the business she sera,
ed delicious .efreshments. Every-
ane enjoyed it very much.
After Sunday sehool on Dec. 15
the Mission opened for service
with the president presiding. Ev
eryane seemed to be pleased.
Vocal Soloists on the program
Included Misses Linda Brown, so-
prano, of Akron, Ohio; Celena
Williams, contralto, of Hagers-
town, Md., and Avis McCarther,
soprano of Mount Airy, N. C.
The freshman choir, directed by
Edward Lowe, sang three num-
bees. Clarence E. Whiteman, or-
ganist, and the ensemble provid-
ed the accompaniment.
Illinois Boosts Rate
Of Old Age Benefits
SPRINGFIELD, Ill — Effect-
ive January 1958, the maximum
grant for old age and disability
assists., will be boosted from
$77 to $79, Governor William G.
Stratton said.
Peter W. Cahill, executive sec-
retary of the Illinois Public Aid
Commission, said approximately
6,000 recipients will benefit from
the new ruling. Only those per-
sons whose regular living expens-
es exceed the present $77 ceiling
will be affected by the increase.
Tell Dividends
On GI Policies
Regular annual dividends of
$262,000,000 will be paid to 5,300,000
World War I and II GI insurance
policyholders next year, Veterans
Administration announced.
It is estimated that 250,000 Illi-
nois veterans will receive approxi-
mately $10 million as part of this
regular annual dividend.
The dividends will be paid as
near as possible to the anniver-
sary date of each policy during
calendar year 1958. For example.
if a policy was issued any June
1, the anniversary date will be
June 1, 1958.
The dividend declarations do not
include the non-participating post-
Korea type of GI insurance since
the law makes no provision for
dividend payments on these poli-
cies.
on the party's civil rights plat-
form in the 1030 presidential cam-
paign.
Even a Southern split from the
Democratic party, Harriman de-
clared, "will have to be faced in
preference to a compromise of the
party's basic principles."
Immigrants who came to Amer-
ica in sailing ships often requir-




Seventy-one percent of the 1957
Christmas Seal Sale goal has al-
ready been received from Chicago
and suburban residents, reports,
George W. Dixon, fr., general
chairman of this year's campaign.
Contributions totaling $574,893
have arrived at The Tuberculos-
is Institute, 1412 W. Washington,
since the annual fund-raising drive
opened on Nov. 15. The goal of
the 1957 Christmas Seal Sale is
$810,000.
"During the hustle and bustle
of the holiday season," said Dix-
on, "people sometimes forget to
send in their contributions. How-
ever, I should like to remind ev-
eryone that there is no holiday
for tuberculosis.
During the next few weeks many
will learn that they have TB and
the Christmas season will he sad
for the families of those who die
of the disease.
Therefore, I urge everyone to
contribute to Christmas Seals as
soon as possible. Your gift is
needed so that we may continue
our battle to eradicate contagious
TB in Chicago and the suburbs."
Many of the contributions are
seta with notes urging The Tuber-
culosis institute to continue its
work of finding and aiding TB vic-
tims. Several of the letters told
of how TB had been found in
their own families and how thank-
fail they were that it has been
discovered in time for cure.
Dixon emphasized the fact that
contributions need not be large
and that any help Chicago and su-
burban families can give is great-
ly appreciated by those in the
fight against TB.
"The goal of the first Seal Sale
in Delaware 50 years ago was
$300," he said. "From that small
beginning the Seal Sale has be-
come a national cause. But we
always remember that it is the
pennies that make up the dollars
and that every FOC. hit counts
in the fight against TB."
The Christmas Seal Sale Is con-
ducted only by mail. No personal
solicitations are made among
individuals, business or industry.
Echoing Dixon's statements
were Mrs. Arnold W. Cisco, of
6049 Eberhart, and Mrs. Pearlj
C. Wright, of 6528 Drexel blvd.,'
co - chairment or the Christmas
Seal Sale on the South Side.
Working with them are, Miss
Celesta H. Davis, 6606 St. Law-
rence ave., Mrs. Christine Wil-
liams, 6352 South Park, M r s.
Christine Young, 618 E. 51st at.,
Miss Betty Brooks, 48425a Drexel
blvd. Mrs. Naomi Johnson, 533
E. 33rd pl., Mrs. Lucille Thomp-
son, 3420 Cottage Grove ave., Mr.
Betty gcott, 5952 Indiana ave.,
Mrs. Bernadine Lucas, 3420 Cot-
tage Grove eve, and Miss Joyce
Thomas, 5118 S. Wabash ave.
Also Mrs. Diana Brown, of 5237
Ingleside ave., Mrs. Barb a r a
Lane, 6227 Evans ave., Mrs. Hel-
en Jacobs, 65 E. 69th at., Mrs.
Charlaine Robinson. 449 E. 82nd
at.. Mrs. Hattie Moss, 7535 S. Cal-
umet ave., Mrs. Patricia Taylor,
8015 S. Calumet ave., Mrs. Jeanne
Stephens Cooper, 435 E. 42nd pl..
Miss Carol Jones, 6045 Eberhart
ave., and Miss Janet Roberts,
6205 Rhodes ave.
Also Mrs. Loretta Sampson of
5012 Ellis ave., Mrs. Bettye Bald-
win, 1422 E. Marquette Rd., Mrs.
Eunice Jones, 6045 Eberhart ave.,
Miss Alphanette White, 6031 Eber-
hart ave., Mrs. Shirley Patterson,
7117 S. Wabash ave., Mrs. Gwen-
dolyn Ritchie. 417 E. 76th st., Mrs.
Patricia Graham, 6045 Eberhart
ave., and Mrs. Maxine Williams,
6030 E herb a rt.
Also Sties Leslie Johnson of 8197
S. Michigan ave., Miss Eula Ed-
wards, 4510 Woodlawn ave., Sirs.
Laurette Travis, 6152 South Park
ave., and Mrs. Florence Gard-
ner, 124 8. 70th St.
55 Nations At
Cairo Conference
CAIRO — (INS) — The Communist-dominated Afro-
Asian "solidarity conference" opened in the flag-draped
auditorium of Cairo University Thursday with a call by
the Egyptian chairman for unity in breaking the "political-
economic grip of the Imperialists."
Despite this obviously anti-west-
ern statement by Col. Anwar Algerian war is to be presented
Sadat, vice-president of the EgYP- by an Algerian rebel. Colonialism
tian Parliament, the 500 "dele- is the subject of a paper to be
gates" from 55 nations and de- read by delegates from Indonesia
pendencies began their meeting in and the Cameroons,
a comparatively mild vein.
Chairman Mao Tse-Tung of Red
China, sent a message hailing the
"People's Conference" 38 "a great
contribution to world peace."
Egyptian President Gamal Abdel
Nasser, irked by the parley's
domination by Russia and Red
China, merely sent his wishes for
"seccese."
STUDENTS CHEER
Thousands of Egyptian students
lined the streets to cheer the
delegates as they entered the
auditorium.
The anti-western character of
the conference, which is not being
held on a government level, will
become more evident in discus-
sions of various topics.
For example, a report on the
And economic cooperation will
he discussed in papers drafted by
the Soviet, Syrian and Japanese
delegations.
The week-long meeting, billed as
a follow-up to the Bandung Con-
ference which first brought to-
gether the nations of Africa, Asia
and the Middle East, is expected
to develop into a propaganda as-
sault on "western Imperialism
and colonialism."
Communist China and the Soviet
Union sent large representations.
Egyptian President Nasser, re-
portedly unhappy over the meet-
ing's Communist tinge, is not plan-
ning to address the delegates.
Nasser recently has been seeking
to re-establish good relations with
the West.
DEFENDER




Mr, Eddie Stallworth's cousin
of Castlebrry is his guest.
Mrk Christ Hunter, wife and
sister were home over the week
end.
Rev. Walter has his daughter
visiting.
Mrs. Lillian Weston, the wife
of Rev. Robert Weston passed
away Monday at the D. W. Mc-
Millian hospital. She was a well
known eitizen of Brewton where
she has lived for many years. She
leaves 'xi mourn her passing, her
husband, mother, children, other
relatives and many friends. The
citizens of Breelon wish to ex-
press sympathy .3 the family.
Funeral held at St. Mark's Bap-
tist church of Pearidge The pas-
tor officiated. Cheatham Bros.
Funeral home in charge of are
rangements.
Mr. Ceaser Ilarris passed away
Friday at his home in Lincoln
Park. Feneral `ield Sunday eve-
ning at AME Zion. He leaves to
mourn, his wife and many other
relatives. Ile was a, i-d at Piney
Grove Cemetery with Weatherly
Funeral 'tome in charge.
Mrs. Allen Maden of Pine st.,
was called home because of the
death of her sister who passed




The Rev, Jesse L. Glover, pas-
tor of St. James AME church,
is able to resume his pulpit duties
after being stricken while dell.
vering a serenon two weeks ago.
J. Nathaniel Smith, real estate
broker of 3000 Hazelwood ave.,
is spending the holidays in Water-
loo, Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Allen,
973 Iglehart ave., attended the
St. Paul Life Underwriters' an-
nual party at the St. Paul Athle-
tic Club last week.
MINNEAP9LIS
Funeral services were held Dec.
16, at St. Peter's church for the
late Mrs. Hazel B. Crry, 3836
Fifth ave., S. The Rev. M. L.
Si.nmons officated. Mrs. Curry
became ill in Sept. 1956 and was
hospitalized after returning front
Hawaii. She is survived by her
husband, Charles; two sons; six
daughters; one brother and 17





By MARY E. RICE
Mrs. Charlie Calhoun was a
reeent guest of Sam and Rosie
Rice. She also visited Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Rice. She has returned
home to Madison, Wis.
Funeral service for Mrs. Luller
Kimble was held Sunday, Dee.
21. She leaves three sisters, Mrs.
Carrie Craig of Sikeston, Mrs.
Henrietta Williams of Charleston
and Mrs. Bessie Branch of Wyatt;
one brother, Dan Sutton of New
Mexico and her husband, William.
U. of I. Plans Exhibit
For Sandburg Birthday
Carl Sandburg's 80th birthday,
Jan. 6, (1958) will be commemorate
ed at University of Illinois by op-
ening of an exhibit of material!
from his personal library. Direct-
or Robert B. Downs of the Uni-
versity Library announced last
week.
The exhibit which will continue
through Feb. 12, will be called
"The Sandburg Range," same title
of a 1957 anthology which the na-




Shown above are 11 of the 12
N./organ State college student
leaders who have been select-
ed for listing in the 195148 edi-
STATE "W H O'S lion of "Who's Who Among
students in American lard•
%ersitie. and Colleges. They
are, first row, left to right:
Fielding Gentry, Nyac, N. Y t
Eleanor Queen, Severn, Md.;
Thelma Moore, Baltimore, Md.
Doris Woolen, the Bronx. N.
Y.; Norma Sharpe, Mt. Vet
non, N. V.: Marie Brown,
Baltimore. Second row: Wel.
ter Black, Easton, Md.; Fred-
Prick Anderson, Greensboro,
N. C.: Henry Sands, New
York City; Frank Greene, New
York City; and Louis Boston,
Annapolis, Md. Not shown Is
Leroy Anderson, Beltimov. ,
TM-STATE DEFENDER
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SANTA'S LAST STOP - More
than 2,000 children lintd up
at the Easy Way Super Mar.
ket parking lot on Porter St.,
across from the LeMoyne Gar._
den housing project on the.
Wahl before Christmas Eve to
put in last minute orders. The
Coca-Cola Santa Claus took
more than 19,900 orders In
Memphis this year before van.
ishing, presumably to the
North Pole, where his helpers
had his sleigh all ready for
the return trip. (Photo by
Withers)
44.6.
Dr. Martin Coca-Cola Santa Brings
Will Attend Cheer To 10,000 Kids
The Coca Cola Santa Claus crutches, J. W. Marshall and Har-
D.C. Confab
l CHICAGO - Dr. J. B. Martin,
trustee of the Metropolitan Sani-
tary District of Greater Chicago,
1,411 be among those to attend a t
conference of the President's Com-
mittee on Government Contracts
in Washington on Jan. 15. He was
Invited by Vice President Rich-
ard M. Nixon.
. D. Martin is a leader in Re-
publican panties, president of the
Baseball League and treasurer of
the Victory Mutual Life Insurance
company. He has twice been
elected trustee of the Sanitary
District.
I In his letter, Vice President Nix-
= said: "The purpose of this con-
ference will be to discuss the poli-
tics and program of the President's
Committee and ways in which in-
terested persons and organizations
-might assist the Committee in
Its program of eliminating dis-
crimination in employment on Gov-
-ernment contracts because of race,
tension, color or national ori-
."
t 'The Committee," Vice Presi-
dent Nixon's letter read, "believes
that one of the ways to make
employment gaMs of minori-
ty groups in recent years perma-
nent, is to have minority group
youth informed about these ad-
vances and thus be motivated to
acquire the necessary training and
skills to compete effectively in




The New Light Civic club will
Install officers Friday evening,
Jan. 3, at New Shiloh M. B.
church, of 839 Maywood at., be-
ginning at 8 o'clock.
The installation address will be
delivered by Rev. L. D. McGhee,
pastor of St. John Baptist curch,
of Headrick at.
The officers of the club will be
Installed by Rev. Amos Terrell,
pastor of New Shiloh.
I Size of stockings is based on the
distance in inches between a point
on the toe and a point on the heel
as measured in a straight line.
Words of the Wise
There are two ways of meet-
ing difficulties; you alter the
difficulties, or you alter your-

















760 Union - A. 7-2631
2268 Park Are.-FA. 3-8507
Oen. Nieme F.., Parttime
rounded up his 1957 itinerary by
making his ninth stop in Memphis
this season on the parking lot
the Easy Way Supermarket on
Porter st., across from the Le-
Moyne Gardens housing project,
and not even two blasts from the
Pied Piper's flute could have at-
tracted a larger following.
About 2,300 kids of all sizes,
ages, and descriptions flocked to
Santa's igloo office on the eve of
Christmas Eve to put in their
orders, and the old gent prom-
ised to fill them all.
However if something was miss-
ing from the stocking, on Christ-
mas morn, the kids can't blame
Ole Santa - he added an escape
clause, "if you be good, and do
everything your mother an da-
dy tell you to do." With Christ-
mas only 48 hours away, that was
asking quite a bit of those young-
sters.
One of Santa's helpers this year
was J. L. Nelson, housing manag-
er of the Foote Claiborne pro-
ject, who assisted the children
from the ramp to Santa's office,
where they registered their sends.
The girls received a bracelet and
hair ornament set, and the boys
a ship-shaped whistle to kind of
re-establish their faith in
Old Nick's ability to deliver the
goods.
WEEDS SOME OUT
Another one of Santa's aides
was Hosea C. Bridges, assistant
manager of the. LeMoyne Gardens
project, who stood near the red
robed gentleman's office to weed
the older children, whom he be-
lieved didn't have a bit of faith
in Sante, out of the line. Any
child who said that he was born
before 1949 was presumed to have
discovered "Santa's secret" by
now, and Mr. Bridges was taking
no chances on a child embarras-
sing the old boy so near Chr
m as.
The first two children to regis•
ter their Christmas list with Mr.!
Claus were two young boys oni
old Jones, both 9, and both stu-
dents at the Keel ave. School for'
Crippled Children.
J. W. had a long list for this
year. He told Santa to bring him
a pair of guns with holster belt,
a cowboy suit, a doctor's set, a
tool set, and a wagon. Harold tpld
the gentlemaiv.,that he would be
content if he b ught him a foot-
ball helmet and cowboy suit.
ONE AGE 75
The next children in line were
Pattie Louise Cobbige, 3, and her
2-year-old sister, Yvonne Marie,
who live at 9604 McDowell st. Pat-
ty Louise informed Santa that she
was looking forward to receiving
a doll, candy, pull toys, and a
frigidaire, while Yvonne on 1 y
wanted 8 doll, a baby bottle, and
some pull toys.
Santa will have to deliver them,
because Mrs. Louise Cobbige,
their mother, was standing close
enoagh to hear him promise to
give them their wish.
One of the oldest "children" in
the line was Mrs. Nancy Lewis,
969 Porter st. When asked what
she had in mind to ask Santa,
she said, "I ain't going to ask
him for nothing. I am just here
with my cousin's children." Mrs.
Lewis is "going on 75." With her
were 8-year-old Curtis Let Ghol-
son, who wanted a doll, and her
little brothers who wanted heli-
copters, little cars, and a new
suit for Christmas.
The job of taking orders and
passing out toys was a big enough
job for St. Nick, so the old gentle-
man made arrangements with the
Memphis police department to
lend him as helpers, Patrolmen
E. S. Berkley and J. D. Williams,
who are usually concerned with
keeping order on Beale at., to
keep the youngsters in line.
Approximately 10,000 children,
Mr. Nelson said, attended the Co-
ca Cola Christmas parties this
year. with the largest number
ming from the Klondike area




Dear Carlotta: . places, but I don't agree with this.
Going steady can be pretty dull, It is far better to meet a num-
and I would like to give my win- her of fellows, than to limit one's
ion about it. I went steady for horizon at such an early age.
almost a year, so I know what
i am talking about.
When I was going steady my
parents told me that I would have
more fun if I permitted myself
to go out with more than one
fellow, but at the time I thought
t the idea fantastic. But Carlotta,
1 you know I grew tired of just
doing the same old things with 
the same boy every week end. 
Bennett Group
Then I realized that my parents
knew what they were talking I II MUUSi
What is commonly called "play-,
ing the field" can be much more
fun.
NOTE: This is a frank state-
ment, girls and boys, from a girl




How, for me, going steady is
out of the question. It has been
about a year since I have dated
one boy exclusively, and I can
honestly say that I have had
more fun during that time than I
have ever had before. I have
been to many places and have
met many people.
Each boy seem to have dif-
ferent intersts. Some like to dance,
others like to swim, some like
!'sing to parties, and some are
ust interesting to talk to. The
more different types of fellow's a
airl dates, the better rtance she
will have of selecting the type of
person with whom he would like
to spend the rest of her life.
I know that many young people
think that they have more fun go-
ing steady, ind believe that they
have an opportunity to go more
c Sock
GREENSBORO N. C. - A well
trained group directed by Mrs.
Jan Heirich, and organized just
two months ago, played Bach's
"Jesu. Joy of Man's Desiring."
Vocal soloists on the program
.included Misses Linda Brown, so-
prano, of Akron, Ohio; Celena
Williams, contralto, of Hagers-
town, Md.; and Avis McCarther,
soprano of Mount Airy, N. C.
The freshman choir, directed by
Edward Lowe, sang three num-
bers. Clarence E. Whiteman, or-
ganist, and the ensemble provith
ed the accompaniment,
Canadian senators are nominat-
ed for life by summons of the
governor - general, hut members
of the house of commons are sub-
ject to direct election at the hands
of the people.
strengthening all aspects of the
various state departments of edu-
cation. "This will be one more as-
surance that the instructional
program can't be dictated to
states and rommunities from any
higher level," McCaskill said.
Continued support of the Ring-
Jenkins Bill to provide tax equity
for teachers was also urged.
-There has always been an in-
equity in the treatment of teach-
ers' income taxes," McCaskill
said. "Teachers are apending
money to become better teachers.
, These educational expensas should
' be deductible from gross taxable
income. Most teachers now can-
not deduct these expenses and
this is unjust. And whereas im-
proved educational standards were
a need before, they now are a
necessity."
The report also requested con-
tinuation of federal assistance "for
such well-established and clearly
useful programs as vocational ed-
ucation, library services, school
lunches, and aid to federally-af-
fected areas. No consideration
should he given to reduction or
termniation of these programs un-
til it can be demonstrated that the
need can be met from other re-
sources."
EXPENSES SOAR
In pointing up the need for in-
B. T. W. SCHOOL 11 189 Students At Lester School
NOTES Make Honor Roll At End Of Year
By Markhum Stansbury
This week I have selected as
student of the week, Miss Gloria
Massey. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Massy who
resides at 862 Barton at.
Here at Booker T. Wahington,
Miss Massey is a senior and a
member of the Motor club, host-
ess club, and A. Maceo Walker
Chapter of the National Honor So-
ciety.
She is a member of St. Andrew
AME church. There Miss Massey
holds an office in every group
which she is affiliated with. Some
of these are Sunday school secre-
tary, president of ACE League,
treasurer of Junior church.
When asked about going steady
Miss Massey replied: "I don't
think teenagers should go steady."
GIFT PRESENTED
a,To show their kindness and ap-
preciation to their pianist-direct-
ress, Mrs. Catheryn R. Johnson,
the members of the St. Cecelia
Glee. Club had her go to the li-
brary for a few minutes. When
she returned to her room the pres-
ident, Markhum Stansbury, pre-
sented the gift to tier.
The officers of the glee club
are: president, Markhum Stans-
bury; vice president, B e rni cc
Smith: secretary, Eva Brown; ass
sistant secretary, Jo Evelyn Gray-
son; treasurer, Lola Winston; Sgt.




I WASHINGTON, D. C. - A creased financial support, McCas-
broad, long range four and a halt
billion dollar program of federal
Support for public schools is urged
by the National Education Assoc-
iation (NEA), as the main plank
in its 1958 legislative proposals
for consideration by Congress.
"Schools have been starved too
long," NEA executive secretary
William G. Carr said, speaking for
the 703,000 - member association,
"The public schools are trying to
defend our way of government and
advance the well-being of the na-
tion, vet many people don't want
to give education the necessary
financial help."
Carr spoke at a press conference
at which the NEA's Legislative
Commission presented the 'profes-
sional organization's legislative
program for the second session of
the 85th Congress. Commission
chairman is Irving F. Pearson,
executive secretary of the Com-
mission which met with represen-
tatives from 46 states in Chicago
last week to work out the new pro-
posals.
In stepping up its basic approach
to the problem of financing public
education, the Commission said
a massive rogram of federal fi-
nancial support has become a na-
tional necessity in light of present
world conditions. McCaskill said:
"Schools now need continuing
federal support. Teachers of
America have a responsibility to
tell people the truth about the
needs of our schools."
The new long range program
of almost five billion dollars con-
trasts with the 300 million dollar
federal aid bill the NEA supported
last year.
ACTION PROGRAM
The Commission's report, which
translates NEA policy into an ac-
tion program, urged "an infusion
of federal funds for basic support
of elementary and secondary edu-
cation," and said that federal funds
should be appropriated to the
states for distribution locally
either for school construction or
for supplementing teacher salaries
without regard for subject matter
taught.
Beginning federal contributions
of not less than $25 per school
age child were urged with a steady
increase to at least $100 a child in
five years- The current average
overall expenditure per school age
child in the nation is $332. McCas-
kill pointed out that districts which
have expended strong local efforts
In construction in recent years
kill said:
"The White House Conference
on Education and the President's
Committee on Education Beyond
the High school point out that with-
in 15 years educational expendi-
tures must be increased at least
75 per cent, just to stay where
we are now. The number of teach-
ers with emergency Certificates
and the number of children on
half-day sessions are not going
down. We know that enrollments
are going to continue to grow."
Carr added, "This legislative
program is the minimum safe
level of federal action, provided
that it is accompanied by steady
and normal growth in state and
local school revenues."
The new proposals urge "match-
ing requirements and other meas-
ures to stimulate state and local
effort" which would allow states
sufficient time to increase their
own spending for education-
On this point Carr emphasized,
"The best evidence that local
communities cannot handle the
complete job of educational fin-
ance in the future is that despite
valiant efforts they haven't done
so over the years.
"The American economy is a
ric hand powerful instrument
which operates at a higher level
each year with evidence that it will
continue to grow steadily. But
changes in the economy have left
schools dependent upon an out-
moded tax structure."
The report said, "With one half
of our public elementaty and sec-
ondary school revenue tied to
local property taxes, there is lit-
tle hope that local governments
can double their contributions to
education."
Dr. Carr said:
"In one phase of government
after another we have recognized
that federal funds are needed.
Better schools are necessary for
survival. The American people
own the schools, and they must
tell their representatives whether
they wish to deal firmly with the
accumulated educational crisis
now or whether they wish to al-
low the level of American educa-
tion to continue to deteriorate."
SCHOLARSHIPS
The new legislative program
recognizes the need for increased
scientific training but insists that
scholarships be awarded for stu-
dents to attend institutions of their
own choice and to pursue courses
of study that meet their career
goals.
could probably use larger propor- McCaskill said the scholarship
tions of these funds to raise sal- program should not be based on
aries. single national test. He pointed
The new program also urged out:
20,000 undergraduate scholarships 
,
Federal testing would inevitably
the first year, growing to 80,000 in slant the curriculum and decide
four years and 5,000 graduate fel-, what v.all be taught. There Is
lowships which would be increased grave danger in placing too much
to 15,000 after three years. This emphasis on one test score, and
broad plan which chould begin iit s far better and fairer to have
quickly at all levels, would cost tronger local guidance and test-
mg programs that Ilse nationalabout 40 million dollars, rising to
160 million annually, tests. Scholarships should not be
The Commission also urged 
restricted to certain subject areas
because manpower needs shift.
end the nation needs full utiliza-
tion of everyone's abilities."
McCaskill added, "There is no
question that communities, wher-
ever possible, should and will
strongly re-examine their school
curricula in order to encourage
higher standards."
When asked what would happen The final closing exercises were
if substantial support for educe- impressive with the story by
honor roll at the end of this year,
Mrs. Eddie Rodgers, the princi-
pal announced recently.
Mrs. G. S. Lewis, the teacher
for the 3-5 grade had the greatest
number of honor pupils in her
class with a7 on the list. The
next highest number were in
grade 3-6, Miss B. C. Trotter hav-
ing 15 honor students on her roll.
Class 2-1, Mrs. Mildred O'Neal,
teacher' HONOR ROLL: Charlene
Scott, Emma Jeaa Moss, Gail
Lee, Sylvia Grandberry, James
Buchanan, Nathaniel Campbell,
Guy Darnell, Paul Lacey, Floyd
Moore, Cavin Williams, Jan Mea-
dows,
Class 2-2, Miss B. C. Lenoir,
teacher; HONOR ROLL: Jere De-
witt, Larry Jackson, Dua Sanders,
Dorothy Bailey, Judith Cheairs,
Sharon Marshall, La Sherry Reid,
Joyce Williams.
Class 2-3, Mrs. M. S. Grace,
teacher: HONOR ROLL: Eddie
Lou Malone, Eugene Allen Wil-
liams, Sidney Comes,
' Class 2-4, Mrs, Rutha D. Pe-
gues, teacher: Patricia Jones, Ca-
therine Jones, Shirley Boxiley,
John Caviness, Gloria Jean Ad-
ams, Bobbie Jean Brown, Patric-
ia Jamerson, Vernetta Mae Moore,
Maggie Smith, William Roberson,
Kenneth Gresham,
Class 2-5, Mrs. D. W. Pamphlet,
teacher: Howard Branch, Robert
Walker, Margaret Adams, Henri-
etta Barnett, Lucy Biggs, Edna
Harris.
Class 2-6, Mrs. Margie Williams,
There were 189 students at the teacher; Marvell- Warner, San- C. Phillips, Patricia Meadows, Ca-
Lester Elementary school on the dra Kay Jones, Earnestine Gar- rolyn Lewis, Mary Cross, Patricia
ner, , Hazel Levern Beard
Class 3-1, Mrs. E. I. Thompson,
teacher: HONOR ROLL, HIGH-
EST: Ka :hy Gamer, Jacqueline
McMullen.
Honor Roll, Regular: Nathaniel
Haridman, Ernest Wicks, L in di
Bolden, Lenell Chamber, Glenda
Cole, Marietta Hale, Melba Mea-
dows, Rita Stafford, Erma Wash-
ington.
Class 3-2, Miss R. A. Black,
teacher: Leo Harris, Tarus Stew-
art, Melvin Taylor, Wanda Camp-
bell, Bernice Freeman, Charlene
Johnson, Rosie Macklin.
Class 3-3, Mrs. V. B. Cunniag-
ham, teacher: Robbie A. House,
Jacqueline Buckley, Margaret Tur-
ner, Ruthie Patterson, Mary F.
Parker, Sherman Darnell.
Class 3-4, Mrs. Ida Mae T.
Smith, teacher: HONOR ROLL:
Otis Clark, Robert Garrett,
Charles Isom, James Currie, Ann
S. Banks, Patricia A. Vance, Susie
Mae Williams.
Class 3-5, Mrs. G. S. Lewis,
teacher: HONOR ROLL: Mozella
Rooks, Etrula Trotter, Brenda
Rucker, Thomas Carolyn Rhea,
Jenette Joyce, Leora Parr, Heloris
Cartwright, Norma Branch, Caro-
lyn Bland.
Brenard Williams, Thomas Wi-
ley, Charles Taylor, Roosevelt Ter-
rell, William Keith, William John-
son, Charles Hayslett, J a m es
Hughlett.
Class 3-6, Miss B. C. Trotter,
teacher: Thomas Jordan, Charles
Carter, jr., George T. Harris, Rita
Blount New Head
Of Great Lakes
DETROIT - Louis C. Blount,'
former vice president secretary ,
of the Great Lakes Mutual Life ,
Insurance Company, has been '
named presidsnt of the Company
bs the firm's board of directors
tion is not given by Congress,
Carr said:
"More of our schools will con-
tinue to have many half-day ses-
sions, many of our best brains
will never attend college, crowded
classrooms will handicap the work
of even our best teachers, and we
will have a nationwide school sys-
tem not good enough for the
United States in 1958. From here
on, it's up to the American peo-
ple.-
Lake Winnebago, with an ex-
treme length of 3 miles and a
width of about 10 miles is said to
be the largest of Wisconsin's in-
land lakes.
I Words of the Wise
Democracy means not "I am
equal to you" but "You are
equal to me."
--(James Russell Lowell)
members of the upper elementary
grades under the direction of Mrs.
Daisy Scott and Mrs. Ella Uwe-
itt.
Artistically decorated baskets
filled with presents for teachers
and pupils from the first through'
filled by the Girl and Boy Scout
organizations added reality an
beauty.
The Girl Scout an Boy Scout
baskets along with other baskets
filled by well wishers of the
school were distributed among the
needy families of the community.
As 400 or more pupils marched
from the auditorium last Friday,
each was presented fruit which
was the principal's Christmas gift.
In their rooms the pupils re-
ceived from their Christmas boxes
the gifts that they were exchang-
ing with one another and their
teachers. And thus te school year
of 1057 closed at Weaver School
Dec. 20, 1957, to reopen for the.
year 1958 on Jan. 2, 1958.
He is a former vice president
of the National Negro Business
League and former president of
the Booker T Washington Trade
Association. He has served as
president of the Detroit Opera
it was announced last week. Guild and as a member of the
At the same time, the board 'Wayne County isoa,d of supervi-
announced that Charles H. Ma- sors,
honey, who had nerved as presi- He is president of the Parkside
dent since the founding of the hospital, an-I a membe: of the
company in 1920, has been elected board of the St. Antoine YMCA,
chairman of the board. the Peter Pan Nursery. and the
Ernest Shell, vice president and Booker T. Washington Trade As-
agency director was elevated to sociation and the National Negro
the position 'of executive vice Insurance Assockation. He is a
president and Harrison Baker, member of the 8th Regional
who has served as chief account- Volunteer Home Mortgage Credit
ant, was named treasurer. Program and the American
Blount, who has been wit. Great Management Association.
Lakes for the past 30 years, and In 1947, Blount was nominated
who has spent his adult life in in the prilliary election for the
the insurance business, becomes Detroit Common Council ane at
the .second president of the oldest one time was polemarch of the
and largest old line legal reserve Detroit chapter of Kappa Alpha
company in Michigan. Psi fraternity.
Born in Washington, D. C., and
educated in the public schools
there, Blount attended Howard
university. He has taken special
work in his field at Temple uni-
versity, Wayne State and the
University of Michigan.
Prior to coming to the Great
Lakes Mutual, Blount was region-
al director for the National Bene-
fitNEW YORK - Alabama's voteHiLsiffeirsItnsausrsaingcnemecnotmwanityh.
Great on Dec. 17 to liquidate Macon
Lakes was as secretary, general County because of its large Ne-
manager. He served in that ca- gro population warrants action by
acity from 1928 to 1951 at which the Congress "to reduce the num-
ber of representatives from Ala-
bama," the NAACP declared here
today in a comment on the Ala-
bama balloting.
time he became vice president-
secretary.
Long active in the business and
civic life of Detroit and the nation,
he served as president and chair-
man of the board of directors
of the National Negro Insurance
Association and as local presi-
dent and member of the national




Torrence, Donna R. Cotton, Cher-
ly Berry, Gayle L. Harris, Sylvia
Jackson, Gladys Houston.
Class 4-1, Mrs. Mildred C. Brady
teacher: HONOR ROLL: Gwe
dolyn Harriss, Harriet Buckle ,
Robert Bills, William Earl.
Class 4-2, Mrs. Sarah M, Chand-
ler, teacher: Mary Sue Marshall,
Virginia Turner,
Class 4-3 Mrs. N. L. Greenlee,
HONOR ROLL
Teacher: HONOR ROLL: Freddie
Dilliard, Henryp Lauis Key, Rob-
ert Lee Odom, Doris Martin,
Gloria Stewart,
Class 4-4, Mrs. Fannie Wood-
ard, teacher: HONOR ROLL:
Shirley Jean Henderson, Willie
Scales, Arbra Lee W ill i a ma,
Johnetta Moore, Helen Elain
Gluen,
Perfect Attendance: George
Hardeman, Shirley Henderson, Wil-
lie Scales, Arbra Lee Williams.
Class 4-4, Mrs. Fannie Woodard,
teacher: Olie Mae Watson, John-
etta Moore, Helen Elain Mclu-
en, Lucy Mae Knox,
Class 4-5, Mrs. Jo Bernice Chrys-
ler Hirsch, teacher: Willie L. Wa
son, jr., Johnny Clay, jr., Mar
L. Cunningham.
Class 4-6, Mrs. Josephine Fields,
teacher: HONOR ROLL: Gloria
Parker, Emmerine Jones, Vance
Phelps, Estella Harrish.
Class 5-2, Mrs. Josephine Fields,
teacher: Elaine Dotson, Melvena
Conner, Carolyn Martin, Doris
Rhodes, Carol Merris, Ronald Tay-
lor, Vernon Crawley, Wray Cot-
ton.
Class 5-3, Mrs. 0. R. Herndon,
teacher: James Sartin, William
Murry, Gwendolyn Porter, Linda
Holmes, Mary I. Brown, Larry
Harville, Bobby Murray, Robert
Penleton, Thelma J. Downey,
Class 5-4, Miss Loretta Wilson,
teacher: Ruther Boyce, Gloria
Butler, Crystal Bynum, E dna
Faulkner, Freda Garner, Pearlene
Gates, Pamelia Evans, Mable
Shead, Kitty Williams, Earlean
Wilson, Samuel Caviness, Felix
Chambers.
Class 5-5, Mrs. Dorothy Ai
Berkley, teacher: Edith Bulls, Ca-
rolyn Boyland, Cheryl Means,
Frank McCright.
Class 6-1, Mrs. Bennie Batts,
teacher: Nadine Jones, Nettie B.
Jordan, Barbara Lewis, Matilda
Moore, Sandra Lee Owens, Jean-
ette Willis.
Class 6-2, Mrs. Lois M. Mitchell,
teacher: Dorothy Jean Jackson,
Tommiestine Jones, Frances Mit-
chell.
Class 6-3, Mrs. Barbara W. Coop-
er, teacher; Carl Johnson, Eugene
Hunter.
Class 6-4, Mrs. B. R. Darnell,
teacher: David Bingham, Loretta
Cason, Jimmy Goodwin, Willie
Moore, Charles Page, Bettie




Secretary Roy Wilkins labeled
the Alabama vote "an open con-
fession to the nation that Alabama
will go to any length in order to
prevent Negro citizens from en
joying their constitutional right to
vote" and said that while the
manipulation of district lines "is
well-known in American ptlitics,
for the first time in our history
an entire county has been liquidat-
ed."
The Alabama amendment au,
thorizes the legislature to divide
T
pupils aryeanntdteachers of the Macon county and its large Ne-
School at 3343 aro population . among neigh-
Weaverboring counties. The amendment's
M ' eah ve e r 1 n l rE I:I . , 
and T. J. Toney, the
principal, ushered in the Christmas supporters, led by State Senator
Season with an unusual amount Sant Engelhardt, jr., sponsor of
of interest and enthusiasm. The' the measure and execiltive seers-
holiday spirit exhibited by the 'airy of the Alabama Association
colorful and attractively decorated of Citizen Councils, seek to re-
school rooms, the festive parties strict the voting power of Negroes
and the capel exercises devoted in Macon county. The county is
to Merry Christmas and Happy predominantly Negro.
New Year expressions from slum- RESULT OF RIGHTS LAW
dent representatives of all t h e The amendment's supports said
grades. it was necessary specifically to
prevent Negroes from gaining con-




Th•r• is a reason why people
lik• to do business with us. You,
too, will like our courteous treat-
ment and desire to help you.
"OPEN THURSDAY L FRIDAY
NIGHTS UNTIL 8:00 P.M.




Home Operated - Home Owned
Phone JA 5-7611
a. Members
county now that new 1957 civil
rights legislation provides fed-
eral support of the right to vote.
In reference to southern repre-
sentation in Congress, Wilkins add-
ed :"Alabama and other southern
states have had a disproportionate-
ly large voice in national affairs
because their representatives vote
in the name of a phantom voting
population as ,against the real vot-
ing populatrod of non-southern
slates."
The New Wel Times report-
ed last week that an analysis of
the vote on the Macon count -
amendment revealed that on
about 25 per cent of Alabama
registrants cast ballots on the is-
sue. The latest returns reported
by The Times were 58,824 votes
for the measure and 40,713 against
it.
It was stated in The Times story
that "if Alabama's white voters
were as concerned about potential
Negro strength as the white
supremacists have contended, the
voting on Tuesday would certain-
ly have shown not only a larger
turnout but would also have pro-
duced a top-heavy victory for
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Luther Bohannon of 150 First at.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Jones of 730 Gillis.
A son, Larry Henderson, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Young of 755
Concord.
A daughter, Diane to Mr. and
Mrs. Mose R. Ranier of '15 Leath.
A son, Vincent Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie H. Wilkes of 606 Han-
dy Mall.
DEC. 19, 1957
A son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jewel Whiting of 314 Lucy.
A son, Stanley award, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie R. Becton of 665
Elmore.
A son, Michael Jerome, to Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred 0. Rody of 1292
Emerson. •
A daughter, Bonita Joyce, to
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Reed of 830
Della s.
A son, Everett Earl, to Mr.
and Mrs Floyd Pall of 259 Bal-
t lc. .
A son, Warren Toran, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Woods of 1138 N. Mc-
Lean.
"
A daughter, Janice Marie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Robinson of
589 S. Lauderdale.
A son, Stanley Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie Harris of 681
14 ',son.
A son, G • wiz', 111, to Mr. and
2,rs. Geor.ai Murphy of 395 E.
CI ump bl ,(1
itc. 20. 1917
A son, Ke .11 Bernard, to Mr.
as a Mrs. DaNd W Herron of 449
Vance.
A son, Myron, to Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Freeman of 1003 Texas.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul L. Spencer of 1151 Grant.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Brown of 3078 'McAdoo.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Williams of 890 Imperial.
A son, Davi.l Harold, to Mr..
and Mrs. George W. 13eauregard
of 1291 Dininiv ant
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Weatherspcoa of 1905 Troy.
A daughter, Evelyn Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. AlcKis-'





Mrs. Cindy Sales, who was a
member of the Matthew Zion Bap
DEC. 15, 1957 list church at Halls, Tenn., pass-
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie ed on Christmas day. Rev. Wil-
liam Morgan is pastor of the
church.
Mr. and Mrs. James Edward After IllnessNelson of Detroit, Mich., spent the
and Mrs. Newsom Reece of 2338 'Christmas holidays with her par-
College. ents, Rev. and Mrs. J. R. Haiti-
A daughter, Shirley Ann to Mr. burton.
and Mrs. Amos King 01 767 Austin John Eisom was a patient in
Mall. the Lauderdale County hospital
A son, James 1111, to Mr. and recently. He was there for several
Mrs. James Love of 1370 Kenne- days. Rev. L. Nelson is still at
the hospital.
Nine Lauderdale county students
are home for Christmas holidays.
Ross Braden is here from Le
Moyne college in Memphis; Billy
Nelson, Juanita Greer, Ernestine
Morgan, Elaine Purham, and
John Eisom, visiting from Tennes-
see A&I State university; Ellena
and Norma Gooch from Fisk, and
Isabel Nelson from Lane college
Miss Mary Curtis completed her
studies at the Henderson Business
college in Memphis recently. She
studied business administration.
Miss Willie Kate Love, a Le.
Moyne college student, was a re-
cent guest of Miss Mary Curtis.
While in the city she attended the
Booker Washington-Lauderdale Hi
game.
Miss Jo Ann Brent of Detroit,
Mich., was home for the lioli-
A son, Willie Lee, jr., to Mr., days to visit her parents, Mr. and
and Mrs. Willie Prewitt of 880 1 Mrs. J. C. Brent.
Stork Stops
BORN AT JOHN GASTON
HOSPITAL DEC. 14-57
A daughter, Vicki Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Smith of 2136 Clay-
ton.
A daughter, Mary Louise, to Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Boyd of 1881
Benton.
A son, Larry Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman L. Mason of 1147
Grand.
A son, Michael Andre to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Henderson of 248
Kirk.
A daughter, Delores, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sherman Williams of 1145
Vollentine.
A son, Waddell, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Hunt of 414 Dunlap.
A son, Robert James, jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Finley of
1465 Kyle-
A daughter, Addie Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Dowdy
of 3724 Lerner.
A son, Gerald McKinley, to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert M. Hawkins of 508
St. Martin.
A daughter, Debbie Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie G. Wright, of
1065 Delmar.
A son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Buchanan of 576 Brown
Mall.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Smith, of 1450 Washington.
A daughter, Judy Pearl, to Mr.
and Mrs. Bennie Lockett of 2248
Eldridge.
A daughter, Carolyn Gail to Mr.
and Mrs. James Reed of 991 Le-
Moyne.
A son, Bobby Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Grady Brassell of 178 Brooks.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. De-
metris S. Howard of 273 Burdock.
A daughter, Jerry Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Govan of 175 Fair-
view.
Simpson of 687 Mosby.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Robinson of 2283 Hawkins Mill rd.
A daughter, Karen Elane, to Mr
dy.
A daughter, M.azin Jean, to
Mr. and and Mrs. ta C.
Blake of 2229 Stovall.
A daughter, Anita Fa , to Mr.
and Mrs. A. D. LeayS, of 1443
Stonewall.
DEC. 16, 1957
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Roper of 1763 Swift.
A daughter, Cerilyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur Jordan of 580 S. Lau-
derdale.
A daughter, Zoe Eva, to Mr.
and Mrs. Percy P. Fleming of 741
Williams.
A daughter, Debra Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. L. H. Hill 01 1237 Capital.
A daughter, Sandra Fay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Jones of 3902
Winslow.
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Marion of 1401 Azelia.
iDeolis Roberts
Wins Doctorate
RALEIGH, N. C. — The Rev
J. Deotis Roberts, associate pro
fessor of philosophy and religion
and directorarif religious activities
at Shaw university,-.has been
awarded the degreb of doctor of
philosophy in Christian philoso-
phy from the University of Edin-
burgh. The title of his doctorial
dissertation is: -nits Rational
Theology of Benjamin Wichcote•
Father of the Cambridge Piston-
ists "
LeMoyne pk. ,
A son, '1) Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Griffin of 3034 Crystal.
A daughter, Linda Kay, to Mr.
and Mrs. James T. Johnson of 304
Scott.
A son, Michael Roy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy L. Swift of 2249
Eldridge.
A son, Rickie O'Neal, to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter L. Thompson of
714 Neptune.
DEC. 17, 1957
A son, Charles Edward, to Mr.
and Mrs. John L. Lucas,) of 62
Looney.
A daughter, Debra Elaine, to
Air. and Mrs. J. C. Fields of 1610
Oriole.
A daughter, Wanda DeLaine, to
Air. and Mrs. Edward E. Farmer
of 1823 Keltner Cir.
A daughter, Darlene, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert McDaniel of 2962
Wren.
A daughte., Ida Anna, to Mr.
And Mrs. Andrew L. Chatmon of
234 Auction.
A daughter, Carolyn Yvonne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Ward
of 1470 Wabash.
A daughter, Esther Devon, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Collins of 690
Georgia.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie C. Butler of 404 Butler.
DEC. 113, 1957
A daughter, Linda Diane, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Williams of 1440
Woodward.
A son, Cossie Evans, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Cossie of 1911 Rile.
A son, Nathaniel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Carl Street of 822 Alaska.
A daughter, Darlene Delise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Herman T. Shelton
of 331 Decatur.
A son. Nogulin, ta Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Brooks of 141.5 Greenwood.
A son, nexter Angelo, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Cox of 301 Ash-
land.
A son, Maverick, to Mr. and
Mrs. James C. Wallace, of 683
Galloway.
A son, Anthony Lee, to Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Cannon of 3149
I fillwood.
A son, Cleveland, Jr.. to Mr.
and Mrs Cleveland Elem of 940
Poplar
A son, Larrs , to Mr. and Mrs
'LITTLE RASCALS'
The NBA (New Homemakers of
America) sponsored a "Little Ras-
cals" basketgall game on Friday
night, Dec. 20, and Coaches Saul
Moore and Levi Moore say they
will be waiting for the young bas-
keteers to join the Ripley "Yel-
low Jackets" in ten years. Among
the star players were Little Dale
Manna, Dan Moore, Robert Brent,
Albert Clinton Fitzpatrick, D. C.
Johnson, Wayne Reddick, Milton
Wilson and L. J. Durham. The
game was sponsored by Misses
Wanda Brent, Geraldine Lewis,
and Johnnye Williams.
Mrs. Noble Nelson Phenix of
Warrenburg, Mo., is visiting here
with her brother, Rev. L. Nelson.
Happy Birthday to little Shu-
ns Moore and Patrice Faye
Johnson.
The Second Anniversary service
of Rev. L. I. Shepherd were con-
ducted on Dec. 18 to 22, at the
Chapel Hill AL B church with
Rev. J. R. Halliburton leading
out with the initial sermon, Local
programs were given on Thurs-
day and Friday nights, and on
Sunday morning, Rev. C. Wat-
kins spoke. During the afternoon
a discussion was held by mem-
bers of St. Luke entitled, "What
do we think of Rev. Shepherd as
a pastor?" Gifts were presented
to the pastor and his wife by
OES Matron Home
Mrs. Lula Kate Williams, Wor-
thy Matron of the St. Alban Chap-
ter No. 118 of the Order of the
Eastern Star, is recuperating at
her home located at 341 Dixon at.,
following her recent illness.
Mrs. Williams wishes to thank
the members of the St. Alban
chapter and her many friends who
visited her while she was ill.
CELEBRATES FIRST BIRTH.
DAY — Lovely little Gina Ma.
rie West, daughter of Sp-3 and
Mrs. Wilbur West, jr., oi 255
Gracewood, was the honoree
at a party celebrating her first
birthday. given by her grand-
mother, Mrs. Wilbur West, sr.,
on Dec. 21. Gina is seen at the
centet of a group of friends
Invited for the occasion. Among
those present were Henry, Ca-





by FRANK L. STANLEY
Regular readers of this column I
will probably recall that I oppos-
ed Governor Chandler's candida-
cy in 1955. My opposition was bas-
ed on his civil rights record pri-
marily as governor (first term)
and United States Senator there
after. It is only fair, therefore,
that we being that record up-to-
date in our own evaluation.
Incidentally, this is not capitu-
lation, but recognition of a
change.
First of all, permit me to ob-
serve that I am proceeding on
the premise that integrity is not
to be questioned. I accept Mr.
Chandler's utterances and acts at
face value. Also, you can criticize
a man, but it is not proper to
question his sincerity.
"Happy," the name Kentucki-
ans like to apply to Governor
Chandler, came into his own in
1956 on the race question. Ile de-
cided on the heels of a Federal
District Court decision that a II
Kentucky Parks and facilities
would be non-segregated. While
Dr. John A. Hannah
A Close-Up Of
Rights Chairman
By International News Service
Dr. John A. Hannah approaches'
his new job as chairman of the
new civil rights commission with
the Christmas spirit feeling that
men of good will can work out
differences — however difficult
they may seem.
Hannah, who is president of
Michigan State University. is no
stranger to Washington nor is he
a stranger to the problems of rare
relations and civil rights.
He was frequently in the head-
lines as assistant defense secre-
tary for manpower and personnel
in 1953 and 1954 under the Eisen-
hower administration.
Before that, under the Truman
administration, the educator was
a member of the advisory board
which worked out policies for the
Point Four program of economic
aid to foreign nations.
In the field of racial discrimina-
tion, Hannah, shortly after being
named president of Michigan
State in 1941, ordered integration
of Negro and white students in
campus dormitories. Then he rul-
ed that all racial designations be
stricken from student records.
In his key Pentagon post, he
headed up the program of ending
racial discrimination in the Armed
Forces and among civilian per-
sonnel of the Army, Navy and
Air Force.
Hannah was born in Grand Rap-
ids, Mich., on Oct. 9, 1902. His
father operated a hatchery and
Miss Rosa V. Turner.
The Lauderdale Hign school bas-
ketball team defeated the Booker
T. Washington High school team








The Union Station Is Across the Street From Us
greenhouse on a small farm on
the outskirts of the city He be-
came an agricultural specialist
and through this joined the facul-
ty of Michigan agriculture college
which later became Michigan
State.
He is married and has a daugh-
ter and three sons.
His philosophy on racial prob-
lems is that "wise men have
struggled with these problems for
decades." He expects no quick
solutions from commission recom-
mendations, but believes "men of
good-will can work out their dif-
ferences."
The commission which he heads
is under direction of the White
House and has no connection with
the Justice department's new civil
rights division set up to enforce
federal law. Hannah's group is
charged with investigations of the
problem and with making recom-
mendations for new legislation.
campaigning for the Presidency
(195'a) he began to speak out in
favor of civil rights.
In September, when the segre-
gationists of Sturgis and Clay,
Ky., blocked the entry of Ne-
groes in their desegregated
sehools, "Happy," unlike Arkan-
sas' Faubus, sent the Kentucky
National Guard to uphold the law,'
not block it. What's more, he did
not wait to be asked. Ile acted
forthwith.
This year, 1957, "Hapy" has
become even more vocal in sup-
port of civil rights. In a personal
appearance at the National Bap-
tist Convention, he spoke out bold-
ly. Recently, in the segregated
Kentucky Hotel, before the Ken-
tucky Motor Transport Associa-
tion, "Happy" said:
"This is one world. It is a much
smaller world than it used to be
, 1f we (white people) want
to make an issue of the color of
a inan's skin, we had better real-
ize when we start that we're out-
numbered in this world 7 to 1.
How are you going to win that
kind of a fight?"
The governor, quoting passages
from tEe Bible, and referring to
his experiences in the Holy Land
this summer, said that all men
stand equal in the sight of God.
He said it is his fervent wish
that he could make a significant
contribution to racial amity dur-
ing his term as governor.
"I believe in states' rights," he
continued, "but I believe in a
state's obligations, too."
Ile said Kentucky is "90 percent
integrated because of the good
sense and good judgement of the
people of Kentucky. We're le h e
bright shining light of t4eaSouth,"
These words speak"for Bien-
selves (and have not been exclu-
ively uttered here at home. Gov-
ernor Chandler has spoken them
in the deep South, also. Whether
he is running for another office
or not in no way destroys their
value. Their real significance lies
in the fact that he, a southern
governor, and former civil rights
loipgphotnent of record, now sees the
"Happy" Chandler has changed
and I am more than happy that
he has. Perhaps history will rec-
ognize him as another Mr. Jus-
tice Black. Every Negro at least







DOD 6:55 Slne On — SPirltual Mornenle
605- 7:00 New.
700- 7311 Jobe!. Timis
7:30- ADO Spiritual Moments
8:00- 1:30 Oral Roberts Healing Water.
630- 11:15 :Spiritual Moments
11:45- 9:00 Sunday Music
9:00- 9:313 Golden Train
9:30-10:00 Christian Fellowship Church
I5:00-10:05 N•w•
10:05-11:55 OK lilt P•rade
11:5542:00 News
MOS- 1:00 Skimp Patterson
I:00- 1:30 OK Hot Parade
1:30- 13. Yountl Weer° Simaks
1:55- 1:00 News
1:011- 3:00 Platter Par,
3:00- I:00 Bosh, McSwen
4:00- 500 lioshop Johnson






















%on• On — Spiritual Sunbeams
Solrotual Sunbeams
Honks. Dory Fishing Club
New, - Sports
'funky Do, Show





























































On Derby Day, a year ago
(1956), 1 happened to be leaving
Churchill Downs in the company
of Attorney Arthur Shores of Bir-
mingham, Ala., and Dr. T. R. M.
Howard, formerly of Mississippi.
As we left the entrance, we saw
Governor Chandler. I spoke to
hint and introduced my guests.
When 1 told him Arthur Shores
was Autherine Lucy's I a w ye r,
"Happy" pu one arm around my
shoulder and the other around my
wife's and said, "Frank, thank
God, we don't have any need for
Autherine Lucys in Kentucky."
At that time, I felt that "Hap-
py's" statement was a little op-
portunistic. Now, I'm beginning
to believe that "Happy" really
got religion on civil rights in the
heat of his campaign with Combs.
Then "Happy" was brought face
to lace with how most Negroes
felt about his failure in their be-
half.
Toay, it's a different story. And
while many Louisvillians still boo
him (as they did at the Male-
Manual Thanksgiving Game), Ne-
groes all over are deservedly ap•
plauding the Minder of today.
As for me, personally I am/for
"Happy's" delivering the nyc
sage any and everywhere to all
who need to be told that segre-
gation must go It is even more
effective coming from him.
Say New Yorker
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 15
Sat., Jan. 4, 1958
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
fly CHARLENE WARREN
Because of illness many of us
were not able to worship at our
various churches to commemorate
once again the birth of Christ
' 
nor;
did we get to smell the aromas
from those hams and turkeys —
needless to say taste them. Dear
Santa, again at the North Pole, left
most of us happy and we anxious-
ly await his return next year. ,
• • •
The lads and 'addles from the
arious institutions of hig her
learning are looking more hand-
some and "chic" than ever — sure
hope that their "brains" are get-
ting the once over too. Now to
name them (sure hope that 1 don't
miss any as we do have a large
delegation.)
From Tennessee State universityi
Hazel Warren (my sisl and Ger-'
aldine Crawford; University of 11-
linbis DeJustice Ooleman; Arkan-
sas AM&N, Willa P. Choyce, Bar-
bara Brown, J. C. and Waymon
Starks, Charles and Bobby Stew-
art, Bobby Martin, Clifton Welk-
er, Arthur Pryor, Barbara Clay-
born, Charlene Bailey, Ulysses
Norris, Eugene Washington, Pearl-
etha Stegall, Annie Flint and Fran-
ces Jones; Kentucky State, Adell
Patton, Joshua Lucas, Eddie An-
derson and Doreen Frod; Lincoln
-university, Oneida Patton and Vir-
gie Bland; Stillman college, Loyale
Dean; Butler college, Eva Swift;
Southern university, Cato Brooks;
Philander Smith college, Barbara
Turner, Melvin McAllister, Willie
C. Guest, Clarice and Claudia
Hughes, Manuel, Cecil and Man-
sell Twillie and Lola Williams,
•
Forrest City's St. Andrew's Pres-
byterian church has extended a
unanimous call to the Rev. James
F. Cooley of Darien, Ga., to be-
come the pastor of the congrega-
tion as of Jan. I, 19M. A graduate
of Johrson C. Smith university,
Charlotte, N C , the Rev. Cooley'
has served his first pastorate in
Darien, Ga., for the past two
years. He will come to the local
church with a splendid reputation
as an aggressive church builder




HOUSTON, Texas — (ANP) —
Descendants of !no Hudgins, a
proud slave who was brought to
America in.achains, a r e sitting
pretty on top taf the hottest oil
boom the Texiii gulf coast has
seen in the last 25 years, it was
reported.
The clan, direct descendants of
Ino who died a freed man follow-
ing the Civil War, own some 300
acres of rich Texas oil lands in an
area known as "Hudkins' Settle-
ment."
So rich is the area in fact, that
oilmen are offering $35 an acre
for mineral leases to the land,
which has been divided among
Ino's heirs.
This is believed to be a new
high for oil lands, which normally
lease for $1 an acre. Under the
land-lease proposition, if oil is
struck, the owner then gets a
royalty.
No oil has as yet been struck
and oilmen are still tight-lipped
about the prospects. But t h e
Houston Chronicle reported last
week that several weeks ago an 300 acres to his children, w h aAccepted Bribe oil company put down core tests passed them on to theirs.
drillings that showed hundreds of Iludgins descendants are cur.
NEW YORK — (ANP) — All feet of oil sands in the area, indi- rently living on the land, which
Harlem is buzzing with specula- eating that t h e Hudgins heirs has since been cut up into many
tion over the recent charge of stand to reap a huge fortune, pieces, in a collection of small
bribery levelled against Clem
Ransome. 39, chief probation of-
ficer in the domestic division of
the Criminal Courts.
In collusion with another pro-
bation officer, Ransome is charg-
ed with participation in accepting
a bribe to quash a case involving
back alimony. Ransome says the
charges are pure hogwash.
The 'Chronicle called the Hud-
gins activity "the hottest oil-lease
play on the Texas Gulf Coast in
the past 25 years."
One of the descendants w h o
stands to benefit largely from the
reported boom is Mrs. Mathilda
Scott, 73, who is one who h a a
leased for $35 an acre.
Another is Ben Alexander, a
cheerful man of 63 and a nephew
of !no, who has alreadg, received
$4,740 for his leases. HI said he
will use the money to fix his
house and his barn.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Lily Williams,
matriarch of the Hudgins clan,
h a s leased her holdings of 31
acres.
Although spry at 79, she remark,
ed jokingly that "I'll be dead be-
fore they hit oil." Nevertheless
she also stands to benefit huge-
ly from the transacti s.
The story of In H dgins Is an
interesting one, said to have
been a good worker but a very
proud slave who told his master:
"My father is a great man in my
country (Africa). He is richer
than you."
Ina was brought to Texas when
the state was a republic and sold
to a plantation owner in Mata-
gorda County.
After he was freed following
the Civil War, he bought part of
the land which he worked as a
slave and kept increasing his hold-
ings. When he died he left the
homes.
Bennett Gets Grant
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Mem-
bers of the North Carolina Con-
ference of the Methodist church
reported a gift of $4,454 to Ben-
nett college when they held their
annual "Roll Call" meeting at the
college last week.






All we distill is Kentucky straight
bourbon.
We know that bourbon of the finest
quality requires choice grains. That's
all we use. We know it calls for the
greatest skill in distilliag. The men
who guide the making of Ancient Age
are the most experienced in the indus-
try. And it takes lots of time. That's
why we wait six full years for careful
aging to bring the quality ingredients
to their peak of maturity.
And to safeguard the uniform qual-
ity of Ancient Age, we distill it at one
place only . .. at the Ancient Age dis-
tillery in Frankfort, Kentucky. the
heart of the bourbon country.
Nothing has been spared to make
Ancient Age the greatest bourbon of
them all. We invite you to try it to-
night. After one taste, you'll under-
stand why we can make the challenge:
"If you can find a better bourbon...
buy it!"
urine'
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 6 YEARS OlO " PROOF E1955 ANCIENT AGE DISTILLING co., fume
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HELPED 'THE NEEDY — The1
New Light Civic Club of Or.
ange Mound, again brought
i cheer to the needy during the
yuletide. Baskets of food were
I given to unfortunate families
throughout the 4. oniniunity.
Show just before they began
to distribute the gifts are:
Ralph Lofton, President-elect;
Mrs. Lucille Hill, secretary;
George W. Johnson, assistant
secretary; Mrs. Pauline Hoyle,
social and sick committee;
Elihue Stanback, director of
publicity; and Anderson Mit-
chell, president.
Judges Agree To Hear
Bus Bias Suit Jan. 6
Federal Judge Marion S. Boyd
Informed all parties involved in
the Memphis bus desegregation
case this week that no further de-
lay would be granted to the suit
which has been pending for a
year and a half. It will be heard
as scheduled on Jan. 6.
Attorneys for the Memphis
Illtivet Railway company and the
city of Memphis asked Judge
Boyd on Dec. 20 to postpone the
ease for at least 30 days, because
of a rate hearing which had been
scheduled for Jan. 8 with the city
commissioners.
The case will be heard by Cir-
Ouit Judge John D. Martin, Dist-
rict Judge William E. Miller and
Judge Boyd.
POSTAL EMPLOYEE
0. Z. Evers, who is represent-
ed by Atty. H. T. Lockard, filed
a suit against the city of Mem-
phis and the Memphis Street Rail-
way company asking that the Ten-
nessee law enforced when he was
taken from a bus on April 26, 1306,
be declared unconstitutional.
On that date, Mr. Evers, a post-
al employee here, was carried
from a city bus by two policemen
when he refused to sit in the sec-
tion of the bus generally reserved
for Negroes.
The case has been scheduled for
previous dates, but the latest de-
lay was caused when Judge Mill-
Three Million
Migrate North
NEW YORK — (AN?) — Three
million Negroes have migrated
North since 1940, according to
Newsweek magazine which de-
scribes the northern migration of
the Negro as one of the greatest
population shifts in history — a
shift as historic as the great trek
West. In 1900, only 10 per cent
of the Negro population lived out-
side the South; today, 40 per cent
do (and) an average of 1.400 more
are arriving monthly in New York,
2,000 in Chicago, 1,700 in Los An.
geles. And no major slowdown in
the migration is yet in sight.
The story charts the race bal.
ance shift in the big northern
cities and says, "This vast move-
ment is creating equally vast
changes in the social, cultural,
economic, and political complex-
ion of the nation .. creating ten-
sions and problems that never ex-,
fated before. As Negro leaders
themselves are the first to point
out, the cities in which the mi-
grants find haven are quickly be-
set by problems deeply rooted in
the relatively low economic and
social standards of their people ...
The influx lowers scholastic stan-
dards in the school . Undenia-
bly, too, far more Negroes than
whites are public charges .. . But
the migrant leaves his firmest im-
print on the housing problem be-
cause it is the one that is already
the most acute in every city by
the time he gets there If white
families were not movine to the
suburbs in unprecedented num-
bers, the racial tensions created
by the housing bottleneck, alone
would be far worse than they are
Newsweek says. "A seri-
ous recession could destroy the
uneasy peace overnight.
"Some are driven North by ra-
cial friction . . The drive for
status motivates others. By far
the biggest force, however, is eco-
nomic. Nationally, average fam-
ily incomes of Negroes still run
only little more than half that of
whites . . Negroes have not yet
gone far in U. S. politics, but the
migration northward is strength-
ening their hand . . Although 10
per cent of the nation's population
is colored, only three out of 435
congressmen are ... More Negro
congressmen from Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Cleveland and St. Louis
— perhaps a total of ten within
ten years — are a certainty . .
The Negro influence will gain
steadily," the magazine predicts.
THELMA COBB TO
ATTEND MEET
TALLAHASSEE — Mrs. Thelma
Cobb, southern regional director
of Delta Sigma Theta sorority and
assistant professor of English at
Florida A and SI university, has
been invited by Vice-President
Richard V. Nixon to attend a con-
ference of the President's Com-
mittee on Government Contracts.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is hack after •
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissaasfied with marriage! Have
yea lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
la bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are yew
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whiteha ven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM !SELL'S
BAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 s.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily. Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
te leek for the right "ten and the right name.
er suffered a heart attack. All
judges are now ready to begin
with the case when court opens
on Jan. 6.
The city of Memphis and the
Memphis Street Railway company
are being represented by City
Attorney Frank B. Gianotti, as-
sisted by Charles M. Crump, with
Edward P. Russell and Walter
Chandler, former Memphis may-
or and congressman as advisors.
Writer Thinks We Are
Preparing Now For War
By EDGAR T. STEWART
We have Just finished celebrat-
ing the birth of the Prince of
Peace. How did we do it? Some
by getting drunk, some by fight-
ing, and others by disturbing the
peace. Some celebrated it by do-
ing right as God has given them
the knowledge of the right.
Now that we have finished
celebrating for the One who came
to bring us peace, we can get Oh
with our preparations for war. 
der the present situation, there
is nothing else to do. President
Eisenhower has well said, "Ar-
mies and Navys don't start wars.
They stop them." Ambitious, long
headed and fearful men start
them.
When any nation or group of
nations get to be unusually strong,
others become jea:ous or afraid
of it or them. They then form
another alliance to form a balance
of power.
THE SOLUTION?
This has been going on for cen-
turies, and the only solution to
the age-old problem is the re-
ligion of Jesus Christ. "Love one
another. As you would that men
should do unto you, do ye also
unto them." If this is not the
case, then it will be like Rome's
famous "Pax Romona," by bring-
ing on greater wars. Example:
World War I, the war to end wars,
brought on the second World War.
The older religions were for
certain nationa and races. Thor
(the god of thunder) was suppos-
ed to help the Scandinavians.
Odin, the territonic people, Mars
the Romans, Zeus the Greeks,
etc. The religion of Jesus is for
all mankind.
The Christian world lost a good
chance during the colonization per-
iod when they carried a Bible in
one hand and a sword in the other.
when a group of church leaders
began punishing people for say
ing the world was round. T h e
scientist proved that it is and
bruised the Christian cause.
RELIGION AND PEACE
Both o fthese setbacks came be-
cause the leaders sittstituted their
ideas for the instructions of Jesus,
The late Dr. H. C. Link in his
book "My Return to Religion'
said that the great truths of sci-
ence and the simple truths of the
Bible are the same. Example —
Science says a man will act ac-
cording to what he thinks he is.
The Bible says "as a man think-
eths so is he." It is gratifying
to see a man like President Eisen-
hower, trained and experienced in
the arts of war fight so hard for
peace.
In Richard Wright's book "The
Color Curtain," it is stated that
someone asked the Asian-African
group in their first meeting, how
they expected to accomplish any-
thing without airplane factories,
etc. The reply was "By religion
and peace."
The Asian-African group is com-
posed of several religions, Most,
if not all of them have a slogan
similar to that given us by Jesus.
The Hindu: "The true rule in busi-
ness is to guard and do by the
things of others as they do by
their own. Buddhist: "One should
seek for others the happiness one
desires for one's self." Moham-
medan: "Let none treat his broth-
er in a way he himself would dis-
like to be treated." Another chance
for the church.
National Prayer week this year
is from Jan. 5 through Jan. 11,
for peace in the world,- harmony
and equality in the United States




HAMPTON, Va. — "So much ing career, Richardson has been
has happened in the 17 years recognized for his writings on
Memphis Masons since I left the United States with the development of his country
my brand new diploma in print- 
and received many honors frotm
official Liberia. Fe holds member-Give Food To
280 Families
For the 10th straight year, the
Memphis Prince Hall Lodge of
Masons gave Christmas baskets
to needy families here. This year
280 baskets of groceries. valued
at nearly $2,000, were ditributed
on Christmas eve.
According to Rev. Charles F.
Williams, the grandmaster of the
lodge, all of the money used to
'purchase food was donated b
members of the organization. One
year, he said, they gave away
380 baskets to the poor.
Each basket contained a 4 to 6
pound ham, 2 pounds of salt pork,
10 pounds of potatoes, 5 pounds
of flour, 5 pounds of corn meal,
and a wide variety of other food
staples.
Letters were sent to persons se-
lected from needy cases inform-
ing them to be present to re-
ceive the food, and when they
presented them to the food com-
mittee, they received a well-load-
ed basket.
The Prince Hall Lodge of Mem-




'NEW ORLEANS — Five stu-
dents from Dillard university at-
tended the sixth quadrennial Na-
tional Methodist Student Confer-
ence which met at Kansas uni-
versity for five days, Dec. 27.
The delegates were Phyl-
lis Champion of Franklin, La.;
Luther R. Graves, Gulfport, Miss.;
Ernest Kinchen, Lafayette, La.;
Sandra Parker, New Orleans;
and Garrett Moore. New Orleans.
They were accompanied by the
Rev. Donald Frank, chaplain-ad-
visor.
Little Rock Nine
ing from Hamrton Institute, on
my way home to set up the govern-
ment printing office," reminisced
Nathaniel Richardson, aternate
delegate to the United Nations 
has served as acting chief of the
Bureau of Information for Depart-from the Rep-blic of Liberia, vial-
ment of State, lectured at Uni-ting the campus this week.
versity of Liberia, is a memberNow superintendent of the print-
Department of State, Richardson o Dallas
f the National Library Board, -ing office which is part of the °
and was awarded honorary mai-
ls proud of his country's progress.
"You know, I installed Liberia's
first linotype. So much lias hap-
pened since then," he declared.
"We have greatly improved
health and sanitation facilities,
compulsory education through
elementary schools the tribal
chiefs are being integrated into
government (Chief Justice, Seem-
Secretary of Public instruction are
ar from tribes) and we have 350
students .tudying in United Sta-
tes that will bring valuable know-
ledge and skills back to our coun-
try."
Richardson's duties in the Uni-
ted • Nations have been largely
concerned with problems of re-
fugees, race relations and admis-
sions to the Assembly. He spon-
sored legislation to have an offi-
cial stand taken in the South
African racial strife, which was
passed in October; to increase
the number of vice-presidents of
the assembly from 9 to 13, the
additional 4 to come from Asia
and Africa, which also was pas-
sed; and has addressed the as-
sembly against the admission of
Red China.
.As for United States desegrega-
tion problems, he feels that that
the federal government's stand
against segregation, backed with
use of troops in Little Rock, has
saved the country's face with the
darker nations of the world.
ship in National Geographic So-
ciety and American Academy of
Social and Political Sciences. He
ters' degrees from the University
of Liberia. Colimissioned a co-
lonel in the reserve army, he is
chairman of Committee for Corn-
pilation of all Army Laws.
"Although I was born in Liberia,
I are no stranger here. I feel very
much at home," he remarked,
idigressing a bit. "I have relatives
;in Harrisburg, Pa., and my grand-
'father, Morris Chester, Brigadier
General under General Grant dur-
ing the Civil War, was American
Minister to Liberia. I was fortu-. . .
my own while in Harrisburg a
few days ago." he continued
"Our countries' ties are very
close. Our official native tongue
is English our currency the same,
and indeed our heritage have
much in common. Our country
was established as a free home
for United States slaves, you may
recall," he continued.
He is marrie - to a Liberian
native, and has six children, four
boys and two girls. The oldest
boys, Nathaniel jr., age 11, and
Jehu, 10, are atten 'ing prepara-
tory school in Lorulon in pre-
paration for engineering school
in the United States.
He leaves this eountry January
5, flying home via London and
Paris. If all goes well, he hopes
to return for the 13th United Na-
tions Session. As an alternate,
he is subject to re-appointment.
After that, who can tell, Ambas-
Since embarking upon his prtnt- sador from Liberia, perhaps?
,Haiti Gets New
Tourist Head
PORT AU PRINCE, Haiti —
Robert Theard is the new director
general of tourism for the Re-
public of Haiti, according to Min-
ister of Tourism Jean A. Magloire.
Theard, who is widely traveled
and has been associated for many
years with various phases of the
tourist business, is directing pro-
motion of Ilaiti's growing tourist
business and heads a staff head-
quartered in the new ministry in
Pnrt au Prince
SororityParty For
WASHINGTON — The nine Ne-
gro students and Mrs. Daisy Bates
who braved the recent Little
Rock school integration crisis,
were given a nation-wide Christ-
mas party last week by Delta
Sigma Theta sorority's 20.000
members.
Numerous gifts, including mon
ey, clothing, jewelry and books
— valued already at several thou-
sand dollsrs — continue to pour
into Little Rock (igen 243 Delta
chapters throughout the country.
In addition to the gifts from all
chapters. the sorority's gradua e
HAPPY NEW YEAR
TO
Our Friends and Patrons
LILLIE MAE'S Beauty Shop
Lillie Mae Nelson, Prop.
73 WINCHESTER MEMPHIS
chapters advertised heavily in the
Arkansas State-Press, a weekly
newepaper published by Mrs. Bat,
es and her 
huband.'
Since the Little Rock incidents
thousands of dollars worth of ad-
vertising have been withdrawn
from the publication in efforts to
force the Bates out of business.
During her recent trip East Mrs.
Bates, who is presidmt of the
Arkansas NAACP and adviser to
the nine students attending Cen-
tral High- school, was asked what
people could do to help the Little
Rock cause.
Edict Mixed
DALLAS, Tex. — (INS) — The
reversal of a U. S. District Court
order to integrate Dallas public
schools late in January received
a mixed reaction in Dallas from
school officials and Negro at-
torneys.
School officials given a "reas-
onable further opportunity to meet
their primary ritteersibility" of
integrating by the Fifth U. S.
Court of Appeals in New Orleans,
termed the decision "favorable."
Dr. Edwin- L. Hippy, school
board president, said the court ot
appeals decision is "in line with
the original Supreme Court de-
cree."
Rippy added the school board
"will give its plans for future in-
tegration in early summer."
Rippy and Dr. W. T. White,
superintendent of schools, have
withheld any announcement of
definite integration plans de-
spite frequent requests for the in-
formation — during the past three
months.
ALLOWS MORE TIME
White was openly pleased with,
the decision saying it allowed
more time to integrate the schools
and that this "would be conducive
to orderly procedure."
Dallas Mayor Robert L. Thorn-
ton and Texas Attorney General
Will Wilson were unavailable for
comment but NAACP Attorney U.
Simpson Tate, spokesman for the
Dallas school integrationists, simp-
ly said 'That's it. The hand that
"The children love letters and
surprise tokens," Mrs. Bates re-
plied.
Later, when a Delta national of-
ficer was told by sorors at an
Interracial college chapter that
they wanted to feel more closely
related to Little Rock the idea of
a nation-wide Christmas Party was
born.
Delta's Grand President Dorothy
P. Harrison, whose husband. G.
Lamar llarrison, is president of
Langston university in Oklahoma,
urged all Delta grand officers.
graduate and undergraduate chap-
ters to play Santa Claus to 'Mrs




Mrs. Mary Gill, Prop.
Emmett Pink ens Lucile Porter Luella Yancie
461 BEALE AVE.
WLOK AND JAYCEES — The..
annual Christmas party given..
by the New-Junior Chamber. .
of Commerce in LeMoyne col-
lege's Bruce Hall on Dec. 21.
brought joy to 336 children..
selected by the local Depart- .
ment of Public Welfare on the
basis of their needs. Radio
Station WLOK assisted t h e
Jaycees in making their yule
project a success. Of the $1500
expenses incurred. WLOK
working with the Jayceetes
raised $762.12 on two success.
lye Saturdays. In addition,
WLOK contributed $200 worth
. of new toys for the Jaycee
party. Entertaining the kids
are, kneeling at left, Robert F.
Bartuseh, assistant general
manager of the station and at
right sitting is Sam Qualls,
general chairman of the Jay-
cees.
Xmas Bright For HARD TO BELIEVE
Family Of Nine
Christmas was made brig
to a family of nine here as a ee-
sult of the generosity of the Unit-
ed.. Workers Funeral Service, M.
T. Brown, the director 
*immuneed. The family received $50 in
clothing and groceries.
Mr. Brown said Shat the needy
family had been suffering as a
result of the 59-year old father's
having been confined to bed for
the past two years as a result
of a back injury, which threw him
out of work. Since then he has
been receiving a $70-a-month pen-
sion, but this goes mostly for rent
he said.
The mother, Mr. Brown said,
has been forced to work in order
to take care of the seven chil-
dren whose ages range from 2
to 14.
The funeral organization has
been contributing to the needs of
the poor at Christmas for the
past four years.
They Are Talkingest
People In The World
if receiving a busy signal when'
you call your friends here in Mem-
phis irritates you, don't bother
calling your friends in Alaska.
They are the talkingest people on
earth as far as the telephone is
concerned.
Alaskans averaged 630 conver-
sations per person last year to
displace the Hawaiians as tele-
phone champions, according to
"The World's Telephones," an an-
nual survey released recently by
the American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company.
Hawaii, which came in first-for
1955, rated second last year with
an average of 531 conversations
per inhabitant. Canada reported
481 Sweden 455 and the United




The latest edition of "The
World's Telephones," also shows
that throughout the world more
telephones were added during 1958
than ever before. The gain of 7 1-2
million telephones brought the
total number in use at the begin-
ning in 1957 to 110 million.
New York, at last count, had
more telephones than any other
city. Only three countries — the
United Kingdom, Canada, and
West Germany — had more
than New York City's 4,077,000.
The United States had 35 tele-
phones for each 100 persons, with
Sweden ranking second with 32.
The world at large has 4 telephones
to every 100 persons. Washington,
D. C., with 65 telephones for every
100 persons, was the first among
cities for telephone density, with
Stockholm, Sweden, second with
56.
"The World's Telephones" con-
tains statistical data based on a
survey of more than 200 coun•
tries, which takes nearly a tear
to compile.
Says U. S. Must Subway Workers
Keep Promises Vote New Strike
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has
warned the nation that the United
States has a commitment to Is-
rael in guaranteeing her present
borders and that "the American
people as a whole must live up
to it."
Mrs. Roosevelt voiced her warn-
ing in an address delivered at
the annual Hanukkah luncheon of
the Women's Division of the Amer-
ican Jewish Congress, held last




NEW YORK — Gov. Harriman
of New York warned Democrats
"there can be no compromise"
on the party's civil rights plat-
form in the WO presidential cam- s
paign.
NEW YORK — (INS) — New
York Subway workers voted Sun
day to go on strike at midnigh
Tuesday.
The walkout, if effected, would
virtually cripple the entire sub-
,./ay system which transports
nearly five million persons each
day.
The strike — brought on by
failure to negotiations on a new
work contract -- would also )'ring
a halt to surface transportation,
operated by privately - owned bus
companies.
Chances that the strike can be
averted still exist, however, Bar-
gaining between • the Transport
Workers Union and the New York
Transit Authority will continue
today.
Even a Southern split from the 
Win 
avs U. S. To
Democratic party, Harriman de. W.
dared, "will have to be faced in ___ Over Reds
preference to a compromise of the
party's basic principles."
moves has writ."
C. B. Bunkley, another attorney
for the 28 Negro plaintiffs who
filed suit for admission to t h e
schools in 1955, said he would
make no comment until he had
read the full text of the court's
decision.
Observers in Dallas believed the
next most probable step for the
plaintiffs would be to file petition,
to the Federal District Court for,












































































David 0. McKay, president of Jig
Mormon church, says America
will triumph over Russia because
it has the inner strength that ulti-
mately outlasts any Godless na-
tion.
McKay, 84, said yesterday at
ground-breaking ceremonies for
the new $300,000 Garden grove
second ward church of his. faith.
"Any nation that denies God,
that breaks up the home, that robs
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